CES Virtual 27th International Conference of Europeanists
Europe’s Past, Present, and Future: Utopias and Dystopias

All sessions are listed in Eastern Daylight Time (EDT).

June 2, 2021
Pre-Conference Side Events

**MONDAY, JUNE 14**

Networking with Breakout Sessions (private event for fellows)
6/14/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

*Mandatory for all dissertation completion and pre-dissertation fellows*

---

Through the Science Lens: New Approaches in the Humanities
6/14/2021
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM

*Mandatory for all dissertation completion and pre-dissertation fellows*

Moderator: Nicole Shea, CES/Columbia University

Speakers: Dominic Boyer - Rice University  
Arden Hegele - Columbia University  
Jennifer Edmond - Trinity College

---

Territorial Politics and Federalism Research Network Business Meeting
6/14/2021
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM

*Business Meeting*

Chair: Willem Maas - York University

---

**TUESDAY, JUNE 15**

Mellon-CES Keynote Discussion: Crises of Democracy
6/15/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 PM

*Keynote Sponsored by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation*

*Mandatory for all dissertation completion and pre-dissertation fellows*

Chair: Nicole Shea – Director, Council for European Studies

Speakers: Eileen Gillooly - Executive Director, Heyman Center for the Humanities, Columbia University  
Jane Ohlmeyer - Professor of History at Trinity College and Chair of the Irish Research Council
European Integration and Political Economy Research Network Speed Mentoring Event
6/15/2021
10:30 AM to 2:30 PM
Networking Event

Chair: Dermot Hodson - Birkbeck, University of London

Knowledge Production and Placemaking: Theories, (Digital) Tools & Practices
6/15/2021
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM
COST European Commission panel

Moderator: Zsuzsanna Varga - University of Glasgow

Panelists: Pekka Tuominen - University of Helsinki
Marijke Martin - University of Groningen
Karin Hallas-Murula - Architecture Historian, Estonia
Nevena Dakovic - University of Arts, Belgrade

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16

How to Pitch to Publishers
6/16/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM
Chair: Orfeo Fioretos - Temple University

Speakers:
Andrew Kinney - General Editor, Harvard University Press
Jaya Aninda Chatterjee - Editor for World History, Geopolitics, and International Relations, Yale University Press
Mary Al-Sayed - Editor for Anthropology and History, University of Chicago Press
Dominic Byatt - Publisher, Politics and International Relations, Oxford University Press

THURSDAY, JUNE 17

To Teach or Not to Teach: Dealing with the Sensitive Topics in Education
6/17/2021
9:00 AM to 10:30 AM
Workshop

Chair: Alma Jeftić - University of Belgrade

---

**European Cultural Policy: Practical Approaches**
6/17/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

Moderator: Randall Halle – University of Pittsburg

Speaker: Maria Silvia Gatta - European Commission

---

**Journal Editor Roundtable**
6/17/2021
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM EDT

Moderator: Hélène Ducros - EuropeNow

Speakers: Julie Lynch - Socio-Economic Review  
Michael Bernhard - Perspectives on Politics  
Helen Wood - European Journal of Cultural Studies

---

**FRIDAY, JUNE 18**

Abstract Writing for Emerging and Early-Career Europeanists
6/18/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 PM

Organized and led by the CES Critical European Studies Research Network

Speakers: Hélène Ducros - Council for European Studies  
Nicholas Ostrum - Xavier University of Louisiana
8th Annual Graduate Workshop on Comparative Historical Research on Europe
6/18/2021
11:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Workshop

Chair: Harris Mylonas – George Washington University
Conference Side Events

MONDAY, JUNE 21

The Future of Europe
6/21/2021
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM

Keynote

Chair’s Welcome: *Erik Bleich - Middlebury College*
Moderator: *Erik Jones - Johns Hopkins University*

Panelists: *Michele Lamont - Harvard University*
*   Cathie Jo Martin - Boston University*
*   Sheri Berman - Barnard College*
*   Jan Willem Duyvendak - University of Amsterdam*

TUESDAY, JUNE 22

The Future of Populism?
6/22/2021
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM

Keynote

Chair’s Welcome: *Erik Bleich - Middlebury College*
Moderator: *Adrian Favell - University of Leeds*

Panelists: *Catherine de Vries - Bocconi University*
*   Anand Menon - Kings College London*
*   Milada Vachudova - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill*

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23

Transnational Memory and Identity in Europe Research Network Business Meeting
6/23/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM

Business Meeting

Chair: *Alma Jeftić - University of Belgrade*
*   Daphne Winland - York University*
Gender and Sexuality Research Network Business Meeting
6/23/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM
Business Meeting
Chair: Koen Slootmaeckers - City, University of London
Sarah Cooper - University of Exeter

Radicalism and Violence Research Network: Best Paper Award Ceremony
6/23/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM
Award Ceremony
Chair: Karen Umansky - Tel Aviv University
Joel Busher - Centre for Trust, Peace and Social Relations, Coventry University
Alberto Spektorowski - Tel-Aviv University

Political Economy and Welfare Research Network Business Meeting
6/23/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM
Business Meeting
Chair: Julian Garritzmann - Goethe University Frankfurt
Tomasz Inglot - Minnesota State University
Natascha van der Zwan - Leiden University

European Culture Research Network Business Meeting
6/23/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM
Business Meeting
Chair: Katrin Sieg – Georgetown University
Randall Halle - University of Pittsburgh
Estela Schindel - European University Viadrina
Claske Vos - University of Amsterdam
Angela Runciman - Binghamton University

European Integration and Political Economy Network Business Meeting
6/23/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM
Business Meeting
Chair: Dermot Hodson - Birkbeck, University of London
Alison Johnston - Oregon State University

Business Interests in European Politics: Lessons Learned and Agendas for Future Research
6/23/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM
Research Network Plenary

Speakers: Pepper Culpepper - University of Oxford
Cathie Jo Martin - Boston University
Andrew Perchard - Northumbria University
Neil Rollings - University of Glasgow
Laura Horn - Roskilde University

A Decolonial Project for Europe
6/23/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM
Presidential Panel: A JCMS Sponsored Lecture

Chair’s Welcome: Jean Beaman - University of California, Santa Barbara
Co-Chair & Moderator: Richard G. Whitman - University of Kent
Co-Chair: Toni Haastrup - University of Stirling
Keynote Speaker: Gurminder Bhambra - University of Sussex

Historical Study of States and Regimes Research Network Business Meeting
6/23/2021
1:30 PM to 2:30 PM
Business Meeting

Chair: Harris Mylonas - George Washington University

Race and Racism in Europe Research Network Business Meeting
6/23/2021
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM
Business Meeting

Chair: Jean Beaman - University of California, Santa Barbara
Crystal Fleming - Stony Brook University
Jennifer Fredette - Ohio University
**Diasporic Objects and Persons, Restitution and Gifts**
6/24/2021
2:00 PM to 3:00 PM - Zoom Room 1
*European Culture Research Network Plenary*

Organizer: **Claske Vos - University of Amsterdam**

**Speaker:** **Bambi Ceuppens - Royal Museum for Central Africa (Tervuren, Belgium)**

**The Political Economy of Populism: European Integration and Political Economy Network Roundtable**
6/24/2021
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM - Zoom Room 11
*Research Network Roundtable*

Chair: **Erik Jones - Johns Hopkins University**

Participants: **Vivien A. Schmidt - Boston University**
**Jonathan Hopkin - London School of Economics**
**Dermot Hodson - Birkbeck, University of London**

**Gender and Sexuality Research Network Semi-Plenary**
6/24/2021
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM
*Research Network Semi-Plenary*

Chair: **Koen Slootmaeckers - City, University of London**
**Sarah Cooper - University of Exeter**

**Speakers:** **Arnar Gíslason – University of Iceland**
**Íris Ellenberger – University of Iceland**
**Ásta Kristín Benediktsdóttir – University of Iceland**
**Silja Bárá Ómarsdóttir – University of Iceland**

**Can We Decolonize Migration Studies? A Queer of Color Perspective**
Co-sponsored by Immigration Research Network and Race and Racism Research Network
6/24/2021
2:00 PM to 3:00 PM
*Research Network Plenary*

Speaker: **Fatima El Tayeb - University of San Diego**

**The Newly Created Law Research Network: A Conversation with Antonio Estella, Alexander Somek and Elena Gil**
6/24/2021
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM
Research Network Plenary

Speakers: Antonio Estella de Noriega - Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
Elena Gil González - CEU San Pablo University
Alexander Somek - University of Vienna

Publishing in European Culture Studies: A Roundtable
6/24/2021
3:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Research Network Roundtable

Chair: Katrin Sieg - Georgetown University

Immigration Research Network Business Meeting
6/24/2021
3:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Business Meeting

Chair: Gökce Yurdakul – Humboldt University
Nicole Doerr - University of Copenhagen
Anna Korteweg - University of Toronto
[1] Working Conditions in Social Care and the Political Representation of Care Workers
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 19
Paper Panel

Chair: Franca Van Hooren - University Amsterdam
Participants:
- Limits of Solidarity? Issue Coalitions and the Regulation of Migrant Domestic Work
  - Single Paper
  - Rossella Ciccia - University of Oxford
- Underpaid and Undervalued: Care Workers in Nursing Homes
  - Single Paper
  - David Palomera - IGOP - UAB
- The Political Representation of Childcare Workers in the Context of Marketization
  - Single Paper
  - Franca van Hooren - University of Amsterdam
- Who Represents the Workers? Social Dialogue and Trade Unions in the French Homebased Care Sector
  - Single Paper
  - Clémence Ledoux - Université de Nantes
- Exit, Struggle or Resignation: Participation, Self-organization and Non-agency among Migrant Domestic Workers
  - Single Paper
  - Zenia Hellgren - Pompeu Fabra University

Discussant: Margarita Léon - Universitat Autònoma Barcelona

6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 11
Paper Panel

Chair: Regine Paul - University of Bergen
Emma Carmel - Bath University
Participants:
- Algorithm-based Decision making in the Governance of Migration: The Socio-politics of Border Management Technologies
  - Single Paper
  - Bruno Martins - Peace Research Institute Oslo
  - Maria Gabrielsen Jumbert - Peace Research Institute Oslo
  - Kristoffer Lidén - Peace Research Institute Oslo
- Seeing like Big Tech: Navigating the Corporate Landscape of Data-driven Migration Governance in Europe
  - Single Paper
  - Lina Dencik - Cardiff University
  - Philippa Metcalfe - Cardiff University
- More than Extraction: Rethinking the Coloniality of Data through Critical Political Economy
  - Single Paper
  - Catriona Gray - University of Bath
- From Algorithmic to Regulatory Bias: The uneven Regulation of AITs in European Migration Governance
  - Single Paper
  - Emma Carmel - University of Bath
  - Regine Paul - University of Bielefeld

Discussant: Derya Ozkul - University of Oxford

[3] Pitchforks out? How Do People Think about Finance in Times of Crises?
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Chair: Elsa Massoc - Goethe University
Participants:

Fifty Shades of Hate and Discontent: How People Talk about Finance on European Twitter
Single Paper
Elsa Clara Massoc - Goethe University

Attitudes Toward Finance and Elites: Recent Perceptions of Financial Regulation from Survey Experiments
Single Paper
Kevin Young - University of Massachusetts Amherst

Scandals, Media Coverage, and Preferences for Financial Regulation
Single Paper
Pepper Culpepper - University of Oxford

From Delegation to Contestation: Central Banks and Technocratic Politics
Single Paper
Benjamin Braun - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Maximilian Düsterteich - Dresden University of Technology

Discussant: Cornelia Woll - Sciences Po Paris

[4] Value Conflicts in a Differentiated Europe and Beyond: Value Polarization and the Digital Media
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 9
Paper Panel

Chair: Becker Elisabeth - University of Virginia
Participants:

Between Emancipation and Domestication: European Islam and the Academication of Muslim Knowledge
Single Paper
Jan Felix Engelhardt - Academy for Islam in Research and Society, University of Frankfurt

Thinking the Citizen: Muslims in the European Metropolis
Single Paper
Becker Elisabeth - University of Virginia

The Politics of Believing and Belonging: Internal Diversity among Muslim Immigrants in Germany
Single Paper
Gülay Türkmen - University of Göttingen

Discussant: Mabel Berezin - Cornell University

[5] The Futures of Islam in Europe
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel

Chair: Stefan Wallaschek - Europe-University Flensburg
Participants:

Impact of Globalization and Liberalization on Right-wing Populism in Developing Countries
Single Paper
Kayyanjali Kaushik - Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

Politics in Social and Digital Media in Europe: Preliminary Findings from the ValCon Survey
Single Paper
Aleksandra Sojka - Carlos III University in Madrid

The Politics of Believing and Belonging: Internal Diversity among Muslim Immigrants in Germany
Single Paper
Gülay Türkmen - University of Göttingen

Discussant: Mabel Berezin - Cornell University

[6] The European Commission in the EU System
MONDAY, JUNE 21

6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 10

Paper Panel

Chair: Sara Connolly - University of East Anglia
R. Daniel Kelemen - Rutgers University

Participants:

Hearings of the Candidates for the EU Commission: An Evolving Political Accountability Tool
Single Paper
Anchrit Wille - Leiden University

The European Commission and its Institutional Watchdogs in Times of Crisis
Single Paper
Andreea Nastase - Maastricht University
Christine Neuhold - Maastricht University

New Institutional Leadership Goes Viral
Single Paper
Sandrino Smeets - Radboud University
Derek Beach - Aarhus University

The Political Maturity of the European Union as Seen Through Crises
Single Paper
Mark Rhinard - Stockholm University

Discussant: R. Daniel Kelemen - Rutgers University

[7] Conflict of Sovereignty in Europe
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 14

Paper Panel

Chair: Christopher Bickerton - University of Amsterdam

Participants:

Conflicting Understandings of Sovereignty in the Rule of Law Debate in Poland: Government versus Opposition
Single Paper
Ramona Coman - Université libre de Bruxelles

We, the People? Contesting Popular Sovereignty in the UK’s Exit from the European Union
Single Paper
Christopher Bickerton - University of Cambridge
Nathalie Brack - Universite Libre Bruxelles

The Politics of Crisis Management in Greece: Determinants of Crisis Resolution
Single Paper
Ioanna Christodoulaki - Boston University

Discussant: Sergio Fabbri - Luiss Guido Carli University

6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 24

Paper Panel

Chair: Angela Bourne - Roskilde University

Participants:

Populist vs. Populist: The Cases of Italy and Spain
Single Paper
Francesco Campo - Roskilde University

Beyond Militant Democracy: Classifying Initiatives Opposing Populism
Single Paper
Angela Bourne - Roskilde University

Citizens’ Initiatives against Non-Liberal Democratic Parties
Single Paper
Tore Vincents Olsen - Aarhus University

Comparing Political Initiatives Opposing Danish People’s Party and the Sweden Democrats
Single Paper
Mathias Holst Nicolaelsen - Roskilde University

Discussant: Angela Bourne - Roskilde University
MONDAY, JUNE 21

6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 25
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Ruxandra Paul - Amherst College, Political Science Department
Fritz Sager - KPM Center for Public Management at the University of Bern

Participants:
Europe’s Essential Workers: Migration and Pandemic Politics in Central and Eastern Europe During COVID-19
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Ruxandra Paul - Amherst College, Political Science Department

Book / Roundtable Panelist
Céline Mavrot - Yale School of Public Health

Decision Making and Public Administration in Italy During the COVID-19 Crisis
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Anna Malandrino - University of Bologna

The Political Handling the COVID-19 Crisis in France: Paradoxes of a Centralized State-led Health System
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Patrick Hassenteufel - Paris Saclay University

Handling the COVID-19 Crisis in Spain: Policy Failures in a Decentralized State
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Sebastian Royo - Suffolk University

Single Paper
Stella Ladi - Queen Mary University of London and Panteion University, Athens
Dimitris Tsarouhas - Bilkent University

The COVID-19 Crisis: A Critical Juncture for EU Climate Policy Development?
Single Paper
Claire Dupont - Ghent University
Sebastian Oberthür - Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Ingmar von Homeyer - Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Sizing up the Competition: Explaining Reform of European Union Competition Policy in the COVID-19 Era
Single Paper
Justinas Mickus - University of Cambridge

Discussant: Elke Heins - University of Edinburgh

[10] Pandemic Politics and European Union Responses
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 25
Paper Panel

Chair: Stella Ladi - Queen Mary University of London and Panteion University, Athens

Participants:
Refugee Memories: Dislocated Bodies and Memories Seeking Institutional Home
Single Paper
Selma Porobić - University College London and Palacky University Olomouc

Beyond Episodic Memories: Vicarious Remembering and Readiness for Reconciliation
Single Paper
Alma Jeftić - University of Belgrade/International Christian University

Addressing and Healing Collective Traumas in History Education
Single Paper
Nena Mocnik - CY Cergy Paris Universite
Monday, June 21

Towards Deliberate Remembering: Exploring Pedagogical Potential of Two “Oases of Peace” in Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina

Valentina Otmacic - Independent Scholar

Football as a Field of Informal Memory Mobilization

Tea Sindbaek Andersen - University of Copenhagen

Discussant: Daphne Winland - York University

[12] Immigrants, Welfare States, and Socio-Economic Integration

6/21/2021 8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 22

Paper Panel

Moderator: Cecilia Bruzelius - University of Tübingen

Participants:

Empire Meets Welfare State Boundary-making in the Dutch Welfare State, 1945-1965

Single Paper

Emily Anne Wolff - Leiden University

The Well-being of Refugees and Other Immigrant Groups in Germany

Single Paper

Hans Dietrich - Institute for Employment Research (IAB)
Elena Ambrosetti - Sapienza University of Rome, Italy

What Types of Trade Unions Advance Social Rights for All? Union Centralization and Immigrants Solidarity

Single Paper

Elif Naz Kayran - Leiden University

A Republican Hypocrisy? The Strategic Use of Cultural Policies to Incorporate Minorities in France

Single Paper

Amanda Garrett - Georgetown University Qatar

How Does Superdiversity Matter for Migrant Entrepreneurship? Poles in the UK in the Times of Crisis

Single Paper

Katarzyna Andrejuk - Institute of Philosophy and Sociology, Polish Academy of Sciences


6/21/2021 8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 26

Paper Panel

Moderator: Petra Sidler - University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland

Participants:

Finding New Latent Integration Patterns in Research on Acculturation Attitudes in Switzerland

Single Paper

Petra Sidler - University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland & University of Neuchâtel & NCCR on the move

Social Work with Refugee Parents in Germany under a Utilization of Communication- and Information-Media

Single Paper

Marek Winkel - Leuphana University Lüneburg

Ethno-racial Inequalities in Belgian and German Employment Policy: Understanding Policy frames through Critical Race Theory

Single Paper

Laura Westerveen - Institute for European Studies - Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Jewish Memory in Spain: Citizenship, Law, Language Ideologies

Single Paper

Idil Ozkan - Northwestern University


6/21/2021 8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 5

Paper Panel
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Moderator: Joseph Jupille - University of Colorado
Participants:

Voting for your Pocketbook, but Against your Pocketbook? Studying Brexit at a Local Level
Jose Javier Olivas Osuna - National Distance Education University (UNED) & The London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE)
Kira Gartzou-Katsouyanni - The London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE)
Max Kiefel - The London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE)

Representing Society? Social Policy Attitudes of Political Representatives and their Electorate in Austria
Felix Wohlgemuth - Johannes Kepler University Linz
Carmen Walenta - Johannes Kepler University Linz

Moral Economies of Employment Policy as Neoliberal Policy Feedback: A Comparative Longitudinal Qualitative Reanalysis
Luis Antonio Vila-Henninger - University of Louvain
Claire Dupuy - University of Louvain

When the Common Good meets Economic Incentive: Willingness to Pay for Family Policies in Europe
Sigita Doblyte - University of Oviedo
Aroa Tejero - University of Oviedo

Next Stop: Italexit? How Citizens’ Attitudes Affect a Hypothetical Italian Referendum about EU Membership
Marino De Luca - University of Sussex

Remainers Remain? How the Brexit Referendum Has Shaped Political Behavior in the UK
Greta Schenke - University of Konstanz
Marc S. Jacob - ETH Zurich

Brexit, the Judiciary, and the Anglo-British Imaginary
Daniel Wincott - Cardiff University
Gregory Davies - Wales Governance Centre, School of Law and Politics, Cardiff University

Brexit and the Future of European Union Differentiated (Dis)integration
Angélica Saraiva Szucko - University of Brasília

________________________

[16] Pandemic Politics and Crisis Management
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 15
Paper Panel

Moderator: Irene Agnolucci - King’s College London
Participants:

Will COVID-19 Make or Break EU State Aid Policy? Analysis of Aid During the Pandemic
Irene Agnolucci - King’s College London

Preempting the Next Disaster: The Fundamental Ambiguity of Disaster Management
Sandra Maria Pfister - University of Linz

A Multi-level Approach to Crises Management: the Case of the European Union

________________________

6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Moderator: Meghan Tinsley - The University of Manchester
Participants:
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Danuta Kabat-Rudnicka - Cracow
University of Economics

European Solidarity in the Corona Crisis.
Deservingness and Public Support for Financial
and Medical Help
Single Paper
Sebastian Koos - University of Konstanz
Dirk Leuffen - University of Konstanz

[17] Climate Policy in Europe
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 17
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Sigrun Ólafsdóttir - University of Iceland
Participants:
Guðmundur Ingi Guðbrandsson - Minister for the
Environment and Natural Resources of Iceland
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Malcolm Fairbrother - Umea University
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Robert Gampfer - European Commission
Representation in Germany
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Marta Manczewska - WWF Poland
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Adam Hannestad - Politiken Newspaper
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Sollilja Bjarnadóttir - University of Iceland
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Gendered Aspects of Same-Sex Parenting in the
Eye of the Beholder
Single Paper
Judit Takács - MTA TK; KWI Essen
Ivett Szalma - MTA TK; Corvinus
University of Budapest

Everyday Life of Gays and Lesbians in Slovenia:
Coming out to the Family of Origin
Single Paper
Roman Kuhar - Faculty of Arts, University
of Ljubljana
Alenka Svab - Faculty of Social Sciences,
University of Ljubljana

Mixed Methods Approach to Study Lesbian, Gay
and Bisexual Persons’ Parenting Desires,
Intentions and Strategies
Single Paper
Hana Hašková - Institute of Sociology,
Czech Academy of Sciences
Hana Maříková - Institute of Sociology,
Czech Academy of Sciences
Marta Vohlídalová - Institute of
Sociology, Czech Academy of Sciences
Zdeněk Sloboda - Palacký University in
Olomouc

Negotiations of Same-Sex Marriage among CEE
LGB Migrants
Single Paper
Tanja Vuckovic Juros - University of
Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve

Discussant: Michael Stambolis-Ruhstorfer -
Université Bordeaux Montaigne

[18] Queering Family Research in Central and
Eastern Europe
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Chair: Judit Takács - MTA TK
Participants:

[19] European Futures: Memory
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 13
Paper Panel

Chair: Katrin Sieg - Georgetown University
Participants:

Remembering and Forgetting European Pasts:
Reconciliation in the Age of Populism
Single Paper
Yifat Gutman - Ben-Gurion University of
the Negev
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Critical European Museum Pedagogies: Tensions and High Wire Acts
Single Paper
Maureen K Porter - University of Pittsburgh
Derric I Heck - Stanford University

Nationalist Memory Constructions in Europe: How Relevant for Polish-German Relations?
Single Paper
Anja Hennig - Europa Universität Viadrina

Collaboration and Equity: the German-Namibian co-production Hereroland at the Thalia Theater, Hamburg/Germany
Single Paper
Katrin Sieg - Georgetown University

Discussant: Katrin Sieg - Georgetown University

[20] The Dynamics and Consequences of Struggles for Housing Rights in European Cities
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Chair: Guya Accornero - CIES-IUL
Marcos Ancelovici - Université du Québec à Montréal

Participants:

The Impact of Gentrification on Housing Struggle in Lisbon. Everyday Interactions and New Urban Identities
Single Paper
Guya Accornero - CIES-IUL
Tiago Carvalho - CIES-ISCTE

Single Paper
Marion Siriex - Université du Quebec a Montreal
Pascale Dufour - University of Montreal

Knowledge Production in Social Movements: The Housing Rights Movement in Barcelona and Montreal
Single Paper

Housing Coalition Dynamics: A Comparative Perspective
Single Paper
Valesca Lima - Maynooth University (Ireland)

Urban Challengers’ Frames and Strategies: between ‘Right to Housing’ and ‘Right to the City’
Single Paper
Anna Domaradzka - University of Warsaw
Filip Wijkstrom - Stockholm School of Economics

Discussant: Pierre Monforte - University of Leicester

[21] The Political Economy of Posted Work
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 12
Paper Panel

Chair: Nathan Lillie - University of Jyväskylä

Participants:

Posted Work as a Driver of Institutional Change
Single Paper
Nathan Lillie - University of Jyväskylä
Jens Arnholtz - University of Copenhagen

Italian Labor Inspectors Facing Transnational Posted Workers Phenomena
Single Paper
Francesco Eugenio Iannuzzi - University of Padua
Devi Sacchetto - University of Padua

The Reform of the Posting of Workers Directive and the Long March of Equal Treatment
Single Paper
Marco Rocca - CNRS - Université de Strasbourg

Migrant Workers in the Front-line: COVID-19 Protection Measures in the German-Dutch Border Region
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**Single Paper**
Lisa Berntsen - De Burcht  
Tesseltje De Lange - Radboud University Nijmegen  
Anita Böcker - Radboud University Nijmegen  
Sandra Mantu - Radboud University Nijmegen  
Natalia Skowronek - Radboud University Nijmegen  

**Shifting Employer Strategies in Light of Institutional Change**
Single Paper
Anne Mette Ødegård - Fafo Institute for Labor and Social Research  
Kristin Alsos - Fafo Institute for Labor and Social Research

**Posting of Workers: Associated with “Cheap Labor” or with “Fair Labor Mobility”?**
Single Paper
Lisa Berntsen - University of Amsterdam  
Mijke Houwerzijl - Tilburg University

**A Comparative Analysis of Union Responses to Posted Work in four European Countries**
Single Paper
Sonila Danaj - European Centre for Social Welfare Policy and Research  
Nathan Lillie - University of Jyvaskyla  
Lisa Berntsen - De Burcht, the Scientific Research Institute for the Dutch Labour Movement  
Ines Wagner - Institute for Social Research

**Discussant: Tesseltje de Lange - Radboud University**

---

**[22] Historical Political Economy: Institutions, Political Behavior, and Labor**
6/21/2021  
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 18  
Paper Panel

Chair: Carissa Tudor - Princeton University  
Christina Zuber - University of Konstanz

Participants:
Direct Democracy and Political Conflict: Institutional Evolution in the 19th Century  
Single Paper

---

**[23] Sexual Crossroads: Intersections and Coalitions in European Sexual Politics in the 1980s**
6/21/2021  
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 16  
Paper Panel

Chair: Gianmaria Colpani - Utrecht University

Participants:
Lesbians Are Not Women: Feminism, Heterosexuality, and French Universalism in the 1970s and 1980s  
Single Paper  
Ilana Eloit - CNRS

Dancing with the Queen: Postcolonial Sexual Politics in the Dutch Kingdom  
Single Paper  
Wigbertson Julian Isenia - University of Amsterdam

Pits and Perverts: Intersectionality and Coalition Politics in the Trajectory of LGSM  
Single Paper  
Gianmaria Colpani - Utrecht University
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Discussant: **Koen Slootmaeckers - City, University of London**

6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel

Chair: **Martin Dolezal - University of Salzburg**

Participants:

- Centrist and Radical Populism in Central and Eastern Europe
  - Single Paper
  - Ruzha Smilova - Sofia University and Centre for Liberal Strategies
  - Daniel Smilov - Sofia University and Centre for Liberal Strategies

- Toward a Typology of Populist Narratives: A Combination of Computational and Qualitative Methods
  - Single Paper
  - Teresa Lindenauer - Technische Universität Dresden
  - Anna-Maria Schielicke - Technische Universität Dresden
  - Sven Engesser - Technische Universität Dresden

  - Single Paper
  - Annika Werner - Australian National University
  - Reinhard Heinisch - University of Salzburg

- Who Gets Tired of Democracy? The Effect of Populism on Democratic Fatigue
  - Single Paper
  - Marco Foelsch - University of Salzburg

- Green Politics and Democratic Discontent: The Centre-Periphery Divide and Attitudes Towards Climate Change Measures
  - Single Paper
  - Daphne Halikiopoulou - University of Reading

Discussant: **Martin Dolezal - University of Salzburg**

[25] Author Meets Critics - In Pursuit of Belonging: Forging an Ethical Life in European-Turkish Spaces
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 23
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: **Susan Rottmann - Ozyegin University**

Participants:

- Susan B. Rottmann - Ozyegin University
  - Book / Roundtable Panelist

- Deborah Reed-Danahay - University at Buffalo
  - Book / Roundtable Panelist

- Gökce Yurdakul - Humboldt University
  - Book / Roundtable Panelist

- Kimberly Hart - SUNY Buffalo State
  - Book / Roundtable Panelist

- Jenny White - Stockholm University
  - Book / Roundtable Panelist

- Myra Marx Ferree - University of Wisconsin Madison
  - Book / Roundtable Panelist

[26] A Common European Asylum System: Utopian or Dystopian Expectations?
6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 21
Paper Panel

Chair: **Jeroen Doomernik - University of Amsterdam**

Birgit Glorius - TU Chemnitz

Participants:

- The Utopia of a Common Area of Protection. Harmonization, Teleology and Depoliticization in the CEAS
  - Single Paper
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Lorenzo Vianelli - Université du Luxembourg

Contesting Schengen: Border Zones and Bordering Practices during and after the European “Migration Crisis”
Single Paper
Birgit Glorius - TU Chemnitz

Re-scaling Asylum in Europe
Single Paper
Jeroen Doomernik - University of Amsterdam

Discussant: Metka Hercog - University Basel

6/21/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Chair: Rune Halvorsen - Oslo Metropolitan University
Mi Ah Schoyen - Oslo Metropolitan University

Participants:
Analyzing Gaps in European Social Citizenship. Structural Conditions, Capability, Agency and Social Resilience
Single Paper
Rune Halvorsen - Oslo Metropolitan University
Caterina Arciprete - University of Florence
Mario Biggeri - University of Florence
Federico Ciani - University of Florence
Bjorn Hvinden - Oslo Metropolitan University
Mi Ah Schoyen - Oslo Metropolitan University

Fighting Poverty before and during the Pandemic. A cross-country Analysis of Minimum Income Schemes in Europe
Single Paper
Matteo Jessoula - University of Milan

Closing Gaps in Access to Quality Jobs for Young Adults: A Cross-national Comparison
Single Paper
Marge Unt - Tallinn University
Kadri Täht - Tallinn University
Thomas Biegert - London School of Economics

Closing Gaps in Work and Family Life Balance for Precarious Workers in Europe
Single Paper
Margarita León - University Autonomous of Barcelona
Zyab Ibáñez - University Autonomous of Barcelona
Llorenç Soler - University Autonomous of Barcelona

Social Citizenship and Social Risks related to Long-term Care in Europe
Single Paper
Birgit Pfau-Effinger - University of Hamburg
Thurid Eggers - University of Hamburg
Christopher Grages - University of Hamburg

Discussant: Bea Cantillon - University of Antwerp

[28] The Political Integration of Immigrants
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 24
Paper Panel

Chair: Dennis Spies - Heinrich-Heine University Düsseldorf

Participants:
Why do Immigrants Support an Anti-immigrant Party? Russian-Germans, their Integration, and the Alternative for Germany
Single Paper
Dennis Spies - Heinrich-Heine University Düsseldorf
Sabrina Mayer - Dezim Institute Berlin
Achim Goerres - University Duisburg-Essen
Jonas Elis - University Duisburg-Essen

Who Participates? The Political Participation of Voters with an Immigrant Background in the Netherlands
Monday, June 21

Single Paper
Floris Vermeulen - University of Amsterdam

What Can Countries do to Encourage Immigrant Political Integration and Participation?
Single Paper
Carolin Rapp - University of Copenhagen

Does Integration into the Host Society Foster Transnational Voting Behavior among Immigrant-Origin Voters? An Analysis of Germans of Turkish Descent in the Immigrant German Election Study 2017
Single Paper
Achim Goerres - University of Duisburg-Essen
Sabrina Jasmin Mayer - Dezim Institute Berlin
Dennis C. Spies - Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf
Jonas Elis - University of Duisburg-Essen

What Mobilizes Grievances? Non-electoral Political Participation of Persons with Immigration Background in Western Europe
Single Paper
Romana Careja - Southern Denmark University
Hans-Jürgen Andreß - University of Cologne

Discussant: Achim Goerres - University Duisburg-Essen

[29] Representations and Political Participation of Marginalized Groups
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 12
Paper Panel

Chair: Will Allen - University of Oxford
Participants:

Uncanny Europe and Protective Europeanness: When European Identity Becomes a Queerly Viable Option
Single Paper
Lukasz Szulc - University of Sheffield

Analyzing Legislators’ Representation of Men and Women in Parliamentary Debates
Single Paper
Stefanie Walter - University of Bremen
Lucy Kinski - University of Salzburg
Marius Sältzer - Mannheim University

Framing Disability: Voter Evaluations of Candidate Self-Presentations in Election Campaigns
Single Paper
Stefanie Reher - University of Strathclyde

Single Paper
Laura Jacobs - Université Libre de Bruxelles
Cecil Meeusen - KU Leuven

Discussant: Will Allen - University of Oxford

6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 17
Paper Panel

Chair: Diana Burlacu - Newcastle University
Elias Naumann - University of Mannheim
Participants:

Governmental Health Legislation Activity and the Salience of Health
Single Paper
Diana Burlacu - Newcastle University
Ellen Immergut - European University Institute

Public Responses to Austerity: Ideological Polarization of Healthcare Attitudes in the Context of Crisis
Single Paper
Tamara Popic - European University Institute

Patient Rights and Healthcare Satisfaction
Single Paper
Andra Roescu - University of Southampton
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Partisanship and Party Responsiveness in Determining Healthcare Financing
Single Paper
Alexandru Daniel Moise - European University Institute

Discussant: Jane Gingrich - Oxford University

[31] Growth Models I: Politics of Growth Models
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 22
Paper Panel

Chair: Erik Neimanns - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Lucio Baccaro - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Björn Bremer - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

Participants:
Public Opinion towards Growth Strategies: Evidence from a New Survey
Single Paper
Lucio Baccaro - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

Party Politics and Growth Models: A Comparative Analysis
Single Paper
Jonathan Hopkin - London School of Economics
Dustin Voss - London School of Economics

The Moderating Impact of Export-led Growth on the Left
Single Paper
Erik Neimanns - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

Unpopular Reforms and Party Support – A Causal Mediation Analysis
Single Paper
Evelyne Hübscher - Central European University
Pedro Perfeito da Silva - Central European University

Discussant: Alison Johnston - Oregon State University

[32] Recreating Europe: Economic Reconstruction, Federalism, and Integration After 1945
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 18
Paper Panel

Chair: Carl Strikwerda - Washington, D.C.

Participants:
Between Past and Future: the OEEC as a Building Site for Post-war Europe, 1947-1950
Single Paper
Jorrit Steehouder - Utrecht University

The European Origins of the New International Order
Single Paper
Carl Strikwerda - Washington, D.C.

The Reaction to the Dystopia of the Fascism Nationalism: Il Ponte an Italian Federalist Review
Single Paper
Stefano Magni - Aix Marseille Université

Discussant: James Cronin - Boston College

[33] Artificial Intelligence Technologies in European Migration Governance: Empirical Findings
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 11
Paper Panel

Chair: Regine Paul - University of Bergen
Emma Carmel - Bath University

Participants:
The Adoption of Biometric Identification Systems as Migration-Management Tools: Legal Challenges in a Comparative Perspective
Single Paper
Lucia Scaffardi - University of Parma
Giulia Formici - University of Parma
Why Adopt AIT for Migration Control? Symbolic versus Operational Motivations in the UK
Single Paper
James Besse - University of Edinburgh

Migration Management in the EU: Borders and Biometricization
Single Paper
Foteini Kalantzi - University of Oxford

From e-borders to AIT in Managing Irregular Migration in Southern Europe
Single Paper
Rut Bermejo - University Rey Juan Carlos
Giancarlo Minaldi - Kore University of Enna

Discussant: Derya Ozkul - University of Oxford

[34] Performing Blackness in Modern Europe
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 3
Paper Panel

Chair: Eileen Ryan - Temple University
Participants:

The Smile as Political Empowerment in Women of Color’s Non-Fictional Works in Germany
Single Paper
Vanessa Plumly - Lawrence University

Billy Mo’s German Drag: Performing Ethnicity in German Popular Music
Single Paper
Kira Thurman - University of Michigan
Priscilla Layne - University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Exhibiting Blackness in Fascist Italy
Single Paper
Eileen Ryan - Temple University

Performing Blackness. Phenomenological Accounts of Race Performativity in Colonial and Post-colonial Italy
Single Paper
Angelica Pesarini - NYU Florence

Discussant: Christine Neuhold - University of Maastricht

[35] Politicization, the European Commission and the Role of Non-Majoritarian Responses
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 10
Paper Panel

Chair: Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia
Christine Neuhold - University of Maastricht
Participants:

It’s not a Bureaucracy, Stupid! The Politicization of the European Commission.
Single Paper
Anchrit Wille - Leiden University

The New Politics of Leadership Selection in the EU: From Intergovernmental Bargaining to Electoral Competition?
Single Paper
Thomas Christiansen - Luiss University

‘The Juncker Commission: Politicization and Inter-Institutional Interaction’
Single Paper
Brigid Laffan - European University Institute
Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia

Non-Majoritarian Responses to the Politicization of Europe: A Research Agenda
Single Paper
Edoardo Bressanelli - Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies, Pisa
Christel Koop - King’s College London
Christine Reh - Hertie School

Discussant: Christine Neuhold - University of Maastricht

[36] Rethinking EU Social Policy
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel
Chair: Karen Anderson - University College Dublin
Participants:

Social Policy and Nation (Re)building in a Time of Overlapping Crises: The UK, COVID, Brexit
Single Paper
Matthew Donoghue - University College Dublin

Towards an Eco-social European Semester
Single Paper
Matteo Mandelli - University of Milan
Sebastiano Sabato - European Social Observatory
Matteo Jessoula - University of Milan

The Green and Digital agenda as a Means for Advancing the EU’s Social Dimension?
Single Paper
Elke Heins - University of Edinburgh

The European Pillar of Social Rights: How Strategic Agency Shaped the EU’s Flagship Social Initiative
Single Paper
Sophie Dura - University of Amsterdam

Discussant: Karen Anderson - University College Dublin

[38] The European Legal System: Is Neoliberalism still on the Rise?
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 19
Paper Panel

Chair: Antonio Estella de Noriega - Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
Elena Gil González - CEU San Pablo University
Participants:

Post-Pandemic Neoliberalism: Resilience and the EU Framework
Single Paper
Antonio Pele - Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro

From European Citizenship to Sovereign European Union - Reality or Paradox?
Single Paper
Biljana Cavkoska - International Balkan University

A Dangerous Addiction to Emergencies: The Radicalization of the Existential Crisis of the European Union
Single Paper
Agustín José Menéndez - Universidad Autónoma de Madrid

Chair: Julian Waller - George Washington University
Michael Bernhard - University of Florida
Participants:

For Fatherland and Office Space: Conflict and Cooperation among Yugoslav Political Exiles after the WWII
Single Paper
Marko Zilovic - The George Washington University

Authoritarian Roads Not Taken: Institutional Trajectories of Regime Innovation in Interwar Eastern Europe
Single Paper
Julian G. Waller - George Washington University

Forced Migration and the Persistence of Far-Right Support in Germany from Weimar to Today
Single Paper
Berenike Firestone - Columbia University

From Feudalism to Populism: Evidence from Poland
Single Paper
Pawel Charasz - Duke University

Discussant: Christina Zuber - University of Konstanz

[37] Utopian Plans and Frustrated Realities in East-Central Europe: Regimes, Elites, and Legacies from the Interwar to the Post-Cold War
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Chair: Julian Waller - George Washington University
Michael Bernhard - University of Florida
Participants:

For Fatherland and Office Space: Conflict and Cooperation among Yugoslav Political Exiles after the WWII
Single Paper
Marko Zilovic - The George Washington University

Authoritarian Roads Not Taken: Institutional Trajectories of Regime Innovation in Interwar Eastern Europe
Single Paper
Julian G. Waller - George Washington University

Forced Migration and the Persistence of Far-Right Support in Germany from Weimar to Today
Single Paper
Berenike Firestone - Columbia University

From Feudalism to Populism: Evidence from Poland
Single Paper
Pawel Charasz - Duke University

Discussant: Christina Zuber - University of Konstanz

[37] Utopian Plans and Frustrated Realities in East-Central Europe: Regimes, Elites, and Legacies from the Interwar to the Post-Cold War
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel
MONDAY, JUNE 21

6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Chair: Pierre Monforte - University of Leicester
Pascale Dufour - University of Montreal

Participants:

- Inclusionary or Exclusionary? Direct Action, Social Solidarity and Expertise in Portuguese Housing and Environmental Movements. Single Paper
  Guya Accornero - CIES-IUL
  Maria Fernandes-Jesus - University of Sussex

- Solidarities in Motion: Hybridity and Change in Migrant Support Practices Single Paper
  Elias Steinhilper - German Centre for Integration and Migration Research

- (Some) Refugees Welcome: Inclusion and Exclusion in the French and British Refugee Solidarity Movements Single Paper
  Pierre Monforte - University of Leicester

  Pascale Dufour - University of Montreal

Discussant: Montserrat Emperador Badimon - University Lyon 2

[40] Economic Policymaking Under Stress: Reconsidering the Limits of Technocracy
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 9
Paper Panel

Chair: Benjamin Braun - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

Ronen Mandelkern - Tel Aviv University
Participants:

- The Pretense of Ignorance in Monetary Policy Single Paper
  Jacqueline Best - University of Ottawa

- Redefining Policy Credibility: Neoliberalism and the Struggle Between Social Credibility and Market Credibility Single Paper
  Michal Koreh - University of Haifa
  Ronen Mandelkern - Tel Aviv University

  Matthias Thiemann - Sciences Po

- Money and Freedom: Towards a Political Theory of Monetary Governance Single Paper
  Benjamin Braun - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
  Leah Downey - Harvard University

Discussant: Manuela Moschella - Scuola Normale Superiore

[41] Women Voices and Figures in Historical Literatures
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel

Moderator: Brianna Beehler - University of Southern California
Participants:

- Lyric Backwardness Single Paper
  Dianne Mitchell - University of Colorado, Boulder

- Women, Ethnic Minorities and National Stereotypes in 17th Century Travel Writing: The Case of Poland Single Paper
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Malgorzata Trzeciak-Cygan - University of Cambridge/University of Warsaw

Confessional Fragments: Case Studies in an Archaeology of Female Voice
Single Paper
Jessica Gabriel Peritz - Yale University

Famous Women and Feminist Utopias: Rewriting Boccaccio in de Pizan and Cereta
Single Paper
Alyssa Madeline Granacki - Duke University

[42] Gender Based Violence and Feminist Debates on Vulnerabilities
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 21
Paper Panel
Chair: Sarah Cooper - University of Exeter
Participants:
Protective Masculinity
Single Paper
Katarzyna Wojnicka - University of Gothenburg

Shifting Meanings and Rhetoric on the “Nordic model”: Perspectives from Outside the Nordic Region
Single Paper
Isabel Crowhurst - University of Essex
May-Len Skilbrei - University of Oslo

CORONA Pandemic and Surge of Domestic Violence in Europe: A Comparative Analysis of European Landscape
Single Paper
Dr. Manasi Sinha - Galgotias University
Pratyush Bibhakar - Galgotias University

Feminist Framing of Gender-based Violence in Poland
Single Paper
Alexandria N. Wilson-McDonald - University of Florida

Trauma Transmission and Sexual Violence

Discussant: Sarah Cooper - University of Exeter

6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 15
Paper Panel
Moderator: Elizabeth Jones - Colorado State University
Participants:
Broadening the Aesthetics of Exchange for a Reparative Reading of Economy in Greece
Single Paper
Evy Vourlides - The George Washington University

Greenhouses, A Subordination of Organic Farming to Capitalism Taken to a New (European) Level?
Single Paper
Romain Blancaneaux - ISPOLE, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

European Natural Heritage – Places of Environmental Significance and their Importance for a European Identity
Single Paper
Eike Schmedt - University of Massachusetts Boston

[44] More-than-human Europe
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel
Moderator: Eileen Gillooly - Columbia University
Participants:
A World in Motion: Migratory Birds, Global Commerce, and the Cultural Imaginary in Eighteenth-Century France
Single Paper
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Yotam Tsal - University of California, Berkeley

Writing Beyond Distopia: Olga Tokarczuk’s Tender Narratives
Single Paper
Monika Zaleska - CUNY Graduate Center

The Bureaucracy of Empathy: Law and Animal Pain in Late 19th Century Britain
Single Paper
Shira Shmuely - Tel Aviv University

Decolonizing Biological Anthropology: The Uncomfortable Legacy of European Colonialism in the Study of Humankind
Single Paper
Michael B. C. Rivera - Independent Researcher

Corps Familiales: The Artist Colony of Sora and its Prospect of European Union
Single Paper
Giovanna Costantini - Independent Researcher

[45] Inflammatory Visions: Europe and its Discontents in Artistic Projections
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 28
Paper Panel

Moderator: Berna Gueneli - University of Georgia
Participants:

Between Flames: Boundless Europe and Dis/utopias in Contemporary Art
Single Paper
Idalina Maria Conde - ISCTE-IUL University Institute of Lisbon

State & Private Collaborations: The Official Campaign to Work with Art Galleries in Franco’s Spain
Single Paper
Taylor Gray - University of California, San Diego

Ceren Mert-Travlos - Independent Scholar

Plus ça change?: The Cuties Controversy in Context
Single Paper
Naomi DeCelles - University of California Santa Barbara

[46] Germany and Beyond in Comparison
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Moderator: Alexander Reisenbichler - University of Toronto
Participants:

German Doctors in the Ottoman Empire during WWI and the Making of Modern Turkish Medicine
Single Paper
Stefan Hock - Tulane University

Feet of Clay? Early Postwar German and Polish Conceptualizations of European Peace and Integration
Single Paper
Annika Frieberg - San Diego State University

Social Reproduction/mobility and EU student migration: The case of German Medicine Students
Single Paper
Gregor Schäfer - FernUniversität in Hagen

[47] Memory and Europe
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 5
Paper Panel

Moderator: Louie Dean Valencia - Texas State University
Participants:
Reading the Landscape of Memory: The Peršmanhof and the Construction of Counter-Memory  
Single Paper  
Douglas Carlton McKnight - Georgetown University

Past Imperfect: History, Myth, and the Rehabilitation of Spanish Gothicism  
Single Paper  
David Cantor-Echols - The University of Chicago

Rerenationalizing Europe: Memory Laws and the EU’s Crisis of Postnationalism  
Single Paper  
George Soroka – Harvard University

Polarization and the Uses of the Past in Spain in Comparative Perspective  
Single Paper  
Marta Paradés - Universidad Autónoma de Madrid  
Ricardo Dacosta - Universidad Autónoma de Madrid

Neither Temporary, nor Permanent. Migration, Return and Circular Migration within Europe  
6/21/2021  
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 23  
Paper Panel

Chair: José Marques - Interdisciplinary Center for Social Studies / Polytechnic Leiria
Participants:

Migration Return to Portugal from Selected European Countries: Socioeconomic Indicators and Returnee Narratives  
Single Paper  
Pedro Góis - University of Coimbra  
José Carlos Marques - Polytechnic Institute of Leiria  
Ana Filipa Pinho - Center for Social Studies

When are Open Borders Good for Workers? A Search & Matching Approach to International Migration

Discussant: Pedro Góis - University Coimbra / Center for Social Studies

Paradoxical Right-wing Sexual Politics in Europe  
6/21/2021  
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 1  
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Judit Takács - MTA TK  
Jennifer Ramme - Europa-Universität Viadrina
Participants:

Judit Takács - MTA TK  
Book / Roundtable Panelist  
Luca Trappolin - University of Padova  
Book / Roundtable Panelist  
Erin Katherine Krafft - University of Massachusetts Dartmouth  
Book / Roundtable Panelist
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Jennifer Ramme - Europa-Universität Viadrina
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Ines Wagner - Institute for Social Research Oslo
Social Partners
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Burcu Taşkın - Istanbul Medeniyet University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Zenia Hellgren - Pompeu Fabra University, Barcelona
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Pauline Cullen - Maynooth University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Virginie Guiraudon - Sciences Po Center for European Studies
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Anna Elomäki - Tampere University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Berfin Çakın - Istanbul Medeniyet University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[50] European Futures: Migration
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 13
Paper Panel

Chair: Randall Halle - University of Pittsburgh
Estela Schindel - European University
Viadrina

Participants:

On Sharing: Alternative Solidarities amidst the Ruins of (Eastern) Europe
Single Paper
Anke Pinkert - University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign

Common Values for a New Vision of Europe: Utopia or Dystopia?
Single Paper
Andrea Carlá - Eurac Research - Institute for Minority Rights
Roberta Medda - Windischer - Eurac Research - Institute for Minority Rights

The Border Imaginary of European Series: Dark Forests, Disappearing Towns, and Migrant Anxieties
Single Paper
Michael Gott - University of Cincinnatti

Discussant: Estela Schindel - Viadrina University

[51] Social Partners, Gender and Intersectionality in the European Union
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 27
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Sophie Jacquot - Université Saint-Louis - Brussels
Clémence Ledoux - University of Nantes

Participants:

Are French people White?: Towards an Understanding of Whiteness in Republican France
Single Paper
Jean Beaman - University of California, Santa Barbara

Migrants’ or ‘Marseillais’? The Sociolinguistic Construction of French Minority Youth in Marseille
Single Paper
Cécile Evers - Pomona College

Prototypically non-French: the “Accent of the Suburbs” as a Cultural Construct

[52] Cementing the Boundaries of Frenchness: Race/Ethnicity and Belonging in a Non-color-blind French Republic
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 25
Paper Panel

Chair: Zsuzsanna Fagyal - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Participants:
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Single Paper
Zsuzsanna Fagyal - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Utopias and Distopias in French Banlieue Narratives
Single Paper
Christina Horvath - University of Bath

Discussant: Jennifer Elrick - McGill University

[53] From Epistles to Graphic Novels: Mapping Migratory Experiences Across Time, Space, and Media
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 16
Paper Panel

Chair: Jacqueline Vansant - University of Michigan-Dearborn
Participants:

Reflections on Ethnicity and Religion in Ego-Documents of Jewish-Austrian Refugees, 1938-1940
Single Paper
Jacqueline Vansant - University of Michigan-Dearborn

Single Paper
Helga Schreckenberger - University of Vermont

Seeing Migration in Jenny Erpenbeck’s Gehen, ging, gegangen
Single Paper
Susan C. Anderson - University of Oregon

An Aesthetics of Transnational Urban, Ethical Responsibility: West African Proverbs and Art in Weyhe’s Madgermanes
Single Paper
Bridget Swanson - University of Vermont

Discussant: Alexander Mathäs - University of Oregon

[54] Contemporary Contentions: Democracy, Gender and Migrant Agency
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 14
Paper Panel

Chair: Nicole Doerr - University of Copenhagen
Participants:

Intersectionality and Boundary-Drawing: Turkish immigrant mothers’ quest for privilege in Berlin’s private schools
Single Paper
Gökce Yurdakul - Humboldt University of Berlin
Tunay Altay - Humboldt University of Berlin

Democracy and Demography: Intersectional Dimensions of Political Conflicts
Single Paper
Myra Marx Ferree - UW-Madison

Does Immigration Change the Welfare State? The Case of Denmark’s Welfare and Criminal Justice Policies
Single Paper
Noa Milman - University of Copenhagen

Discussant: Nil Mutluer - Humboldt University of Berlin

[55] Historical Origins of Regional Differences
6/21/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel

Chair: John Torpey - CUNY Graduate Center
Participants:

Historical Origins and Consequences of Regional Differences
Single Paper
John Torpey - CUNY Graduate Center
Constantin Goschler - Ruhr University-Bochum
Luca Sorti - University of Turin
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The Problem of Southern Distinctiveness
Single Paper
James Oakes - The Graduate Center, City University of New York

East Germany: A New Mezzogiorno? Discourses and Debates about East-West-Relations in Germany after 1990
Single Paper
Marcus Böick - Ruhr-University Bochum

Discussant: Marla Stone - Occidental College

[56] Visual Media Portrayals Over Time and Their Effects
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 12
Paper Panel

Chair: Stefanie Walter - Technical University of Munich
Participants:

Implicit Associations and Biases in Visual Media Content Portraying Migrants.
Single Paper
Camilla Spadavecchia - Tilburg University
Juan Sebastian Olier - Tilburg University

Picturesque Realism: Visconti’s “La Terra Trema” between Myth and Reality
Single Paper
Valerio Rossi - University of Texas at Austin

Impact of State Television Portrayals on Public Opinion of Migrants in Russia
Single Paper
John Overstreet - Middlebury College
William Pyle - Middlebury College
Kristina Sargent - Middlebury College
Olivia Jin - Middlebury College

Discussant: Stefanie Walter - University of Bremen

[57] Growth Models II: Comparative and International Political Economy Perspectives

Chair: Erik Neimanns - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Lucio Baccaro - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Björn Bremer - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Participants:

Bringing the System Back In? Towards an IPE of Growth Models
Single Paper
Herman Mark Schwartz - University of Virginia

Signaling Virtue? Can Governments Placate Bond Vigilantes by Tying their Hands in Monetary Policy?
Single Paper
Alison Johnston - Oregon State University
Zsofia Barta - University of Albany
Lucio Baccaro - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

Sunshine States in World Markets: Tourism-Led Growth in EMU’s Southern Periphery
Single Paper
Donato Di Carlo - European University Institute & Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Reto Bürgisser - University of Zurich

Exporting one’s Way out of Crisis? The Politics of Post-crisis Recovery in Southern Europe
Single Paper
Arianna Tassinari - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Fabio Bulfone - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

Discussant: Anke Hassel - Hertie School

[58] Author Meets Critics: Julia Lynch’s Regimes of Inequality: The Political Economy of Health and Wealth
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 17
Book Panel / Roundtable
Chair: **Scott Greer - University of Michigan**
Participants:
- **Jason Beckfield – Harvard University**
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
- **Sheri Berman – Barnard**
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
- **Bruno Palier – Sciences Po Paris**
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
- **Julia Lynch – University of Pennsylvania**
  Book / Roundtable Panelist

---

[59] **Europe’s Contested Spaces and Identities: Lessons from the Margins**
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 5
*Paper Panel*

Chair: **Marco Solimene - University of Iceland**
Participants:
- **Unnur Dis Skaptadóttir - University of Iceland**
- **Anna Wojtynska - University of Iceland**
- **Pamela Innes - University of Wyoming**

- **Invisible Borders of Belonging and Exclusion: European Migrants at the Edge of Europe**
  Single Paper
- **Muslims at the Margins of Europe**
  Single Paper
- **Becoming the Racial Type: Europe’s Imperial Past and Racialized Bodies in the Present**
  Single Paper
- **The House and the Shack: Contemporary Europe through the Lens of a Displaced Roma Community**
  Single Paper

---

[60] **Fringe and Minority Cultures under Surveillance in Communist Romania**
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 20
*Book Panel / Roundtable*

Chair: **Valentina Glajar - Texas State University**
Participants:
- **Supervision, Transgression, and Co-Habitation: The Secret Lives of Liminal Spaces**
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
- **Spying on a Future Nobel Laureate: Herta Müller’s Secret Police Informers**
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
- **The Jewish State Theater in Bucharest in the Files of the Securitate during the 1980s**
  Book / Roundtable Panelist

---

[61] **Socialist Heritage: The Politics of Past and Place in Romania by Emanuela Grama (2019)**
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 18
*Book Panel / Roundtable*

Chair: **Emanuela Grama - Carnegie Mellon University**
Participants:
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Emanuela Grama - Carnegie Mellon University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Jean Beaman – University of California, Santa Barbara
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Gruia Badescu - University of Konstanz
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Heath Cabot – University of Pittsburg
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Noelle Liston – New York University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

---

[62] Cristina Flesher Fominaya, Democracy Reloaded: Inside Spain's Political Laboratory from 15-M to Podemos
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 3
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Marcos Ancelovici - Université du Québec à Montréal
Participants:

Robert Fishman - Carlos III University, Madrid
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Marcos Ancelovici - Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM)
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Guya Accornero - ISCTE-IUL
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Cristina Flesher Fominaya - Loughborough University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

---

[63] What Place for EU Law in the UK After Brexit?
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 19
Paper Panel

Chair: Adrienne Yong - City, University of London
Participants:

Brexit, Settled Status, and the Failure of EU Citizenship
Single Paper

Magali Eben - University of Glasgow
Maria Fletcher - University of Glasgow

Cassis de Dijon with an English Twist: the UK Internal Market after Brexit
Single Paper

Darren Harvey – King’s College London

Brexit, Parliament and the UK Constitution
Single Paper

Thomas Horsley - University of Liverpool

Repudiating Market Citizenship: Lessons from the Fast-diminishing Legacy of EU Citizenship Law in the UK
Single Paper

Stephanie Reynolds - University of Liverpool

Women as Vulnerable in a Post-Brexit Britain under the EU Settlement Scheme
Single Paper

Adrienne Yong - City, University of London

Discussant: Tobias Lock - Maynooth University, National University of Ireland

---

[64] Post-Erdogan Imaginaries
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel

Chair: Isabel David - Institute of Social and Political Sciences
Participants:

Kumru F. Toktamis - Pratt Institute

The Shifting Self-Presentation of AKP
Single Paper

Kumru F. Toktamis - Pratt Institute, Brooklyn
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Peasantry and Rural Politics in Turkey: Between Resistance and Authoritarianism
Single Paper
José Duarte Medeiros Ribeiro - Ankara University

Political Field and Foreign Policy in Turkey: The Rise and Fall of “Erdogan’s Model”
Single Paper
Francesco D’Alema - University of Edinburgh

Discussant: Ahu Karasulu - Independent Researcher

[65] Colonality and Violence in the Past and Present
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Chair: Hye Yun Kang - The Mershon Center for International Security Studies
Michael Loriaux - Northwestern University

Participants:
Atmospheric Violence: Domestic Terrorism and Colonial Legacy
Single Paper
Hye Yun Kang - The Mershon Center for International Security Studies

Digital Coloniality
Single Paper
Christine Godin-Doty - Hobart and William Smith Colleges

Colonialism and the Antecedents of Conflict in Northeastern Nigeria
Single Paper
Cecilia Idika-Kalu - University of Massachusetts, Lowell

Discussant: Michael Loriaux - Northwestern University

[66] How Feminist Movements and Organizing Shape Policy and States
6/21/2021

12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 21
Paper Panel

Moderator: Ausra Park - Siena College
Participants:

From Cradle to Grave: British Women’s Organizations and the Anti-Fascist Politics of Reproduction
Single Paper
Erika Huckestein - Widener University

What about Freedom from Religion? “I Want to Break Free!”
Single Paper
Devran Guel - University of Portsmouth

Disability, Feminism, and Positive Liberty
Single Paper
Nancy Hirschmann - The University of Pennsylvania

Labor Unrest, Political Activation, and Female Electoral Participation in the 1930s
Single Paper
Francesc Amat - University of Barcelona

[67] Advancing Accounts of Anti-Immigrant Attitudes
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 24
Paper Panel

Chair: Özgür Özvatan – Humboldt University of Berlin
Participants:
The Electoral Impacts of Immigration Without Ethnic Difference
Single Paper
David Attewell - University of North Carolina Chapel Hill
Eroll Kuhn - University of North Carolina Chapel Hill
Andreas Jozwiak - University of North Carolina Chapel Hill
The Electoral Consequences of Party Responsiveness in European Countries
Single Paper
Alina Vranceanu - European University Institute
Andra Roescu - University of Southampton

Prejudice under Construction? A Comparative Study of the Ethnic Hungarian Youth’s Views on Refugees
Single Paper
Csilla Zsigmond - Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Center for Social Sciences, Institute for Minority Studies

Discussant: Özgur Özvatan – Humboldt University of Berlin

[68] When Europe is Constructed from its Outside and Peripheries
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Moderator: Cristina Blanco Sío-López - University of Pittsburgh / Ca' Foscari University of Venice
Participants:

EU-Turkey Refugee Deal and Reshaping the Idea of Europe in the Turkish Media
Single Paper
Anlam Filiş - Turkish-German University

Russia and Cooperative Partnering in the Arctic
Single Paper
George Soroka – Harvard University

Wiring the World Picture: Visual Telecommunications and Europe’s Global Futures, 1925-1950
Single Paper
Jonathan Dentler - Université de Paris, Université Paris-Nanterre

What Role for the Government in Knowledge Production about Europe in China?
Single Paper
Silvana Tarlea - University of Basel
Ralph Weber - University of Basel

[69] Looking at Mobility in Europe Historically

[70] Crises, Referendums and Identity
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 14
Paper Panel

Moderator: Elif Naz Kayran - Leiden University
Participants:

Analyzing an External Crisis from a Network Perspective: The Response to Cyclones Idai and Kenneth
Single Paper
Carlos Bravo-Laguna - IBEI / UPF

Framing Moral Issues: The Case of 2018 Irish Referendum on Abortion
MONDAY, JUNE 21

Single Paper
Ece Ozlem Atikcan - University of Warwick
Karen Hand - Strategy and Research

A Trip Down Memory Lane: WWII, Identity, and Emotional EU Politicization during the Migration Crisis
Single Paper
Anne-Marie Houde - University of Warwick
Nicolai Gellwitzki - University of Warwick

National Identity and Critical Events: How Referendums Change Voters’ National Identity
Single Paper
Daniel Wincott - Cardiff University
Jac Larner - Wales Governance Centre, School of Law and Politics, Cardiff University

Single Paper
Antje Schwennicke - Virginia Wesleyan University
Connor Merk - Virginia Wesleyan University
Jason Brugman - Virginia Wesleyan University

[72] Myth and Utopia in European Imaginaries of Past, Present and Futures
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel

Moderator: Katy Budge - University of Sussex
Participants:

Victimhood, State Violence and the Archive: Israel and Croatia Compared
Single Paper
Daphne Winland - York University

European Nordicisms between Utopian Impulse and National Identity
Single Paper
Laurence Hare - University of Arkansas

Revisiting Convenient Myths: Do Representations of Identity Matter?
Single Paper
Vicky Karaiskou - Open University of Cyprus

The Ties That Bind: Is English Reshaping Identity and Belonging in Europe?
Single Paper
Rosemary Salomone - St. John’s University School of Law

The Value of Dust: Liminal Spaces and Cultural Interrogation in the Istrian Exile Community of Trieste
Single Paper
Claudia Maria Sbuttoni - Columbia University

[71] Frictions and Debates Inside of the European Union
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 13
Paper Panel

Moderator: Bogdan Stefanachi - Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi
Participants:

Do Parliaments Talk about Each Other? Analyzing Transnational Debates in EU National Parliaments
Single Paper
Lacy Kinski - Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf
Katrin Auel - Institute for Advanced Studies Vienna

Reflective European Identity: Political Cartoons and the Memory of the European Crisis in the Mediascapes
Single Paper
Daniel Noversa - University of Minho
Rita Ribeiro - University of Minho

The Adverse Effects of EU Conditionality on Egalitarian Democracy: A Generalized Synthetic Control Approach
Single Paper
[73] Europe and the World and the World in Europe
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 9
Paper Panel

Moderator: Irene Sywenky - University of Alberta
Participants:

Embers of Empire: Narratives of Germany’s Postcolonial Identity in Two Weimar Afrikafilme
Single Paper
Philip Decker - Princeton University

The Nordic Countries as a Foreign Policy Actor in East Asia
Single Paper
Kristín Ingvarsdóttir - University of Iceland

Renewing US-European Ties: The Foreign Policy of New Presidents
Single Paper
James Quirk - American University

“Open Modernity” and its Enemies: Totalist Worldviews and the European Project
Single Paper
Mihai Murariu - West University of Timisoara

[74] Social Policy, the Radical Right, and “Schrödinger’s Immigrant” (who’s supposedly stealing your job while lazily enjoying welfare benefits)
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Moderator: Achim Goerres - University of Duisburg-Essen
Participants:

The Salience of Immigration and its Effects on Welfare Priorities

Single Paper
Matthias Enggist - University of Zurich

The Openness-rights Trade-off Revisited: The Effects of Different Immigration Policies on Immigration and Welfare attitudes.
Single Paper
Samir Mustafa Negash - Leiden University

Can Business Help Save Liberal Democracy?
Single Paper
Daniel Kinderman - University of Delaware

[75] The Politics of Rising Inequalities
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 27
Paper Panel

Moderator: David Weisstanner - University of Oxford
Participants:

Housing Inequality and the Role of Government: Can Housing Politics be to Blame?
Single Paper
Lindsay Flynn - University of Luxembourg

Trust and Economic Inequality: Why are Spain and the United States Following Different Trajectories?
Single Paper
Dan Ziebarth - George Washington University

Agriculture, Natural Resources, and Economic Inequality in Eastern Europe
Single Paper
Bilyana Petrova - European University Institute / City University of New York

Migrant Entrepreneurs Striving to Build Transnational Businesses: Dependencies, Fragilities and Alternatives
Single Paper
Laure Sandoz - University of Neuchâtel
Yvonne Riaño - University of Neuchâtel
Lorena Izaguirre - nccr - on the move
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Welfare State Biographies: Interactions of health and Wealth throughout the Life-course
Single Paper
Janna Goijaerts - Leiden University

[76] Political Economy of Central and Eastern Europe: Diversity and Commonalities
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Moderator: Igor Guardiancich - University of Padova
Participants:

EIB and EBRD Relationship in Central and Eastern Europe: Insights from a Principal Agent Perspective
Single Paper
Judith Clifton - University of Cantabria
Daniel Díaz Fuentes - University of Cantabria
Ana Lara Gómez - University of Cantabria

The Role of Cohesion Policy to support Development of Polish Regions in the Pandemia
Single Paper
Malgorzata Dziembala - University of Economics in Katowice

A Mix of Golden Visa and Letterbox Companies? The Case of Estonia’s E-residency
Single Paper
Anna Mayer - University of Vienna

Human Values, Anti-Immigrant Sentiment, and Racial-Exclusion in Nordic Europe
Single Paper
Aaron Ponce - University of Oslo

The Next Generation in Germany, England and the US: Immigration and Childhood Risks to Well-being
Single Paper
Patricia A. McManus - Indiana University

Political (dis)Engagement during the Transition to Adulthood among Ethnic Minorities in Five Western Countries
Single Paper
Muna Adem - Indiana University
Patricia McManus - Indiana University
Tamara van der Does - Santa Fe

Political Participation Among Immigrant Religious Communities Across Europe
Single Paper
Tamara van der Does - Santa Fe Institute

Discussant: Patricia McManus - Indiana University

[77] Bright Boundaries and Immigrant Incorporation in Comparative European Perspective
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 23
Paper Panel

Chair: Tamara van der Does - Santa Fe Institute
Participants:

Insider or Outsider? Recent Arrivals, Ethnolinguistic Minorities, and Views of Migrants in Europe

[78] Europe, an Image in Outline: In Honor of Gisela Brinker-Gabler
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 16
Paper Panel

Chair: Randall Halle - University of Pittsburgh
Katrin Sieg - Georgetown University
Participants:

Collective, Collage, and Translative Authorship: Writing to and from Europe in the 21st Century
Single Paper
Jamie H. Trnka - Xavier University

A Medieval Encounter with the Inverted Image of the Siren: Reinfried von Braunschweig
Single Paper
Rosmarie Morewedge - Binghamton University – SUNY
(R)evolutionary Feminist Constellations: Lou Andreas-Salomé, George Eliot, and the Intellectual Contributions of Women
Single Paper
Angela E Runciman - Binghamton University

Discussant: Nicole Shea - Council for European Studies at Columbia University

[79] Dystopian Love in Nineteenth-Century European Culture
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 11
Paper Panel

Chair: Kailana Durnan - Rutgers University, New Brunswick
Participants:

“I Loved It So”: Failures of Empathy in Nineteenth-Century Dollplay
Single Paper
Brianna Beehler - University of Southern California

The Deerslayer’s Anti-Love Bond and the 19th-Century Formation of the German Fascist Type
Single Paper
Sanders Isaac Bernstein - University of Southern California

George Eliot’s Exhausted Edens
Single Paper
Kristin Rose - Rutgers University

Blighted Comrades: Radical Pessimism and the British Novel of Free Love
Single Paper
Kailana Durnan - Rutgers University, New Brunswick

Discussant: Brianna Beehler - University of Southern California

[80] Authors Meet Critics: “A Loud, but Noisy Signal? Public Opinion and Education Reform in Western Europe”
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 25

Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Marius Busemeyer - University of Konstanz
Participants:

Pepper Culpepper – University of Oxford
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Cathie Jo Martin - Boston University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Terry Moe – Stanford University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Jane Gingrich - University of Oxford
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[81] Non-State Actors and the Making of Europe’s Economic and Monetary Union, 1957-1992
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel

Chair: Emmanuel Mourlon-Druol - University of Glasgow
Participants:

The German Trade Union Confederation and its Interpretation of Social Policy in EMU
Single Paper
Marvin Schnippering - University of Glasgow

The European Trade Unions’ Struggle for a ‘European New Deal’ During the 1970s-1980s
Single Paper
Aurélie Andry - University of Glasgow

Banking Clubs between European Integration and Globalization (1960s-1990s)
Single Paper
Alexis Drach - Glasgow University

Business and Monetary Integration: European Debates in the Run-up to Maastricht, 1986-1992
Single Paper
Aleksandra Komornicka - University of Glasgow

Discussant: Angela Romano - University of Glasgow
MONDAY, JUNE 21

[82] The Invention of the Passport Revisited
6/21/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 15
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: John Torpey - CUNY Graduate Center
Participants:

David Abraham – University of Miami
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Kristin Surak - London School of Economics and Political Science
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Jaeeun Kim - University of Michigan
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Peter Spiro – Temple University
Book / Roundtable Panelist
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 14
Paper Panel

Chair: Dorothee Beck - University of Marburg
Adriano José Habed - Università di Verona

Participants:

Ideology and Nonsense? Gender as a Threat to “Objective Science” and “Pure Language”
Single Paper
Dorothee Beck - Universität Marburg

Motherhood as an Anti-feminist Tool in Italy
Single Paper
Carlotta Cassutta - Università del Piemonte Orientale

The “Protection of the Innocent Child” or: How a Powerful Notion “Resonates”
Single Paper
Susanne Maria Maurer - Philipps-Universität Marburg

Gender, Religion, and The Istanbul Convention Debate in Ukraine and Georgia: Anti-gender Politics and Discourses
Single Paper
Maryna Shevtsova - University of Lund

Discussant: Sarah Cooper - Exeter University

[84] Heroes or Villains? Media Portrayals of Vulnerable Groups and Their Actions and Activism
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Chair: Scott Blinder - University of Massachusetts Amherst

Participants:

Coverage of Black Lives Matter: US and French Comparisons
Single Paper
Erik Bleich - Middlebury College
Amelia Pollard - Middlebury College
A. Maurits van der Veen - William & Mary

Health Crisis and Working-class Neighborhoods: Between Marginalization and Heroism
Single Paper
Isabelle Garcin-Marrou - Sciences Po Lyon / Université de Lyon

Sometimes Heroes, Sometimes Maligned: Media, Politics, and Barcelona Manteros in a Covid-19 Context
Single Paper
Elisa Joy White - University of California at Davis

French Press, Terrorism and Stigmatizing Figure of Suburban Youth
Single Paper
Isabelle Hare - ELICO - Université Lyon 2

Discussant: Scott Blinder - University of Massachusetts Amherst

[85] European Republicanism: A Shared Heritage of the Past, a Utopia for the Future?
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 15
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Thilo Zimmermann - University of Cologne

Participants:

Stefan Collignon - London School of Economics
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Martin van Gelderen - LichtenbergKolleg
(Göttingen Institute for Advanced Study)
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Ulrike Guérot - Danube University Krems
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Thilo Zimmermann - University of Cologne
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Ulrike Liebert - University of Bremen
Book / Roundtable Panelist
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

[86] Between “Us” and “Them”: The New Era of Radicalism in European Politics
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 5
Paper Panel

Chair: Karen Umansky - University of Potsdam
Participants:

Prejudice and Political Mobilization Antisemitism and Islamophobia in Comparative Perspective
Single Paper
Alberto Spektorowski - Tel Aviv University/Columbia University

While the German Shepherds Were Sleeping: How Mainstream Parties Facilitated the Rise of the AfD
Single Paper
Karen Umansky - University of Potsdam
Itai Sened - Tel Aviv University

The Reshaping of the Policy Space of Party Competition in Italy (2008-2018)
Single Paper
Daniela Giannetti - University of Bologna

[87] Varieties of Higher Education - Session 1
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 13
Paper Panel

Chair: Stefan Beljean - Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für Sozialforschung

Varieties of Commodification: The Marketing of Higher Education in Russia, Germany, and the United States
Single Paper
Kobe De Keere - University of Amsterdam
Stefan Beljean - WZB / Berlin Social Science Center
Fabio Cescon - University of Amsterdam

Discussant: Roger Geiger - The Pennsylvania State University

[88] Towards a European Sustainable Economy?
From Utopia to Reality
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 3
Paper Panel

Chair: Alessio Bartolacelli - University of Macerata
Participants:

Covid-19 Policies and their Implications on the Sustainable Practices of European Firms
Single Paper
Olena Liakh - University of Macerata
Francesca Spigarelli - University of Macerata

The Economic and Industrial Development in Time of Coronavirus Crisis: What about Circular Economy?
Single Paper
Chiara Feliziani - University of Macerata

The Italian Way to Utopia: The Budget Law and the SDG: An Initial Provisional Assessment
Single Paper
Chiara Bergonzini - Università di Macerata
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Towards Sustainable Food Systems: Lights and Shadows of the EU “Farm to Fork Strategy”
Single Paper
Pamela Lattanzi - University of Macerata
Diamante Barbarossa - University of Macerata

The Impact of Sustainability on the Contract Law of the European Legal Systems: Comparative Remarks
Single Paper
Laura Vagni - University of Macerata

Discussant: Alessio Bartolacelli - University of Macerata

[89] Transnational Populism and the Future of Europe
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel

Chair: Paul Blokker - Universita di Bologna
Participants:

Transnational Populism as a (new) Utopia for Europe
Single Paper
Yuliya Moskvina - Charles University
Petra Honová - Charles University

The Conference on the Future of Europe and Constitutional Mobilization
Single Paper
Paul Blokker - Universita di Bologna

Wind of Change, or the Echoes of Hegemony: Exploring Economic Visions of Pan-European Movements
Single Paper
Kristian Sram - Charles University

Transnational Populism: The Populist Challenge from the Left?
Single Paper
Patricia chiantera - University of Bari

Discussant: Oscar Garcia Agustin - University of Aalborg

[90] Depictions of Gender and Sexuality in Cultural History
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Chair: Gianmaria Colpani - Utrecht University
Participants:
The Sexuality of Rhetoric: Mores in Classical Instruction in French Collèges Around 1700
Single Paper
Benjamin Bernard - Princeton University

Dystopian Boundaries: Bassani’s Protective Narratives
Single Paper
Chiara Ferrari - City University of New York, College of Staten Island

Critique of the Courtly Class in Ballad Analogues of The Clerk’s Tale
Single Paper
Orit Klein Vartsky - Tel Aviv University

Treadwell and Histrionic Modernism
Single Paper
Elizabeth Phillips - Harvard University

Discussant: Gianmaria Colpani - Utrecht University

[91] Politics and Regulation in the European Union’s Neighborhood
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel

Moderator: Edina Paleviq - Andrassy University Budapest
Participants:

China’s Critical Approaches to the Spread of European Populism
Single Paper
Bohai Lin - Southwest Jiaotong University
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Lili Fan - Southwest Jiaotong University

The Parliamnetarization of EU Foreign Policy
Towards Turkey: Principled Leadership?
Single Paper
   Elena Baracani - University of Bologna
   Lorenzo Santini - University of Bologna

Utopian Visions and Dystopian Polities at the
Edge of Europe: The Case of Transnistria
Single Paper
   Andra Lucia Martinescu - University of Cambridge
   Catalina Maria Moisescu - University of Fribourg

EU and Russian Regulatory Power: Prescribing
Norms and Rules in Food Safety and Transport
Regimes
Single Paper
   Isabell Burmester - University of Geneva

Neeta Inamdar - Manipal Academy of
Higher Education

Intimate Grammar: Creating Community When
First-Year Writing Goes Online
Single Paper
   Jennifer Minnen - Tufts University

[92] Higher Education in Europe: Rethinking the
Transnational and Transdisciplinary Classroom
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 11
Paper Panel

Moderator: Carol Ferrara - Emerson College
Participants:

   The “Global South” in the Network of
   Transnational Student Mobility
   Single Paper
      Eva Maria Vögtle - DZHW
      Michael Windzio - University of Bremen

   Confronting the Hard Questions Through
   Teaching
   Single Paper
      Juliane Waensch - Skidmore College

   Is Erasmus Program a Catalyst to Distinct
   European Identity: Study Among Select Manipal
   University Students
   Single Paper
      Pranjali Kirloskar - Manipal Academy of
      Higher Education

[93] The Rise of Antieuropeism
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Moderator: Annegret Engel - Lund University
Participants:

   The Importance of the Demos in the European
   Democratic Deficit Debate
   Single Paper
      Tal Gur-Arye - The Open University of
      Israel

   Utopia of an Orderly Withdrawal: The Less than
   Amicable EU-UK Relationship Post-Brexit
   Single Paper
      Annegret Engel - Lund University

   Iceland’s Accession to the EU: Reasons Beyond
   the Chronicle of a Death Foretold
   Single Paper
      M. Elvira Mendez Pinedo - University of
      Iceland

   From Cameron to Brexit: The Evolution of British
   Euroscepticism Between 2005 and 2016
   Single Paper
      Luca Augé - EHESS

[94] Crisis and Opportunity in Party Evolution
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 16
Paper Panel

Moderator: Oscar Barberà - University of Valencia
Participants:
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Political Parties, Digital Tools, and Intra-party Decision Making Procedures During the COVID-19 Crisis
Single Paper
Davide Vittori - Université Libre de Bruxelles
Oscar Barberà - University of Valencia

How to Handle the Exodus? Political Feedback to EU Freedom of Movement in Eastern Europe
Single Paper
Christof Roos - Europa-Universität Flensburg

#MeToo Responses in the Norwegian Labor Party as Cultural Diffusion and Improvisation
Single Paper
Brian Hoeft - Nassau Community College (SUNY)

Salvador de Madariaga and the “Solidarity of Being”: Proto-insights into a “Free Movement of Persons”
Single Paper
Cristina Blanco Sío-López - University of Pittsburgh, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

The Party Politics of Crisis: The Technologies of Partisan Communication and Institutional Instability
Single Paper
J. Chris Bick - London School of Economics

E-voting and the Local Variation of Turnout in Three Countries
Single Paper
Régis Dandoy - University of Brussels

The Party Politics of Transitional Justice in Europe: A New Dataset
Single Paper
António Luís Dias - ICS Universidade de Lisboa

---

[95] Identity, Differential Inclusion, and Migration Management
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel

Moderator: Sarah Koellner - College of Charleston
Participants:

Inside the “Motherland”: Latino Identity in Spain
Single Paper
Cristina Lacombe - Harvard University

Muslim Civic Engagement in Comparative Perspective
Single Paper
Aubrey Westfall - Wheaton College

[96] Research and Governance
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Moderator: Antonio Pele - Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro
Participants:

The UN SDGs and the Rise of a University as a Global Actor
Single Paper
Maryna Lakhno - Central European University

Economic Adjustment Programs and Governance Reforms: The Unintended Consequences of Conditionality on Public Administration
Single Paper
Spyros Blavoukos - Athens University of Economics and Business
Giorgio Oikonomou - University of the Peloponnese

Ideology or Electorate? Partisan and Non-partisan Views on Educational Structures
Single Paper
Anja Giudici - University of Oxford
Anna Pultar - University of Edinburgh

6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 25
Paper Panel
Moderator: Hanna Schwander - Humboldt-University Berlin
Participants:

Do All Providers Cut Corners on Service Quality? Evidence from Swedish Residential Care Homes
Single Paper
Rasmus Broms - University of Gothenburg
Carl Dahlström - University of Gothenburg
Marina Nistotskaya - University of Gothenburg

The EU’s New Economic Governance in Healthcare: Preparing the Bed for the Covid Pandemic
Single Paper
Sabina Stan - Dublin City University
Roland Erne - University College Dublin

Class Profiles of Liberalizing and De-liberalizing Social Democratic Parties in Government
Single Paper
Klaus Armingeon - University of Zurich
Reto Buergisser - University of Zurich

Pension Adequacy in Europe: How Pension System Parameters Relate to Pensioners’ Perceived Economic Well-being
Single Paper
Kati Kuitto - Finnish Centre for Pensions
Aart-Jan Riekhoff - Finnish Centre for Pensions
Liisa-Maria Palomäki - Finnish Centre for Pensions

How Parties Combine Policy Positions and Group Appeals
Single Paper
Alexander Horn - University of Konstanz
Carsten Jensen - University of Aarhus

Good Economic Policy and the Median Voter: The Democratic Constraints to Progressive Policy-Making
Single Paper
Fabian Mushövel - London School of Economics

Place and Policy Preferences: Attitudes Towards Distributive Policies in Left Behind Regions
Single Paper
Michael Pinggera - University of Zurich

Gender Differences in Effects of Labor Market Status on Subjective Well-Being Across European Welfare Regimes
Single Paper
Judit Kalman - Centre for Economic and Regional Studies, Hungarian Academy of Sciences - Corvinus University Budapest

6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel

Moderator: Manish Kumar Jha - Tata Institute of Social Sciences
Participants:

A Forgotten Working Class: Perceptions of Representation and the Role of Labor
Single Paper
Line Rennwald - University of Geneva

Regulators Divided: Bureaucratic Politics and Political Economy of Global Investment Funds
Single Paper
Scott James - Kings College London
Lucia Quaglia - University of Bologna

Migration of Financial Services and Technology and Brexit Negotiations
Single Paper
Shawn Donnelly - University of Twente

Financial Adjustment as a Driver of Growth Model Change

[99] Financial Power, Instability, and Resilience
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 23
Paper Panel

Moderator: Johannes Lindvall - Lund University
Participants:
[001] Inequality in an Equal Society: An In-depth Look at Iceland
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 12
Paper Panel

Chair: Jason Beckfield - Harvard University
Participants:

Social Boundaries, Income Inequality, and Government Responsibility in Iceland
Single Paper
Sigrún Ólafsdóttir - University of Iceland
Jón Gunnar Bernburg - University of Iceland

Social Mobility in Iceland: Changes and Diversity in an Egalitarian State
Single Paper
Ómar Jóhannsson - University of Iceland

Subjective Social Locations in Iceland, 2010-2020
Single Paper
Guðmundur Oddsson - University of Akureyri
Kristinn Már - University of Wisconsin, Madison

Cultural Goals, Social Inequality, and Adult Emotions: Cross-Context Application of Merton’s Social Structure and Anomie
Single Paper
Bernburg Gunnar Bernburg - University of Iceland
Sigrún Ólafsdóttir - University of Iceland

Discussant: Jason Beckfield - Harvard University

[102] Imagining and Politicizing Migrants, Identities, and Borders
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 27
Paper Panel

Moderator: Alina Vranceanu - European University Institute
Participants:

European Borders in Crisis: Multilevel Political Threats to the Governance of the Schengen Area
Single Paper
Daniel Schade - Cornell University

Drivers of Public Opinion Polarization on Immigration: Evidence from European Countries
Single Paper
Alina Vranceanu - European University Institute

Embodied Displacement: Narratives of Socio-Cultural Displacement Among Edo-Italian Migrants
Single Paper
Edeyan Harriet Omoweh - University of ibadan, Institute of African Studies (Cultural and Media Studies), Nigeria

Understanding Seasonal Migration in Agriculture in Pandemic Times: Evidence from US, UK, Spain, and Italy
Single Paper
Roxana Barbulescu - University of Leeds

Truck Drivers Protesting Against Their Own Interest? The Politicization of the Posted Workers Directive
Single Paper
Julia Rone - University of Cambridge
Manès Weisskircher - TU Dresden

Contested Futures of Eastern Germany: Völkisch Nationalist Visions for a new German Identity
Single Paper
Julia Leser - Humboldt University

“The Greatest of Greeks”: Far Right Roads to a Dazzling Golden Dawn
Single Paper
Anna Karakatsoulis - National and Kapodistrian University of Athens

Far Right Futures: “White” Enclaves and How to Achieve Them
Single Paper
Rebecca Pates - Universität Leipzig

Discussant: Julia Leser - Universität Leipzig

[104] How New is the New Europe: Perspectives on Migration
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 21
Paper Panel

Chair: Tuba Bircan - Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Participants:

Stuck in Limbo: How Education Policies Limit and Exclude PhD Students with Migrant Backgrounds
Single Paper
Damini Purkayastha - Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Dounia Bourabain - Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Same Rights Different Outcomes? Explaining Differences in Overeducation Among Mobile EU Workers
Single Paper
Mikolaj Stanek - University of Salamanca
Jesus García-Gómez - University of Salamanca
Alberto del Rey - University of Salamanca
Chiara Dello Iacono - University of Salamanca

Beyond the Narratives: Unraveling the European Pact on Migration
Single Paper
Soumaya Majdoub - Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Chair: Rebecca Pates - Universität Leipzig
Participants:

Resistance Against the Replacement: The Far Right’s Narrative and Reaction on a Dystopian Future
Single Paper
Tobias Neidel - Leipzig University

Future Under Threat: The Affective Appeal of Dystopian Politics
Single Paper
Florian Spissinger - Leipzig University
Ahmad Wali Ahmad Yar - Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Gendered Paradox of Refugee Integration: “You can Become a Citizen but you Can’t Become one of us”
Single Paper
Shagofah Ghafori - Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Brussel - Department of Sociology (SOCI)
Tuba Bircan - Vrije Universiteit Brussel | Department of Sociology
Duha Ceylan - Vrije Universiteit Brussel - Department of Sociology (SOCI)

“Stop Calling Me Murzyn”: How Black Lives Matter in Poland
Single Paper
Bolaji Balogun - University of Sheffield
Konrad Pedziwiatr - Krakow University of Economics

Discussant: Tuba Bircan - Vrije Universiteit Brussel

[105] European Futures: Genealogies
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 10
Paper Panel

Chair: John Lyon - University of Pittsburgh
Participants:

Renascimentum Europaeum: Rudolf Pannwitz’s Utopia of European Rebirth
Single Paper
Laszlo V. Szabo - University of Pannonia; J. Selye University

Aborted Legacies for Europe, from Vienna: The Social Democrats’ Multinational Imaginary between Empire and Republic
Single Paper
Matthew Miller - Colgate University

The European Idea During and After the Fascist Era
Single Paper
Randall Halle - University of Pittsburgh

Between “Patriotic Europe” and “The People”: The unfinished transformation in post-socialist Germany
Single Paper
Susann Worschech - European University Viadrina

Discussant: John Lyon - University of Pittsburgh

[106] Populism Data Panel: Do Better Data and New Methods Yield the Relevant Answers?
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 9
Paper Panel

Chair: Reinhard Heinisch - University of Salzburg
Participants:

Assessing the Extent of Populist Attitudes among Voters Using Machine Learning
Single Paper
Marco Foelsch - University of Salzburg

Variants of Populism getting together? Matching Party and Voter Data in Populism Research
Single Paper
Martin Dolezal - University of Salzburg

Big Data and Computational Approaches for Populist Content Analysis
Single Paper
Teresa Linderauer - Technische Universität Dresden
Anna-Maria Schielicke - Technische Universität Dresden
Robert Bjarnason - Citizens Foundation Iceland
Sven Engesser - Technische Universität Dresden

The Radical Right Gender Gap: An Innovative Approach Towards Exploring a Well-known Phenomenon
Single Paper
Viktoria Jansesberger - University of Salzburg
Susanne Rhein - University of Salzburg

Discussant: Annika Werner - Australian National University
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

[107] **Book Panel on Feminist Trouble: Intersectional Politics in Post-Secular Times**
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 19
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: **Eleonore Lepinard - UNIL**
Participants:

- Angela Kocze - Central European University
  Book / Roundtable Panelist

- Nicole Doerr - University of Copenhagen
  Book / Roundtable Panelist

- Mieke Verloo - Radboud University
  Book / Roundtable Panelist

Discussant: **Gerhard Besier - Sigmund Neuman Institute**

[109] **Comparison of Supranational Identity-building and Disintegration of Socialist Yugoslavia and the European Union**
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 17
Paper Panel

Chair: **Nikola Petrović - Institute for Social Research in Zagreb**

- Stevo Đurašković - Faculty of Political Science, University of Zagreb
- Ivan Obadić - Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb

Participants:

- **The Dissolution of Yugoslavia and the Crisis of the European Union: What can we Learn?**
  Single Paper
  
  - Ivan Obadić - Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb

- **The EU Identity Crisis: The Lessons from Socialist Yugoslavia Unlearned?**
  Single Paper
  
  - Stevo Đurašković - FPZG - Faculty of Political Science of Zagreb University
  - Nikola Petrović - IDIZ - Institute for Social Research in Zagreb

- **Place of Women’s Rights in Supranation Building: Comparison of Socialist Yugoslavia and the European Union**
  Single Paper
  
  - Ana Maskalan - Institute for Social Research in Zagreb

- **Yugoslavs and Europeans Compared: Supranational Polities and Supranational Identification**
  Single Paper
  
  - Nikola Petrović - Institute for Social Research in Zagreb
  - Marko Mrakovčić - Faculty of Law, University of Rijeka

---

[108] **European Borderlands in Historical and Present Perspectives: Narratives, Practices, and Identities**
6/22/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 24
Paper Panel

Chair: **Elżbieta Opilowska - University of Wroclaw**

- Katarzyna Stokłosa - University of Southern Denmark

Participants:

- **From Community of Reconciliation to Community of Practice: Border Narratives in the German-Polish Borderland**
  Single Paper
  
  - Elżbieta Opilowska - University of Wroclaw

- **Belfast: A Place of Hope in Overcoming Border Conflicts**
  Single Paper
  
  - Katarzyna Stokłosa - University of Southern Denmark, Sonderborg
  - Gerhard Besier - Sigmund Neuman Institute

- **When Borders Return: The Response of European Cross-border Regional Institutions to Re-bordering**
  Single Paper
  
  - Sara Svensson - European University Institute, Italy & Halmstad University, Sweden

---

---
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Filip Fila - Institute for Social Research in Zagreb

Discussant: **Daphne Winland - York University**

[110] **Who Is In and Who Is Out?**
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 27
Paper Panel

Chair: **Gokce Yurdakul - Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin**

Participants:

- **“New” Problematic Genres of Humanitarian Communication on the Marginalized in the Global South**
  - Single Paper
  - Emiel Martens - University of Amsterdam / Erasmus University Rotterdam
  - Wouter Oomen - Utrecht University

- **Being “Outside” of the Media Discourse: What Means not Being Involved in the Media?**
  - Single Paper
  - Simon Gadras - ELICO, University Lumière Lyon 2
  - Annelise Touboul - ELICO, University Lumière Lyon 2

- **Exploring the Influence of Controversies: Ethnic Symbolic Boundaries Contestedness, Strength, and Issue Saliency**
  - Single Paper
  - Soyeon Jin - Technical University of Munich

Discussant: **Gokce Yurdakul - Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin**

[111] **Comparing European Organizational Responses to Gendered and Sexual Health Concerns during Crises and Recovery**
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 19
Paper Panel

Chair: **Shelley Grant - Planned Parenthood, UW Seattle Biostatistics**

Participants:

- Analysing the combined structural, subregional and gendered aspects of European fertility health care resilience
  - Single Paper
  - Shelley Grant - University of Washington Seattle

- Sex and gender in political discourse in two recent crises: Great Recession and Covid-19 Pandemic
  - Single Paper
  - Ana Prata - California State University Northridge

- Gendered life course differentiation and mental health: The moderating effect of defamilization policies in Europe
  - Single Paper
  - Ariel Azar - University of Chicago

- COVID-19 and LGBTQI+: Understanding the lack of salience for the inclusion in a public inquiry
  - Single Paper
  - Owen Thomas - University of Exeter

- Emergence of reproductive citizenship: The rise of infertility consciousness and activism in Britain
  - Single Paper
  - Yuliya Hilevych - University of Lincoln

Discussant: **Shelley Grant - University of Washington**

[112] **Combining the Micro and Macro Explanations of Populist Voting in Europe**
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 16
Paper Panel

Chair: **Piotr Zagorski - Universidad Autónoma de Madrid/Colegio de Sociólogos y Polítólogos**

Participants:

- Preferences Toward Populist Parties: The Role of Ideology, Occupational Position, and Political Economic Context
  - Single Paper
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Matthew Edward Bergman - University of Vienna

Inequality of Opportunity and Populist Voting Across Europe: Do Circumstances Matter?
Single Paper
Denis Ivanov - Corvinus University of Budapest

Do Populist Deliver what they Promise?
Single Paper
Mikołaj Cześnik - SWPS University

Immigration, Education, and Support for Populist Radical Right Parties in Europe
Single Paper
Guillermo Cordero - Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
Piotr Zagórski - Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
Jose Rama - Universidad Autónoma de Madrid

Nativism, Migrant Integration Policies, and Right-wing Populist Vote in Europe
Single Paper
Piotr Zagórska - Universidad Autónoma de Madrid/Colegio de Sociólogos y Polítólogos
Laura Díaz Chorne - Colegio de Sociólogos y Polítólogos de Madrid/Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
Javier Lorenzo Rodríguez - Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
Lorenzo Navarrete Moreno - Colegio de Sociólogos y Polítólogos de Madrid/Universidad Complutense de Madrid

Single Paper
Krzysztof Jasiewicz - Washington and Lee University

[113] LGBTIQ+ Lives, Queer Knowledges, and the Crusades against “Gender”
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 14
Paper Panel

Chair: Adriano José Habed - Università di Verona
Dorothee Beck - University of Marburg

Participants:

Queer Critique in “Anti-Gender” Times
Single Paper
Adriano José Habed - University of Verona and Utrecht University

The Anti-gender Movement and the Rise of the Political Right in Brazil
Single Paper
Bianca de Oliveira Corrêa - University of Brasília

Between Trans*phobia and Trans*chauvinism: Effects of Right-wing Policies on the Example of Trans*people
Single Paper
Judith Goetz - University of Vienna

Early Critical Theory and the Crusade Against Gender: On the Possible Contribution of Social-Psychological perspectives
Single Paper
Christopher Fritzschke - Philipps-Universität Marburg

Discussant: Michael Bosia - Saint Michael’s College

6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel

Chair: David Jacobson - University of South Florida

Participants:

Multilevel Citizenship and the Crises of Democracy
Single Paper
Willem Maas - York University

Discussant: Guillermo Cordero - Autonomous University of Madrid

Mariana Mendes - Dresden University of Technology
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Citizenship: The Third Revolution
Single Paper
David Jacobson - University of South Florida
Manlio Cinalli - University of Milan

Diaspora-Homeland Nexus in Times of Crisis: The case of Greece
Single Paper
Foteini Kalantzi - University of Oxford

Discussant: John Torpey - CUNY Graduate Center

6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 15
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Dimitry Kochenov - Central European University
Participants:

The Populist Mindset and Resentment to the Law
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Paul Blokker - University of Bologna

Appearing to be Doing Something: The EU Rule of Law Pantomime
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Kim Lane Scheppele - Princeton University

The Role of the Civil Society in the EU “Rule of Law Procedures”
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Barbara Grabowska-Moroż - University of Groningen

The Future of EU’s Rule of Law: How to Stop Losing through Winning?
Book / Roundtable Panelist
R. Daniel Kelemen - Rutgers University

Discussant: Mark Rhinard - Stockholm University

6/22/2021

10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Chair: Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia
Mark Rhinard - Stockholm University
Participants:

Single Paper
Francesca Pia Vantaggiato - King’s College London
Sara Connolly - University of East Anglia
Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia

“Resource Reallocations and Staff Attitudes in Public Sector Organizations: Evidence from the European Commission
Single Paper
Zuzana Murdoch - University of Bergen
Sara Connolly - University of East Anglia
Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia
Benny Geys - BI Norwegian Business School

The Transformation of the European Commission Cabinet System 1999-2019
Single Paper
Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia
Sara Connolly - University of East Anglia

The Fall and Rise of Economics in EEC/EU Competition Policy: A Historical Perspective
Single Paper
Pierre Alayrac - École Normale Supérieure, Paris

Women’s Positional Leadership in the Commission: When, Where and How?
Single Paper
Miriam Hartlapp - Freie Universität Berlin
Agnes Blome - Freie Universität Berlin

Discussant: Mark Rhinard - Stockholm University
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

[117] Varieties of Higher Education - Session 2
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 13
Paper Panel

Chair: Stefan Beljean - Max-Weber-Institut für Soziologie, Universität Heidelberg
Gaëlle Goastellec - University of Lausanne

Participants:

Higher Education in a Liberal Welfare Regime: The UK Case
Single Paper
Vikki Boliver - Durham University
Charlotte Branchu - Durham University

Access to Higher Education as an Instrument of Governance: A European Perspective
Single Paper
Goastellec Gaële - University of Lausanne

Higher Education in Welfare Regimes: Three Worlds of Post-Soviet Transition
Single Paper
Sergey Malinovskiy - Higher School of Economics, Institute of education
Ekaterina Shibanova - Higher School of Economics, Institute of education

Discussant: Tobias Schulze-Cleven - Rutgers University

[118] Heritage After Empire in Central and Eastern European Cities
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 18
Paper Panel

Chair: Gruia Badescu - University of Konstanz

Participants:

Revenants: Toward an Inter-Imperial Perspective on Post-Imperial Persons, Places, and Things
Single Paper
Jeremy Francis Walton - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity

Centennial Materialities: Reconfiguring the Heritage of Empire in the Celebrated Place of the Nation
Single Paper
Gruia Badescu - University of Konstanz

Property Restitution, Ethnicity-Making, and Imperial Nostalgia in Transylvania
Single Paper
Emanuela Grama - Carnegie Mellon University

Discussant: Cristian Cercel - University of Ruhr, Bochum

6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 24
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Daniel Kinderman - University of Delaware

Participants:

Erik Jones - Johns Hopkins University
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Sheri Berman - Barnard
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Gabor Scheiring - University of Bocconi
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Danijela Dolenec - University of Zagreb
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[120] Income Inequality, Social Mobility, and the Politics of Gentrification
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 25
Paper Panel

Chair: Lindsay Flynn - University of Luxembourg

Participants:

Income Composition Inequality and Preferences for Economic Redistribution
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Single Paper
Bilyana Petrova - European University Institute

Utopias and Dystopias of Neoliberal Urbanism: Gentrification and Urban Aesthetics
Single Paper
Tijen Tunali - Aarhus University

The Returns to Field of Study in Trinidad and Tobago
Single Paper
Roshnie Doon - The University of the West Indies, St. Augustine

Discussant: Lindsay Flynn - University of Luxembourg

[121] Nationalism and Secessionism Between Continuities and Changes
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel

Moderator: Marcos Ancelovici - Université du Québec à Montréal

Participants:

A Crosscutting Cleavage? Investigating the Association Between Individual-Level Nationalism and Political Attitudes Across Sub-state Nations
Single Paper
James David Griffiths - University of Manchester

The Hegemony of Civic Nationalism in Scotland and Wales
Single Paper
Paul Hamilton - Brock University

Not Quite an End: The Case for Unilateral Deescalation/Transformation in the Basque Conflict
Single Paper
Stephanie Kerr - Concordia University

Economic Shocks, Mobilization, and Elite Fragmentation: The Origins of Regional Elites’ Split
Single Paper

[122] Higher Education in Europe: Cultivating Cultural and Political Engagement
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 11
Paper Panel

Moderator: Nick Ostrum - University of New Orleans

Participants:

Higher Education Students as Political Actors? Evidence from a Six-nation European Comparative Study
Single Paper
Achala Gupta - University of Surrey
Rachel Brooks - University of Surrey

Valuing Diversity: Intercultural Competency Training for European Studies Mobility Students
Single Paper
Eamonn Butler McIntosh - University of Glasgow
Ian Paterson - University of Glasgow
Clare McManus - University of Glasgow

Promoting Environmental Citizenship in Post-Secondary Education
Single Paper
Cornelia Burian - University of Calgary

How to Teach and Learn Europe in Georgia
Single Paper
Tamar Todria - Institute for European Studies

[123] What Unity? Philosophical and Political Reflections on Disunity, Division, and Diversity
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Moderator: Susann Worschech - European University Viadrina

---

Single Paper
Pau Vall-Prat - Universitat de Barcelona

---

56
Participants:

Can Nationalisms in the EU Member States be Turned into a Pro-European Force?
Single Paper
Józef Stanislaw Niżnik - IFiS PAN

Religare, Relegere, or to Relegate? Europe and Religion Now
Single Paper
Marta Zając - University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland

In Search of a Myth of Europe: Imagining Europe from 1500 to the Present
Single Paper
Isabella Walser-Bärgler - Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Neo-Latin Studies Innsbruck

Narrative Politics and Identity Formation in Contemporary Hungary with Special Focus on Perception of Europe
Single Paper
Boglárka Koller - National University of Public Service

The European Integration from the South: The European Narrative of Spain (1986-2020)
Single Paper
Antonio Moreno Juste - Universidad Complutense de Madrid

Discrimination Against Muslims, the Role of Networks, and Terrorist Violence: UK, France, Germany, and Italy
Single Paper
Davide Dell’Isola - University of Central Florida

Do Far-right Parties Benefit Electorally from Security Threats? Quasi-experimental Evidence from four Terrorist Attacks
Single Paper
Daphne Halikiopoulou - University of Reading
Tim Vlandas - University of Oxford

Protection by Whom, for Whom? Muslim Refugee Women Face a Contested European Identity
Single Paper
Lara-Zażan Golebskhi - University of Portland

[125] The Radical Right and It’s Alt-Europe
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 9
Paper Panel

Moderator: Louie Dean Valencia - Texas State University
Participants:

The Radical-right Side of Civil Society: State Exclusion and Mobilizing the Interwar Polish Radical Right
Single Paper
Malgorzata Kurjanska - University of Copenhagen

Paneuropa and Antieuropa: Two Visions of Europe and International Politics Between Fascismo and Democracy
Single Paper
Antonello Folliero - Università La Sapienza di Roma

What is Euroscepticism? Changing Patterns of the Perception of Europe on Political Right in Hungary
Single Paper
Krisztina Arató - ELTE Faculty of Law

[124] Populism, Terror, and Security
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Moderator: Bénédicte Laumond - University of Wroclaw
Participants:

The Russian Connection: On Populism, Radicalism, and the Relationship Between Euroscepticism and Pro-Russian Positions
Single Paper
Tal Gur-Arye - The Open University of Israel

Paneuropa and Antieuropa: Two Visions of Europe and International Politics Between Fascismo and Democracy
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

European Civilizationism on the Far Right: A Cross-National Analysis
Single Paper
Joseph Cerrone - George Washington University

Florian Trauner - Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Philipp Stutz - Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Stony Gray Soil? Explaining the Failure of Far-right Populism in Irish Politics
Single Paper
Erica Dobbs - Pomona College

Talking Like a Populist: Computational Analysis of Populist Discourse in Lithuania since 1990
Single Paper
Jojile Ulinskaite - Vilnius University
Lukas Pukelis - PPMI

Responsive Voters: How European Integration Empowers Eurosceptic Parties
Single Paper
Tal Sadeh - Tel Aviv University
Yoav Raskin - Tel Aviv University

[126] The Political Economy of Central Banking
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 22
Paper Panel

Moderator: Daniel Schulz - University of Agder
Participants:
Independence in Crisis: Strategic Central Bankers, Political Commitments, and Policy Coordination in the Euro Area
Single Paper
Federico Maria Ferrara - London School of Economics and Political Science

What Explains Central Bank Cooperation with Hungary and Poland 2008/09
Single Paper
Lukas Spielberger - University of Leiden

The European Central Bank’s Lender of Last Resort Function: A Case of Polanyian Counter Movement
Single Paper
Maja Savevska - Nazarbayev University

[128] Health Inequalities in a Cross-National Perspective I
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 12
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Jason Beckfield - Harvard University
Participants:
Ellen Immergut - European University Institute, Humboldt University
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Elyas Bakhtiar - William and Mary
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Sigrun Ólafsdóttir - University of Iceland
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[127] The State of Populism in Europe
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 5
Paper Panel

Moderator: Ruzha Smilova - Sofia University and Centre for Liberal Strategies
Participants:
Hungary’s Renationalisation: How a Populist Radical Right Government Gains Control Over (EU) Migration Policy
Single Paper

[129] Identity, Ethnicity, and Political Representation: Insights from Sociology, Anthropology, and Political Science
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 17
Book Panel / Roundtable
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Chair: Eric Schoon - The Ohio State University
Participants:

Christina Isabel Zuber - University of Konstanz
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Gülay Türkmen - University of Goettingen
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Eric W. Schoon - Ohio State University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Danielle V. Schoon - Ohio State University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[130] European Futures: Literature
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 10
Paper Panel

Chair: Anke Biendarra - University of California, Irvine
Participants:

From Hugo Bettauer’s to Michel Houellebecq’s European Dystopias
Single Paper
Arina Rotaru - United International College/BNU -HKBU

Europe in 19th-Century Adultery Novels: Unity in Inequality
Single Paper
John B. Lyon - University of Pittsburgh

Subjunctive (Holocaust) Memory and the European Project in Menasse’s Die Hauptstadt
Single Paper
Maria Roca Lizarazu - University of Birmingham, UK

Literary Traditions of Society and the Future of Europe
Single Paper
Cathie Jo Martin - Boston University

Discussant: Anke Biendarra - University of California, Irvine

[131] Visions and Practices of Geopolitics in the EU and its Neighborhood
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel

Chair: Elisabeth Johansson-Nogués - IBEI
Participants:

The EU Trust Fund for Africa: Geopolitical Space Making Through Migration Policy Instruments
Single Paper
Federica Zardo - University of Vienna

How is the EU’s Foreign and Security Policy Affected by the Geopolitics of (Dis)information?
Single Paper
Olena Shymanska - Institut Barcelona Estudis Internacionals (IBEI)

The Politicization of the Gulf Conflict in Tunisia
Single Paper
Adrià Rivera Escartin - Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB)

Single Paper
Aitor Bonsoms - Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB)

Discussant: Silja Bára Ómarsdóttir - University of Iceland

6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 23
Paper Panel

Chair: Minna van Gerven - University of Helsinki
Participants:

Does Technological Change Affect Trends in Union Membership?
Single Paper
Zachary Parolin - Columbia University, Bocconi University
Henri Haapanala - University of Antwerp
Ive Marx - University of Antwerp

Automating the Welfare State: Consequences and Challenges for the Organization of Solidarity
Single Paper
Wim Van Lancker - University of Leuven

Divided by Automation? Digital Inequality Among the Social Assistance Recipients in Finland
Single Paper
Paula Saikkonen - Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare
Minna Van Gerven - University of Helsinki

Technological Change and Demand for EU-wide Social Protection: A Conjoint Experiment
Single Paper
Stefano Sacchi - Polytechnic University of Turin
Francesco Nicoli - University of Ghent

Single Paper
Dario Guarascio - Sapienza University of Rome
Armanda Cetrulo - Sant'Anna School of Advanced Studies
Maria Enrica Virgillito - Sant'Anna School of Advanced Studies

Discussant: Stefano Sacchi - Polytechnic University of Turin

[133] The Ancient Utopia in Context: Classical Explorations of the Perfect Across and Under the Seas
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel

Chair: Hamish Williams - Friedrich Schiller University Jena
Participants:

Hidden Lands as Foils for social Stresses: Two Scherias and Modern Reimaginings
Single Paper
Georgia L. Irby - William and Mary

Aquatic Palaces and Cities: Underwater Utopias in the Ancient and Modern Worlds
Single Paper
Ryan Denson - University of Exeter

Founding an Isolated Utopia: Utopian and Colonial Ideas in Classical and Postclassical Thought
Single Paper
Aaron L. Beek - North-West University

Utopian Experiences on Minoan Crete: Walking Ahead into the Ruins of the Past
Single Paper
Hamish Williams - Friedrich Schiller University Jena

Discussant: Georgia Irby - The College of William and Mary

[134] Information, Misinformation, and Disinformation: European Integration in a Time of Post-Truth Politics
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Chair: Maximilian Conrad - University of Iceland
Participants:

Publicity for Truth: Journalism Campaigns Against Misinformation and Fake News
Single Paper
Hans-Jörg Trenz - University of Copenhagen
Asimina Michailidou - Arena, University of Oslo

Post-Truth Politics as a Mobilization Tool
Single Paper
Maximilian Conrad - University of Iceland

Fake News, Disinformation and Manipulation
Single Paper
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

John Erik Fossum - ARENA, University of Oslo

Well-informed? EU Governments’ Social Media Campaigns for Potential Migrants
Single Paper
Verena K. Brändle - University of Vienna

Post-truth Politics and European Disintegration
Single Paper
Vittorio Orlando - University of Iceland

Discussant: Maximilian Conrad - University of Iceland

[135] Authors Meet Critics: Growth and Welfare in Advanced Capitalist Economies
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 21
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Kimberly Morgan - George Washington University
Participants:

Silja Häusermann - University of Zurich
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Bruno Palier - Sciences Po Paris
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Marius R. Bussemeyer - University of Konstanz
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Pepper Culpepper - University of Oxford
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Anke Hassel - Hertie School
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[136] Honoring the Life and Scholarship of Wade Jacoby
6/22/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 3
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Sophie Meunier - Princeton University
Participants:

Europe and the Management of Globalization

Book / Roundtable Panelist
Sophie Meunier - Princeton University

Wade Jacoby’s Path of Big Learning
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Brian Michael Burgoon - University of Amsterdam

Lessons on Borrowing and Transplanting Institutions
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Karen J. Alter - Northwestern University

Honoring the Life and Scholarship of Wade Jacoby
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Suzanne Berger - Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Wade Jacoby and Political Change in Eastern Europe, Mentorship
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Milada Anna Vachudova - UNC Chapel Hill

[137] Immigration and Multiculturalism in Europe: Utopia or Dystopia?
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 21
Paper Panel

Chair: Jennifer Elrick - McGill University
Participants:

The Longue Durée of Middle-Class Multiculturalism in Canada: A Model for Diversity Management in Europe?
Single Paper
Jennifer Elrick - McGill University

Governing Migration and Refugees from a Place-based, Community Centered Approach: Fostering Inclusion and Acceptance
Single Paper
Oliver Schmidtke - University of Victoria

Politicians Against the Law: Populism and Migrant Religious Rights in France and Canada
Single Paper
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Emily Laxer - York University

“Only in Canada, you say?” The Canadian “Model” of Immigration and Its Applicability in Europe
Single Paper
Phil Triadafilopoulos - University of Toronto

Discussant: Jennifer Elrick - McGill University

[138] Portrayals of Asylum-Seekers and Refugees
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 10
Paper Panel

Chair: Isabelle Garcin-Marrou - Sciences Po Lyon / Université de Lyon
Participants:
Single Paper
William L Allen - University of Oxford
Scott Blinder - University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Revising the Media Role on the Perception and Attitude of Citizens Towards Refugees in Lithuania
Single Paper
Ruta Dapkauskaite - Vytautas Magnus University

The Sources of Talk About Migrants and Asylum Seekers and their use
Single Paper
Marcello Maneri - Università di Milano-Bicocca

The Securitization of the Refugee Crisis in Greece 2015-2019: A Media Discourse Analysis
Single Paper
Georgia Dimari - University of Crete

Authorities’ Representation of Immigrants during the COVID-19 Pandemic in Norwegian Media
Single Paper
Florence Namasinga Selnes - c/o Makerere University

Discussant: Isabelle Garcin-Marrou - Sciences Po Lyon, Université de Lyon

[139] Capitalizing on Constraint: Bailout Politics in Eurozone Countries
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 3
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Angie Gago - University of Lausanne
Participants:
Vivien A. Schmidt – Boston University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Maurizio Ferrera - Università Degli Studi di Milano
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Amandine Crespy - Université Libre de Bruxelles
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Kevin Featherstone - London School of Economics
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Catherine Moury - FCSH
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Stella Ladi - Queen Mary University of London
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[140] Polarization and Fragmentation in the EU? A Comparative Perspective
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 24
Paper Panel

Chair: Waltraud Schelkle - LSE
Participants:

A Tale of Two Federalisms: The EU and the United States Confront Covid-19
Single Paper
Martin Rhodes - Josef Korbel School of International Studies, University of Denver
The Strength of a Weak Center: Contested Crisis Management in Multi-level Governance
Single Paper
Kate Alexander-Shaw - LSE
Joseph Ganderson - LSE
Waltraud Schelkle - LSE

To ESM or not to ESM? A Comparative Analysis of Italy and Spain
Single Paper
Manuela Moschella - SNS
Lucia Quaglia - Bologna University

Discussant: Alison Johnston - Oregon State University

[141] Contestations over the Human in Contemporary Europe
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel

Chair: Estela Schindel - European University Viadrina

Karolina Follis - Lancaster University

Participants:
What Comes After Humanitarianism?
Single Paper
Karolina Follis - Lancaster University

European Prisons, Human Rights, and Non-human Systems of Control
Single Paper
Luca Follis - Lancaster University

HIV Citizenship in Europe?
Single Paper
Pawel Lewicki - Europa-Universität Viadrina

Library Science and the EU: Fostering Open-Source Technology, A Case Study
Single Paper
J. Robertson McIlwain - Berlin Cosmopolitan School

Discussant: Regina Römheldl - Humboldt Universität zu Berlin

[142] Democratic Governance of Funded Pensions
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel

Chair: Natascha van der Zwan - Leiden University

Participants:
Governing Funded Occupational Pensions in Denmark
Single Paper
Karen Anderson - University College Dublin

Can Input-oriented Democratic Legitimacy Explain Differences in Funded Pensions Between Germany and Austria?
Single Paper
Thomas Mayer - Johannes Kepler University Linz
Tobias Wiss - Johannes Kepler University Linz

Pension Governance in the Netherlands: Towards a Democratization of Finance?
Single Paper
Philipp Golka - Leiden University
Natascha Van der Zwan - Leiden University

Retirement Income of Private Pensions in Six Western European Countries
Single Paper
Juan J. Fernandez - Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

Discussant: Natascha van der Zwan - Leiden University

[143] The Political Commissioner: A European Ethnography
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 1
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Frédéric Mérand - Université de Montréal

Participants:
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

[144] LGBT Politics, Movements, and Research in Europe
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 14
Paper Panel

Chair: Maryna Shevtsova - University of Lund
Participants:

A Europe of Stories: Queer Cartography and the Grammar of Hope
Single Paper
Nicholas Manganas - University of Technology Sydney

Consensual Movement-Government Relations: Cooperation and Collaboration in Dutch LGBTI Politics from 2000 to 2019
Single Paper
Robert J. Davidson - University of Amsterdam

Fewer Variables, Less Rejection?
Single Paper
Judit Takács - MTA TK
Gregory Alexander Swart - University of Glasgow

LGBTI Diplomacy: Norm Diffusion Among Swedish and American Diplomats

[145] Wealth, Inequality, and the Welfare State
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 25
Paper Panel

Moderator: Roshnie Doon - The University of the West Indies, St. Augustine
Participants:

Welfare States, Media Ownership, and Attitudes Towards Redistribution
Single Paper
Erik Neimanns - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

Civic Capital as the Missing Link of Bourdieusian Class Analysis
Single Paper
Guðmundur Oddsson - University of Akureyri

Legitimate Wealth? How Wealthy Germans are Portrayed in the Press
Single Paper
Stefan Wallaschek - Europe-University Flensburg
Nora Waitkus - London School of Economics

6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 4
Book Panel / Roundtable
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Chair: Jan Willem Duyvendak - University of Amsterdam
Participants:
- Merijn Oudenampsen - University of Amsterdam
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
- Anton Jäger - Université Libre de Bruxelles
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
- Markha Valenta - University College Utrecht
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
- Sarah Bracke – University of Amsterdam
  Book / Roundtable Panelist

Desperate Times Call for Desperate Measures: Emergency Politics and Far-right Legitimation
Single Paper
Marta Lorimer - University of Exeter

[147] The Black Side of Europe: The European Union Seen from the Right-Wing Angle
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 15
Paper Panel

6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 18
Paper Panel
Moderator: Pierre Monforte - Leicester University
Participants:
- Declining or Rising Academic Freedom: What is the European Trend?
  Single Paper
  Eva Maria Vögtle - DZHW

[147] Being European, the Nationalist Way: Europe in the Discourse of Right-wing Parties
Single Paper
Henio Hoyo - CIDE
Laurie Beaudonnet - Université de Montréal

[148] The Rule of Law Debate in the EU
Single Paper
Nathalie Brack - Cevipol - IEE, Université libre de Bruxelles
Ramona Coman - Cevipol-IEE, Université libre de Bruxelles

[148] Radical-right Parties and Illiberal Democracy: The Rule of Law Debate in the EU
Single Paper
Nathalie Brack - Cevipol - IEE, Université libre de Bruxelles
Ramona Coman - Cevipol-IEE, Université libre de Bruxelles

[147] German Right-Wing Parallel Societies and Nativist Utopias
Single Paper
Johann JK Reusch - University of Washington

[148] The Minority SafePack Initiative and an EU-wide Basic Income: A Combination to Address Minority Issues?
Single Paper
Craig Willis - European Centre for Minority Issues / Europa Universität Flensburg

Single Paper
Carlos Javier Sanz - Universidad Complutense de Madrid

[149] Parties and Party System Change at the Micro and Macro Level
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 16
Paper Panel
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Moderator: Leonardo Sánchez-Ferrer - Universidad de Burgos
Participants:

- Polarisation of European Party Systems and Ideological Congruence between Parliamentary Elites and Citizens
  Single Paper
  Leonardo Sánchez Ferrer - Universidad de Burgos
  Pablo Dominguez - Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Sevilla

- Towards Measuring Party Ideology Beyond Unidimensional Competition: Examples from Western European Manifestos in the 2010s
  Single Paper
  Federico Trastulli - LUISS Guido Carli University

- Development of the Green Liberal Party: Implications for Politics in Switzerland and Abroad
  Single Paper
  Dan Ziebarth - George Washington University

- Understanding Variations in Party System Change in Europe in the 21st Century
  Single Paper
  Marco Lisi - FCSH-UNL

- Going technocratic? Diluting Governing Responsibility after Electoral Change in Western Europe
  Single Paper
  Vincenzo Emanuele - LUISS Guido Carli, Rome
  Bruno Marino - University of Bologna
  Luca Verzichelli - University of Siena
  Marco Improta - LUISS Guido Carli, Rome

[150] Expressive Cultures: (Re)Constitution of Memory Through the Arts
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 17
Paper Panel

Moderator: Daphne Winland - York University
Participants:

- (Inter)national Film and Identity: American Cultural Imperialism and European Modernism in the Hollywood Golden Age
  Single Paper
  Stephanie Huber - CUNY Graduate Center

- Europe and the Balkans: Shadow Lines
  Single Paper
  Nevena Dakovic - University of Arts in Belgrade/Faculty of Dramatic Arts/Dept. of Theory and History

- European Memorials as an Example of Dissonant Heritage: The Case of the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone
  Single Paper
  Anna Małgorzata Sarzyńska - Jagiellonian University

- The Present and Future of Europe in European Cinema
  Single Paper
  Małgorzata Bogunia-Borowska - Jagiellonian University

[151] Narrating the Trans-nation, Imagining Utopian Alternatives in European Literature
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel

Moderator: Jamie H. Trnka - Xavier University
Participants:

- Dante’s European Utopia: Monarchy, Unity, and the City of God
  Single Paper
  Mary Alexandra Watt - University of Florida

- The Ear of the Revolution: Boris Pilnyak’s The Naked Year (1922)
  Single Paper
  Matthew Kendall - University of Illinois, Chicago
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Nation and Nature: An Environmental Aesthetics of Nativity in Interwar British Literature
Single Paper
Molly Volanth Hall - Rhode Island School of Design

Canons of Europe: The Making and Breaking of a Postwar European Literature
Single Paper
John Raimo - New York University

[152] Between Everyday Life and Discriminatory Structures: Asylum Regimes, Refugees, and Living through the Pandemic
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel

Moderator: Gülay Türkmen - University of Goettingen
Participants:

Safe Haven? Living through the Pandemic as a Refugee/Migrant, an Urban Ethnography in Berlin
Single Paper
Francesca Pegorer - University of British Columbia

Volunteering Among Immigrant Youngsters & Refugees: An Alternative Path Towards Well-Being
Single Paper
Mónica Ibanez-Angulo - University of Burgos

Asylum Regimes in Germany and France: Impacts on Transnational Families of Asylum Seekers
Single Paper
Karin Schittenhelm - University of Siegen
Emmanuel Ndahayo - University of Siegen

Right of Asylum in France: Legal Precarization through the Europeanisation of Migration Policies
Single Paper
Apolline Foedit - Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies

[153] The Fragility of Democracy
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 11
Paper Panel

Moderator: Jonathan Larson - University of Illinois
Participants:

The Development of Parliamentary Rule in Western Europe
Single Paper
Simon Davidsson - Lund University

Unpacking Democratic Backsliding: A Dynamic Analysis of Democratization and its Reversal
Single Paper
Natasha Wunsch - ETH Zurich
Philippe Blanchard - University of Warwick

Backsliding or Progressing: The Successful and Unsuccessful Reforms of Electoral Governance in Europe and Asia
Single Paper
Takeshi Ito - University of Tokyo

Law Against the Rule of Law
Single Paper
Ivan Ermakoff - University of Wisconsin-Madison

[154] The Past in the Present
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 13
Paper Panel

Moderator: Jeremy Walton - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity
Participants:

Habsburg Supranationalism vs Nationalisms in the Adriatic in the 1860s: Lessons for the European Union
Single Paper
Mario Maritan - University College London

Czech Victimhood Nationalism (1900-1920): Between Myth & Memory
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

**Single Paper**
Maeva Carla Chargros - Palacký University Olomouc

*Seeking the Future in a Violent Past: The Hunt for Treasure in Southeast Turkey*

**Single Paper**
Anoush Tamar Suni - Northwestern University

**Ethno-regionalist Parties and Current Processes of European (dis)integration**

**Single Paper**
Michal Strnad - Prague University of Economics and Business

*Survival, Rescue, and Renewal: Holocaust Survivors and Rescuers in Phoenix, AZ*

**Single Paper**
Volker Benkert - Arizona State University
Marc Vance - Arizona State University

---

**[155] Business Interests in European Politics:**

**Power and Preferences**

6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 9

**Paper Panel**

Moderator: **Dennie Oude Nijhuis** - Leiden University

Participants:

- **Enhancing or Limiting Labor Supply? German Employers’ Perceptions of Work Incentives**
  **Single Paper**
  Thomas Paster - Roskilde University

- **EU-US Trade Governance: In a New Era of WTO Reform**
  **Single Paper**
  Beverly Barrett - University of St. Thomas, Houston

- **Reconceptualizing Business Power in the Era of Populist Nationalism**
  **Single Paper**
  Daniel Kinderman - University of Delaware

---

**The National-populist Mutation of Neoliberalism:**

**The Case of Hungary**

**Single Paper**
Gabor Scheiring - Bocconi University

**The Position of Interest Groups towards Labor Market and Social Policy Reforms in Germany**

**Single Paper**
Dr. Benedikt Bender - Goethe-University Frankfurt/Main, Faculty of Social Sciences

---

**[156] History of Europe: East and West**

6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 27

**Paper Panel**

Moderator: **Carl Strikwerda** - Washington, D.C.

Participants:

- **Rethinking Statism: The Politics of Competition and Investment in Post-War France**
  **Single Paper**
  Erik Eisenmenger Peinert - Brown University

- **She Made Monte Cristi a Free Port?: Spanish and British Caribbean Free Trade, 1750-1766**
  **Single Paper**
  Randal Grant Kleiser - Columbia University

- **The Past-Present and the Future Austro-Hungarian Relations**
  **Single Paper**
  Ananda Majumdar - University of Alberta, Harvard Graduate School of Education (Professional Education)

- **War and Franchise Extensions in Europe**
  **Single Paper**
  David Art - Tufts

---

**[157] Growth Models and the Political Economy of External Imbalances**

6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 22

**Paper Panel**

---

68
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Moderator: Besnik Pula - Virginia Tech

Unbalanced: The Intersection of Growth and Balance of Payments Resolution Models
Single Paper
Gregory William Fuller - University of Groningen

The Impact of the Euro on Domestic Saving and International Capital Flows
Single Paper
David Lawrence Cleeton - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

External Enablers of the Eurozone’s Austerity Bias
Single Paper
Palma Polyak - Scuola Normale Superiore

Growth Models in Europe’s Peripheries: Spain and Poland Compared
Single Paper
Visnja Vukov - Universitat Pompeu Fabra

[158] Health Inequalities in a Cross-national Perspective II
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 12
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Sigrun Ólafsdóttir - University of Iceland
Participants:

Jae-Mahn Shim - Korea University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Alexander Kentikelenis - University of Bocconi
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Jason Beckfield – Harvard University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[159] The Questions of Religion in Europe: History and Present
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 5

Moderator: Marta Zając - University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland
Participants:

Your Utopia is my Dystopia: Paulus Orosius, Augustine, and the Ideal State
Single Paper
Aaron L. Beek - North-West University

Reconsidering the “Utopian Politics” of Seventeenth-Century Constitutional Radicalism between British and Catholic Worlds
Single Paper
Christopher Gillett - The University of Scranton

In’s Dystopia: Painting the English Schism
Single Paper
Matthew Ancell - Brigham Young University

Breaking the Republican Mold: Independent Private Schooling in France
Single Paper
Carol Ferrara - Emerson College

[160] Europeanization and the Courts
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 23
Paper Panel

Moderator: Petra Bárd - Central European University
Participants:

It Takes Two to Tango: The Preliminary Reference Dance between the CJEU and National Courts
Single Paper
Jasper Krommendijk - Radboud University

Corporate Tool or Weapon of the Weak? Litigation Before the European Court of Justice
Single Paper
Tommaso Pavone - University of Oslo
Silje Hermansen - University of Oslo
Governing by Judicial Fiat? Over-constitutionalisation and its Constraints on EU Legislation
Single Paper
Susanne K. Schmidt - University of Bremen

The Kantian Legal Turn of ‘Republicanism: ’Rightfulness’ by a Categorical Right to Justification
Single Paper
Ulrike Muessig - Passau university

Jurisdictional Layers in European Criminal Law Cooperation: Conflicts between National, European, and International Legal Orders
Single Paper
Gerard Conway - Brunel University London

Chair: Sarah Koellner - College of Charleston
Kaleigh Bangor - University of Oklahoma
Participants:
Weiter Schreiben: Supporting Migrant Writers and their Stories in Germany
Single Paper
Kaleigh Bangor - University of Oklahoma

Single Paper
Olivia Albiero - San Francisco State University

“Whiteness is New Here”: Iranian-Swedish Anti-Racism Activism in Film and Theater
Single Paper
Amy Malek - College of Charleston

After Europe: Traces of Colonial History and Decolonial Practices in German Theater
Single Paper
Azadeh Sharifi - LMU Munich

Single Paper
Sarah Koellner - College of Charleston

Discussant: Sarah Koellner - College of Charleston

[163] Bringing Feminism into Social Movements Organizations: Varieties of Intersectional Practices
6/22/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 19
Paper Panel

Chair: Eleonore Lepinard - UNIL
Elizabeth Evans - Goldsmith University
Koen Slootmaeckers - City, University of London
Participants:
Intersectional Discourses at the Margins: Class, Gender and Religion in Muslim Women’s Mobilization
Single Paper
TUESDAY, JUNE 22

Eleonore Lepinard - Université de Lausanne
Sélima Kebaili - Université de Lausanne
Maroua Sbyea - Université de Lausanne

Locating Intersectionality in Social Movements
Single Paper
Lydia Ayame Hiraide - Goldsmiths, University of London
Elizabeth Evans - Goldsmiths, University of London

Black Feminism and Transnational Solidarity: Mobilization against Police Violence in France
Single Paper
Jean Beaman - University of California, Santa Barbara

The Challenges and Promises of Intersectionality in post-Arab Spring Morocco (2011-2020)
Single Paper
Teresa M. Cappiali - Lund University
Maha Tazi - Concordia University

Bringing feminism into social movements organizations: varieties of intersectional practices
Single Paper
Angela Kocze – Central European University

Discussant: Koen Slootmaeckers – City, University of London
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23

[164] Populism and Radical Right-Wing Parties: Conceptualizations and Implications
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 5
Book Panel/Roundtable

Chair: Martin Schain - New York University
Participants:

Michelle Hale Williams - University of West Florida
Book / Roundtable Panelist

David Art – Tufts University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Jens Rydgren - Stockholm University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

João Carvalho - Centre for Research and Studies in Sociology
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Discussant: Myra Ferree - University of Wisconsin-Madison and Minda da Ganzburg Center for European Studies, Harvard University

[165] Imagining Alternative Futures: Projectivity, Capability and Agency in Unsettled Times
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 23
Paper Panel

Chair: Barbara Hobson - Stockholm University
Participants:

Capability to Aspire and Agency in Lifelong Education in France and Germany
Single Paper
Bénédicte Zimmermann - EHESS Paris

The Capability to Aspire: Alternative Futures of Domestic Migrant Workers in Spain and Sweden
Single Paper
Barbara Meil Hobson - Stockholm University

Tomorrow’s Self: Aspirations, Belonging and Solidarities Among Refugee Youth in Unsettled Times
Single Paper
Anna Lund - Stockholm University

Discussant: Hilary Silver - George Washington University

How Disadvantaged Youth Imagine Alternative Futures: The Capacity to Aspire Fostered in Secondary Schools
Single Paper
Evelyne Baillergeau - University of Amsterdam

Old and New Barriers to Socioeconomic Integration Among Immigrants, Refugees, and Their Children in Contemporary Europe
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 21
Paper Panel

Chair: Christel Kesler - Colby College
Participants:

Ethnic and National Identities and Socioeconomic Attainment Among Immigrants and their Children in the UK
Single Paper
Christel Kesler - Colby College

The Integration of Ethnic Minorities in Europe
Single Paper
Anthony Heath - CSI, Nuffield College, Oxford
Silke Schneider - GESIS, Mannheim

Diverging Pathways: The Effects of Initial Legal Status on Immigrant Socioeconomic Outcomes in France
Single Paper
Mirna Safi - Sciences Po

Understanding Migrants’ Familiarity with their Social Rights and Its Implication for their Socio-Economic Integration
Single Paper
Verena Seibel - University of Groningen

Ethnic and Racial Harassment in the UK
Single Paper
Renee Luthra - University of Essex
Alita Nandi - ISER, University of Essex

Discussant: Hilary Silver - George Washington University
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23

[167] Esperanto: A Pacifist Idea between Utopia and Reality
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 10
Paper Panel

Chair: Javier Alcalde - Open University of Catalonia
Participants:

- Resisting War Through an International Language
  Single Paper
  Javier Alcalde - Open University of Catalonia

- Vision and Illusion – World War I and the Scientific Pacifism of Alfred Hermann Fried
  Single Paper
  Bernhard Tuider - Austrian National Library

- Teaching for Peace. The Esperanto Movement and the New Educationalism Movement
  Single Paper
  Roberto Garvia - Universidad Carlos III de Madrid (Spain)

- A New World Literature: Literature, Translation and Cosmopolitan Community in Esperanto Periodicals around 1900
  Single Paper
  Stefano Evangelista - Oxford University

- From Pacifism to Freedom of Speech: Mapping Youth Engagements with Esperanto Since May 1968
  Single Paper
  Guilherme Fians - University of Manchester

Discussant: Roberto Garvia - University Carlos III of Madrid

[169] Forms of the Future
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Chair: Peter Maurits - University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
Participants:

- After Utopia: Literary Visions of the Future on the Periphery of Europe
  Single Paper
  Natalya Bekhta - University of Helsinki

- Luanda Syndrome: Dystopia, Neoliberalism and the Forms of Angolan Fiction
  Single Paper
  Thomas Waller - University of Nottingham

- The Future Sabotaged: Luso-African Cinema and the Cotonou Agreement
  Single Paper
  Peter J. Maurits - University of Erlangen-Nuremberg

Discussant: Sigrun Olafsdottir - University of Iceland

---

6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 22
Paper Panel

Chair: John Allegrante - Teachers College, Columbia University
Participants:

- Contemporary European Literature and Anxiety Culture
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23

Discussant: Natalya Bekhta - University of Helsinki

[170] EU Foreign Policy and External Relations
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 17
Paper Panel

Moderator: Matthias Matthijs - Johns Hopkins University
Participants:

- Reacting to the Decline of the West? The EU’s Embrace of Strategic Hedging
  Single Paper
  Brice Didier - Global Studies Institute, University of Geneva

- European Union – Crisis and Challenges in the Beginning of XXI Century
  Single Paper
  Bogdan Stefanachi - Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi

- An Analysis of Russian European Union Relations
  Single Paper
  Shoaib Abdul Rehman Khan - Centre for Central Eurasian Studies, University of Mumbai/ALFAAZ Education and Cultural Society, Mumbai

- The EU External Action: Towards a Joined-up Approach?
  Single Paper
  Alexandre Veuthey - University of Geneva

[171] Perspectives on Political Parties
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 15
Paper Panel

Moderator: Jonathan Hopkin - London School of Economics
Participants:

- How the Post-Communist Left Reformed and Lost
  Single Paper
  Maria Snegovaya - Virginia Tech

- Eastern German Right-Wing Populism as a Symptom of “Delayed Transformational Fatigue” in East Central Europe
  Single Paper

[172] Perspectives on EU Governance and Policymaking
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 24
Paper Panel

Moderator: Lindsay Flynn - University of Luxembourg
Participants:

- State Size in EU Negotiations: Do Large States Really Dominate?
  Single Paper
  Sverrir Steinsson - George Washington University

- New Pact on Migration and Asylum: Any Hopes Left for a Migration Governance in the EU?
  Single Paper
  Derya Ozveri Bezdekovsky - Kocaeli University

- Populating “Solidarity” in Political Argumentation: Debating the Future of European Union after the Brexit Referendum
  Single Paper
  Hanna Rautajoki - Tampere University

[173] Is Democracy at Risk in Europe? The Special Case of Eastern Europe
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 3

Sabine Dorothea Volk - Institute for European Studies; Jagiellonian University Kraków

- Who Gets to Play? How 19th Century Enfranchisement Affects Nascent Democratic Party Competition
  Single Paper
  Lotem Halevy - University of Pennsylvania

- Voting for New Parties: The Case of Lithuania
  Single Paper
  Paulius Skirkevičius - Institute of International Relations and Political Science, Vilnius University

- Opposition Behavior and Minority Government Support
  Single Paper
  Melanie Müller - University of Kaiserslautern

74
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23

Paper Panel

Moderator: **Noelle Liston** - New York University

Participants:

- Floating Sophia, Polarizing to Abeyance, Waqf-izing the State
  - Single Paper
  - Murat Akan - Institut d’études avancées de Paris, France

- The Rise of Authoritarian Member States
  - Single Paper
  - Nicholas Kalani Zalewski - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

- Europeanisation Case of Georgia: Judicial Reforms
  - Single Paper
  - Gvantsa Davitashvili - New Vision University

The Illiberal Welfare State. Welfare Efforts and Trajectories under Democratic Backsliding in Hungary and Turkey

- Single Paper
  - Dorottya Szikra - Central European University
  - Kerem Öktem - Bremen University

[174] Economic and Environmental Trends in Europe: Governance Impact

6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 1

Paper Panel

Moderator: **Claire Mayo** - University of Tennessee

Participants:

- COVID and Comparative Corporate Governance
  - Single Paper
  - Julia Puaschunder - Columbia University
  - Martin Gelter - Fordham University Law School

- EU Multiannual Financial Framework 2021-2027: from Lost Opportunity to Pandemic Revival?
  - Single Paper
  - Nuno Albuquerque Matos - Universidade Católica Portuguesa

- The Legal and Political Economy of Difference (Transactions): Transatlantic Deviation in Regulation of Futures Markets
  - Single Paper
  - Josef Nothmann - University of Pennsylvania

- International Court Rulings on Environmental Disputes: Exploring A Concept Structural Approach to International Dispute Settlement
  - Single Paper
  - Andreas Corcaci - Goethe University Frankfurt

- State Aid Origins of Green Transformation in Europe
  - Single Paper
  - Mehmet Hecan - Boston University

[175] Regions and Elections in the EU

6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 14

Paper Panel

Moderator: **Elisabetta Mocca** - University of Vienna

Participants:

- Standing Out from the Crowd: Issue Specialization and Electoral Gains in Post-Communist Polities
  - Single Paper
  - Matthew Edward Bergman - University of Vienna

- Radical-Left Parties Paths to Electoral Success After 2008
  - Single Paper
  - Or Dar - Tel Aviv University

- The Future of EU-Democracy from a Regional Perspective: Views from Focus Groups with Regional MPs
  - Single Paper
  - Sarah Meyer - Danube University Krems
  - Paul A. Kindermann - REGIOPARL at the European School of Governance

- Regional Parliaments and State Recognition
  - Single Paper
  - George Kyris - University of Birmingham
  - Bruno Theodoro Luciano - University of Warwick

- Regional Integration Choices Between the EU and EAEU: Explanatory Prospects of Prospect Theory
  - Single Paper
  - Sergiu Buscaneanu - King’s College London
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23

Second-order Reversed. How Regional Party System Dynamics Affect State-Wide Party Systems
Single Paper
Leonce Röth - University of Cologne

[176] From Family to Civil Society
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Moderator: Maryna Lakhno - Central European University
Participants:

Bridging Civil Society and the Media: Ukraine as a Recipient of Media Assistance
Single Paper
Aleksandra Monkos - Adam Mickiewicz University

Healing a Nuclear Family: Explaining Variation in States’ Foreign Aid Programs for Chernobyl Victims
Single Paper
Isabelle DeSisto - University of Cambridge

Soldiering On: Social Capital Formation Among War Veterans in Post-Conflict Bosnia and Herzegovina
Single Paper
Vanja Petricevic - Florida Gulf Coast University

[177] Regulating Banking and Finance
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel

Moderator: Elsa Massoc - Goethe University
Participants:

Varieties of Capitalism and Currency Regimes
Single Paper
Vytautas Kuokšitis - Institute of International Relations and Political Science, Vilnius University
Simonas Algirdas Spurga - Institute of International Relations and Political Science, Vilnius University

The Trilemma of Coordinated Financial Systems
Single Paper

Dustin Voss - London School of Economics and Political Science

Can the Empire Strike Back? Why Efforts to Curtail the Power of Sovereign Ratings Fail
Single Paper
Zsofia Barta - University at Albany SUNY

Squaring Circles: How Sovereign Rating Analysts Rationalize What They Do
Single Paper
Zsofia Barta - University at Albany SUNY

[178] The Sources and Effects of Eurocscepticism and Populism
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 12
Paper Panel

Moderator: Angela Bourne - Roskilde University
Participants:

Reconciling Eurocscepticism and European Integration in Intergovernmental Bargaining
Single Paper
Sadeh Tal - Tel Aviv University
Yoav Raskin - Tel Aviv University
Eyal Rubinson - Hebrew University of Jerusalem

The Economic Populism and the Radical Right, Then and Now
Single Paper
David Ost - Hobart and William Smith Colleges

Struggles over the Sovereignty of Bodies and Nations in Populist Contexts
Single Paper
Jennifer Ramme - Europa-Universität Viadrina

[179] The Politics of Forced Migration and Labor Markets
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 18
Paper Panel

Moderator: Maria Eleni Anastasopoulou - University of Oxford
Participants:
Autocracies or Democracies: Who is Cooperating more with the EU on the Forcible Return of Migrants?
Single Paper
Philipp Stutz - Institute for European Studies, Vrije Universiteit Brussels
Florian Trauner - Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Virtual Migration: Cross-border Services in the EU Single Market
Single Paper
Remy O Davison - Monash University

Framing Forced Migration in a Changing World: A Content Analysis on the EU Parliamentary Questions
Single Paper
Nermin Aydemir - Antalya Bilim University

Coming to Terms with Forced Migration: An Intergenerational Study of Asia Minor Refugee Memory
Single Paper
Maria Eleni Anastasopoulou - University of Oxford

[180] Understanding the Multiplicity of Voices Across the UK and Ireland
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel
Chair: Joanne McEvoy - University of Aberdeen
Jennifer Todd - University College Dublin
Participants:
Who Are the People? Negotiating the Territorial Constitution of the United Kingdom
Single Paper
Michael Keating - University of Aberdeen

Overcoming Discursive Exclusion: The Role of Reflexive Research
Single Paper
Jennifer Todd - University College Dublin
Dawn Walsh - University College Dublin

Mapping the Diversity of Perspectives on Constitutional Change in Northern Ireland Post-Brexit
Single Paper
Joanne McEvoy - University of Aberdeen
Jennifer Todd - University College Dublin

Between Inclusion and Contention: LGBTQ Rights and Power-Sharing
Single Paper
John Nagle - Queen's University Belfast

Modes of Exploring Constitutional Change in the Republic of Ireland After Brexit
Single Paper
John Coakley - Queen's University Belfast

Discussant: Daniel Wincott - Cardiff University

[181] Differentiation and Dystopias
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel
Chair: Johannes Pollak - Webster Vienna Private University
Participants:
Discerning pathologies in the EU setting: segmentation versus differentiation
Single Paper
John Erik Fossum - ARENA, University of Oslo

Towards A Non-Dystopian Club of Clubs
Single Paper
Christopher Lord - University Oslo

Differentiation in the EU and Mercosur, and external dominance
Single Paper
Sabine Saurugger - Sciences Po Grenoble
Cecile Pelaudeix - Sciences Po Grenoble
Fabien Terpan - Sciences Po Grenoble

Discussant: Johannes Pollak - Webster Vienna Private University

[182] Is There a Mutual Future for Europe?
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel
Chair: Yuliya Kaspiarovich - Global Studies Institute of the University of Geneva
Vivien Schmidt - Boston University
Participants:
Mutual Trust and Investment Protection in the EU
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23

Single Paper
Yuliya Kaspiarovich - NYU Emile Noël Fellow

A Eurozone System Outside the EU: Which Mutual Solidarity in a Context of Global Emergency?
Single Paper
Flore Laura Vanackère - Université de Genève

This Time It’s Different. The EU Social Dimension and Solidarity in the EU Recovery Strategy
Single Paper
Silvia Rainone - ETUI
Antonio Aloisi - IE University

The Future of Europe Is Based on the Mutual Recognition Between the Peoples of Europe
Single Paper
Nicolas Levrat - University of Geneva, Global studies Institute

Discussant: Daniel Sarmiento - University Complutense of Madrid

[183] International Protection in the Global Compacts Era
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 9
Paper Panel

Chair: Pierre Van Wolleghem – University of Bergen
Participants:

Realist Asylum Theory: What Does That Mean?
Single Paper
Dario Mazzola - University of Bergen

Explaining Variation in Refugee Recognition Rates: The Role of Refugee Status Determination Architectures
Single Paper
Pierre Van Wolleghem – University of Bergen

The Transnational Social Media Discourse About Refugees and Migrants
Single Paper
Anamaria Dutceac Segesten - Lund University

Cooperation and Impact of the Global Compacts on the Responses to Migration in Greece
Single Paper
Theofanis Exadaktylos - University of Surrey
Evgenia Iliadou - University of Surrey

Discussant: Pierre Georges Van Wolleghem - University of Bergen

6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 16
Paper Panel

Chair: Elaine Fahey - City, University of London
Participants:

What Future for the European Social Model? The Relevance of Early Concepts of Social Integration
Single Paper
Rebecca Zahn - University of Strathclyde

Single Paper
Oana Stefan - King’s College London

The Future of EU Differentiated Integration: The Tax Microcosm
Single Paper
Maria Kendrick - City, University of London

How Do We Predict the Future of EU Law?
Single Paper
Elaine Fahey - City, University of London

Single Paper
Francisco Costa-Cabral - Tilburg Law and Economics Center (TILEC)

Discussant: Maria Elvira Mendez Pinedo - University of Iceland

[185] Are Extremist Citizens Less Democratic or Are our Theories and Measures Wrong? – Critical Investigations of Populist and Extremist Voters’ Attitudes and Behaviors
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 19
Paper Panel
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23

Chair: **Annika Werner - Australian National University**

Participants:

- **Fearing a Loss of Control and Radical Vote Choice: Examining Impact on Supporting Radical Populism**
  - Single Paper
  - Reinhard Heinisch - University of Salzburg
  - Viktoria Anna Jansesberger - University of Salzburg

- **Decisive or Dictatorial: Strongman-Style Leadership and Democratic Attitudes of Populist and Extremist Voters**
  - Single Paper
  - Annika Werner - Australian National University
  - Feodor Snagovsky - University of Alberta

- **Risky Decisions? Conceptualizing Electoral Behavior in Terms of Uncertainty Management**
  - Single Paper
  - Monika Mühlböck - University of Mannheim

Discussant: **Marco Fölsch - University of Salzburg**

[186] **Family Values and Birth Control in Conflicting Ethno-spaces in 20th Century Eastern Europe**

Chair: **Heidi Hein-Kircher - Herder-Institute for Historical Research on East Central Europe**

Participants:

- **When Politics Meet Real Life: Family Planning in Polish Interwar Borderlands**
  - Single Paper
  - Elisa-Maria Hiemer - Herder-Institute for Historical Research on East Central Europe

- **Women Against Slovak Pro-natalism During the WWII**
  - Single Paper
  - Denisa Nešťáková - Herder-Institute for Historical Research on East Central Europe

Discussant: **Peter Haslinger - Herder-Institute for Historical Research on East Central Europe**

[187] **Discussing Strategies for Social Europe: How can EU Law Contribute to the European Policy Objective of Fighting Poverty and Social Exclusion?**

Chair: **Ane Aranguiz - University of Antwerp**

Participants:

- **Securing Decent Incomes at a Crossroads: A Framework Directive on Minimum Income**
  - Single Paper
  - Ane Aranguiz - University of Antwerp

- **Role and Limits of the European Social Security Coordination in Guaranteeing Migrant Persons Social Benefits**
  - Single Paper
  - Herwig Verschueren - University of Antwerp

- **The Tale of Transparent and Predictable Working Conditions Intertwined with Work-Life Balance Under EU Law**
  - Single Paper
  - Bartłomiej Bednarowicz - University of Antwerp

- **The Internal Market at a Social Turn? Social Dumping and The Protection of Workers**
  - Single Paper
  - Catherine Jacqueson - Copenhagen University
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23

Discussant: **Herwig Verschueren - University of Antwerp**

6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 13
Paper Panel

Chair: **Marius Busemeyer - University of Konstanz**

Participants:

  - **_single paper**
  - Julian Garritzmann - Goethe University Frankfurt
  - Silja Häusermann - University of Zurich
  - Michael Pinggera - University of Zurich

- **Public Attitudes Towards Long-Term Oriented Policies: New Evidence from the Case of Germany**
  - **single paper**
  - Marius Busemeyer - University of Konstanz

- **The Long-Term Effects of Austerity: Fiscal Federalism and the Politics of Municipal Investment**
  - **single paper**
  - Björn Bremer - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
  - Donato Di Carlo - European University Institute
  - Leon Wansleben - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

- **Advocates of the Long Term: Central Banks and the Politics of the Sustainable Economy**
  - **single paper**
  - Katrijn Siderius - Goethe University Frankfurt

Discussant: **Julia Lynch - University of Pennsylvania**

Chair: **István Kollai - Corvinus University of Budapest, Institute of World Economy**

- **Jan Kubik - UCL**

Participants:

- **Economic Populism in Poland: Repolonization in the Name of the People**
  - **single paper**
  - Joanna Orzechowska-Waclawska - Jagiellonian University in Krakow

- **From Cronyism to Neo-Feudalism: Personal Dependencies Within Capitalism**
  - **single paper**
  - István Kollai - Corvinus University of Budapest

- **Taking Back Control Over the Economy: Populism in the Economy – The Case of Hungary**
  - **single paper**
  - Istvan Benczes - Corvinus University of Budapest

Discussant: **Gábor Vigvári - Corvinus University of Budapest**

[189] From New Inequality to New Feudalism, from Anomalies of Capitalism to Populist Answers
6/23/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel
[190] The “Social Crisis” of the European Union: The COVID 19 as a Turning Point? - Session I
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 23
Paper Panel

Chair: Maurizio Ferrera - Università degli Studi di Milano
Participants:

Support for EU Targeted Welfare Assistance: The Role of Socio-Economic Status and Poverty Blame Attributions
Single Paper
Sharon Baute - Universiteit van Amsterdam
Alessandro Pellegata - Università degli Studi di Milano

Transnationalism and Political Participation in the European Union
Single Paper
Francesco Visconti - University of Milan

Disentangling New Labor Market Divides and their Consequences for the Structuring of Political Conflicts
Single Paper
Marcello Natili - University of Milan
Fedra Negri - University of Milan

Who’s Afraid of European Integration? Changing Class Divides and Attitudes Towards the EU
Single Paper
Stefano Ronchi - University of Milan
Joan Miró - University of Milan

Discussant: Julian Garritzmann - Goethe University Frankfurt

[191] Political Conflict and Consensus
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 19
Paper Panel

Chair: Denis Ivanov - Corvinus University of Budapest
Participants:

Strategy, Ideology, and Opportunity: When Political Parties Support Direct Democracy

[192] Party Strategies in the Times of Populism
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel

Chair: Xavier Coller - Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia
Participants:

Single Paper
Simon Otjes - Leiden University
Tom Louwerse - Leiden University

Assessment of Government Performance in the Covid-19 Crisis and Populist Vote
Single Paper
Leonardo Sánchez Ferrer - Universidad de Burgos
Patricia Otero-Felipe - Universidad de Burgos
Juan Antonio Rodríguez-Zepeda - Universidad de Burgos

Measuring Conflict and Consensus in Parliamentary Politics
Single Paper
Xavier Coller - Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia
Andres Santana - Universidad Autónoma de Madrid

Pandemic Crisis as an Opportunity for Power-Sharing? The Adaptation of Government-Opposition Relationships
Single Paper
Elisabetta De Giorgi - University of Trieste
José Santana-Pereira - ISCTE-IUL
Gianluca Piccolino - University of Trieste

Discussant: Leonardo Sánchez-Ferrer - Universidad de Burgos
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

Single Paper
Sarah Engler - University of Zurich
Lucas Leemann - University of Zurich

Adapting, Zig-zagging or Staying Put? Populist Supply, Welfare, and Cultural Divisions in Lithuania and Hungary
Single Paper
Denis Ivanov - Corvinus University of Budapest

Challenging the Rule-Of-Law in Romania: The Metamorphosis of Political Discourse Towards Populism
Single Paper
Ionut Valentin Chiruta - Johan Skytte Institute of Political Science at University of Tartu

Discussant: Matthew Bergman - University of Vienna

[193] Mobilizing Against Backsliding Session 1: Opposition Parties
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 12
Paper Panel

Chair: Danijela Dolenc - University of Zagreb
Participants:

In Defense of Liberal Democracy: Who Protests Against Populists and Why?
Single Paper
Courtney Blackington - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Oppositions Assemble: Ethnopopulists in Power and the Parties that Oppose Them
Single Paper
Milada Anna Vachudova - UNC Chapel Hill
Courtney Blackington - UNC Chapel Hill

Democratic Backsliding and LGBT Empowerment in Post-communist Europe
Single Paper
Conor O’Dwyer - University of Florida

Antidote to Backsliding: Ethnic Heterogeneity and Democratic Resilience
Single Paper
Jan Rovny - Sciences Po, Paris

Discussant: Adam Fagan - King’s College London

[194] The Political Economy of the Public Sector
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Chair: Isabel Perera – Cornell University
Participants:

The Politics of Capacity Building: Teachers’ Unions and Educational Governance in Post-War Europe
Single Paper
Jane Gingrich - University of Oxford

Employment Relations in the Italian Care Sector: Hybridization, Segmentation and Solutions
Single Paper
Anna Mori - University of Milan

The Welfare Workforce: Public Sector Unions and the Supply of Social Services
Single Paper
Isabel Perera – Cornell University

Beyond Neo-Corporatism: Towards a State-Centered Political Economy of Public Sector Wage Setting in Western Democracies
Single Paper
Donato Di Carlo - European University Institute & Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

Discussant: Oscar Molina - Autonomous University of Barcelona

[195] Utopias and Dystopias of Social Movements in Europe (Part 1)
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 13
Paper Panel
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

Chair: Ana Ivasiuc - Philipps University Marburg
Agnes Gagyi - University of Gothenburg
Participants:

Negotiating the Co-optation of Mutual Aid by Neoliberal Volunteerism
Single Paper
Katya Lachowicz - Goldsmiths University

Reaching for Utopia: Creating an Independent Scotland Amongst Scottish National Party Activists
Single Paper
Gabriela Manley - University of St Andrews

The Urgencies of Food and Housing Activism
Single Paper
Celia Plender - University of Exeter

Migration in the "City of Solidarity"
Single Paper
Megan Carney - University of Arizona

Discussant: Agnes Gagyi - University of Gothenburg

6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Chair: Hanna Muehlenhoff - University of Amsterdam
Koen Slootmaeckers - City, University of London
Participants:

Who Gets Counted, Who Gets Cared For?
Knowledge Politics in Monitoring the EU Trust Fund
Single Paper
Natalie Welfens - University of Amsterdam
Saskia Bonjour - University of Amsterdam

Caring in EU Security and Defense: Militarism, Technoscience and the Politics of Care
Single Paper
Marijn Hoijtink - Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Discussant: Maria Martin de Almagro - Université de Montréal

[197] Technological Change and Labor Market Flexibilization
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 27
Paper Panel

Chair: Lars van Doorn - Universiteit Leiden
Participants:

Job polarisation and non-standard employment
Single Paper
Lars van Doorn - Universiteit Leiden
Olaf van Vliet - Universiteit Leiden

Inequality and subjective social status: The relative status decline of the working class
Single Paper
Brian Nolan - University of Oxford
David Weisstanner - University of Oxford

Its the robot, stupid! Automation risk and incumbent support in Europe
Single Paper
Toon Van Overbeke - London School of Economics and Political Science
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

Discussant: Olaf van Vliet - Universiteit Leiden

[198] European Union Ideas and Institutions
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 18
Paper Panel

Moderator: Ebru Ertugal - Özyeğin University
Participants:

Europe's Retreat from Utopia
Single Paper
Gjovalin Macaj - St Antony's College, Oxford

Differentiated De-Europeanization: Exploring Patterns at the Policy Level
Single Paper
Ebru Ertugal - Özyeğin University

Risk of Disintegration and the Question of Researching EU After Poly-Crisis
Single Paper
Aleksandra Spalińska - University of Warsaw

The Curious Case of the Disappearing Infringement Action: The New Politics of Enforcing EU Law
Single Paper
Tommaso Pavone - University of Oslo
R. Daniel Kelemen - Rutgers University

____________________________

[200] Strategies, Grievances and Contingencies: The Relationship Between States, Parties and Citizens between Metamorphoses and Continuities
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel

Moderator: Victoria Koutsoupia - Democritus University of Thrace
Participants:

How the Ex-Communist Parties Reformed and Lost Single Paper
Maria Snegovaya - Virginia Tech

Disillusionment with Democracy and Political Corruption Across Europe
Single Paper
Angelos Giannakopoulos - University of Dortmund and National University of Kiev - Mohyla Academy

The Changing Faces of the Modern State: England and Sweden Compared
Single Paper
Johannes Lindvall - Lund University
Katren Rogers - Lund University

New Parties, Democratic Policy Development and Digital Platforms: Alternativet and Más País
Single Paper

____________________________

[199] The Role of Networks and Transnationalism in Social Movements and Advocacy: Between Historical Experiences and New Media
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Moderator: Tiago Miguel Lopes Carvalho - ISCTE-IUL
Participants:

The Black Lives Matter Movement Resonating in Europe
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

Nikolai Gad - Hochschule für Politik München, Technical University of Munich
Oscar Barberà - University of Valencia

[201] Constructing European Identities and Territories
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 24
Paper Panel

Moderator: Jeta Abazi - University of Leipzig
Participants:

- Elite Views and Identities in the Macedonia Name Dispute
  Single Paper
  Evangelos Liaras - IE University

- Political Imaginations of the Baltic Sea Region as Source of Power, Peace, Liberty and Security
  Single Paper
  Jörg Hackmann - University of Szczecin

- The European Flag in Non-EU Countries: “United in Diversity”?
  Single Paper
  Alexandr Svetlicinii - University of Macau

[202] Environmental Europe: Safety and Justice
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 17
Paper Panel

Moderator: Shira Shmuely - Tel Aviv University
Participants:

- Challenging the Status Quo: Citizens’ Access to Justice to Protect a Healthy Environment in Europe
  Single Paper
  Susana Muñoz - University of Luxembourg

- Boundaries of the Personal Rights Protection in the Civil Cases Over Air Pollution in Poland
  Single Paper
  Franciszek Jan Strzyczkowski - University of Lodz

[203] Responding to New Security Challenges
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel

Moderator: Guya Accornero - CIES-IUL
Participants:

- How to Solve an (Ontological) Problem Like QAnon?
  Single Paper
  James Fitzgerald - Dublin City University

- Accessing Quality Education to European Prisoners: A Prospect for Combating Radical Ideologies in European Prisons
  Single Paper
  Dickson Ajisafe - University of Pretoria

- Freedom and Pandemic - On the Way to a Police State?
  Single Paper
  Eduardo P. Pereira Correia - Instituto Superior de Ciências Policiais e Segurança Interna and Instituto de Estudos Políticos - Universidade Católica Portuguesa
  Raquel Duque - Instituto de Estudos Políticos - Universidade Católica Portuguesa

[204] Authoritarianism and Social Transformation in Eastern Europe and Central Asia
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 3
Paper Panel

Moderator: Ana Andguladze - Université libre de Bruxelles
Participants:
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

Europeanisation of Montenegro. A Success or a Failure of EU Conditionality?
Single Paper
Edina Palević - Andrássy University
Budapest

“European Values” Perceived: The Case of Central Asia
Single Paper
Zhanibek Arynov - Nazarbayev University

Democracy and Multiculturalism:
(Dis)Enfranchisement of Religious Minorities and the Origins of Democracy
Single Paper
Sener Akturk - Koc University

[205] Geopolitics and Geostrategic Debates
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 25
Paper Panel

Moderator: Malgorzata Dziembała - University of Economics in Katowice
Participants:

An Analysis of European Arctic Cooperation: Navigating the Arctic Silk Road and American Greenland Overtures
Single Paper
Lukas Karl Danner - University of Iceland

Germany’s Impact on the EU’s 5G Debates: Geostrategic Positioning
Single Paper
Gert Hilgers - University of Warwick
Ivy Yang - University of Warwick

The Nordic Exception?: Analyzing Trends in Attitudes towards Social Democracy, 2002 to 2018
Single Paper
Sebastien Parker - University of Toronto
Maria Sigridur Finnsdottir - University of Toronto
Ethan Fosse - University of Toronto

Flexibility as Small State Strategy: Explaining Lithuania’s Adjustment Successes
Single Paper

EU’s Foreign Policy: a Framework of Analysis on Asymmetries in Interregional Cooperation
Single Paper
Madalin Catalin Bledaru - National University of Political Studies and Public Administration

[206] The Politics of Fiscal Integration in EMU
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 10
Paper Panel

Moderator: Lucia Quaglia - Bologna University
Participants:

Intergovernmental Negotiations on the Eurozone Budget
Single Paper
Shawn Donnelly - University of Twente

Party, Nation, or Committee? Drivers of Legislative Oversight in the European Parliament’s Economic Dialogues
Single Paper
Adina Maricatu-Akbik - Hertie School of Governance
Marta Migliorati - Hertie School of Governance

Viral Solidarity? Public Support for a European Pandemic Recovery Fund During the COVID-19 Crisis
Single Paper
Björn Bremer - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Theresa Kahn - University of Amsterdam
Francesco Nicoli - University of Gent, University of Amsterdam
Maurits Meijers - Radboud University Nijmegen

Vytautas Kuokštis - Institute of International Relations and Political Science, Vilnius University
Ramūnas Vilpišauskas - Institute of International Relations and Political Science, Vilnius University
Algirdas Bieliūnas - Institute of International Relations and Political Science, Vilnius University
Thursday, June 24

The Construct of the European Economic and Monetary Union: Incomplete, Forever?
Single Paper
Anita Pelle - University of Szeged
Gábor Dávid Kiss - University of Szeged
Marcell Zoltán Végh - University of Szeged

Participants:

[207] Politics of European (Dis)integration
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel

Moderator: Tal Sadeh - Tel Aviv University
Participants:

European (Dis)Union: A Theoretical Discussion of the Future of European Integration and Sovereignty
Single Paper
Mare Ushkovska – Independent Researcher

“Europeanism” its Preconditions and Tenets
Single Paper
Krzysztof Feliks Sliwinski - Hong Kong Baptist University

Single Paper
Manos Papazoglou - University of the Peloponnese

Nordic Cooperation: Success and Challenges
Single Paper
Jarmo Gombos - University of Szeged

Partisanship, Elite Cues, and Support for Public Health Policies in Germany and the United States
Single Paper
Renu Singh - Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Comparative Research of Health Insurance System and Poverty Risk in Elderly Between Germany and China
Single Paper
Jia Xu - AnHui Normal University

Comparing Depression Rates Across Nations
Single Paper
Maleah Fekete - Harvard University

Single Paper
Waltraud Maierhofer - University of Iowa

[208] Culture and Health Policy
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 15
Paper Panel

Moderator: Eileen Gillooly - Columbia University

[209] Euro-Austerity and Welfare States
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 11
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Tolga Bölükbasi - Bilkent University
Participants:

George Ross - Universite de Montreal
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Waltraud Schelkle – London School of Economics
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Caroline de la Porte - Copenhagen Business School
Book / Roundtable Panelist
European Heritage and Citizenship
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 21
Paper Panel

Chair: Sabine Dorothea Volk - Institute for European Studies; Jagiellonian University Kraków
Margriet van der Waal - University of Amsterdam/University of Groningen
Astrid Van Weyenberg - Leiden University

Participants:

Retrospective Utopias: Heritage in Right-wing Populist Discourse
Single Paper
Johanna Blokker - Otto-Friedrich-Universität Bamberg

The Invention of the European Legal Tradition
Single Paper
Kaius Tuori - University of Helsinki

Saving the Abendland? Ideas of Europe in German Far-Right Politics
Single Paper
Sabine Dorothea Volk - Institute for European Studies; Jagiellonian University Kraków

(Re)Staging European Heritage in Tom Lanoye’s “Fort Europa” and Ilja Leonard Pfeiffer’s “Grand Hotel Europa”
Single Paper
Astrid Van Weyenberg - Leiden University

Enticed by Empire: Magic Lantern Slides and Transnational Dutch-South African Relations Within a European Perspective
Single Paper
Margriet Van der Waal - University of Amsterdam/University of Groningen

Discussant: Chiara de Cesari - University of Amsterdam

Contesting Gender Equality Norms in Europe and Its Neighborhood
6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Chair: Elena Aoun - Université Catholique de Louvain

Participants:

Right-wing Populism and Attacks on Sexual Education in Central-Eastern European Countries
Single Paper
Maryna Shevtsova - University of Lund

Anti-Genderism in Postcommunist Regimes: A New Transnational Alliance
Single Paper
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

Katalin Fabian - Lafayette College

Positive Obligations of States in Combatting Violence against Women: A Case Study of Turkey
Single Paper
Devran Gulel - University of Portsmouth

Discussant: Silja Ómarsdóttir - University of Iceland

6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 16
Paper Panel

Chair: Adrienne Yong - City, University of London
Participants:

Framing EU Constitutional Time: A Future-Oriented Theory of Constitutional Change for the EU
Single Paper
Massimo Fichera - University of Helsinki

The Future of EU Human Rights Law: Is Accession to the ECHR Still Desirable?
Single Paper
Tobias Lock - Maynooth University

The Future of EU Citizenship During Crisis – Is There a Role for Fundamental Rights?
Single Paper
Adrienne Yong - City, University of London

The Future of EU Data Privacy Law: Towards a More Egalitarian Data Privacy
Single Paper
Maria Tzanou - Keele University

Discussant: Adrienne Yong - City, University of London

[214] Shifting Models of Worker Representation and Labor-Market Governance under Neoliberalism

6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 22
Paper Panel

Chair: Mark Vail - Wake Forest University
Participants:

Paradox of Redistribution: Politics of Collective Bargaining at the Bottom of the Distribution
Single Paper
Rebecca Oliver - Allegheny College

Back in From the Cold? Changing Patterns of Social Concertation in Post-Crisis Europe
Single Paper
Arianna Tassinari - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

Electing Conflict?
Single Paper
Mark Vail - Wake Forest University
Sara Watson - Ohio State University

The Southern European Way: Employers Against Labor Market Reform
Single Paper
Jimena Valdez - London School of Economics

Discussant: Chris Howell - Oberlin College

6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 5
Paper Panel

Chair: Thomas Christiansen - Luiss Guido Carli
Participants:

European Union Diplomacy and the Trump Administration: Multilateral Diplomacy in a Transactional World?
Single Paper
Michael Smith - University of Warwick

The Challenges Ahead for European Cultural Diplomacy
Single Paper
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

Mai’a K. Davis Cross - Northeastern University

Reinterpreting the Transatlantic Relationship
Single Paper
Erik Jones - Johns Hopkins University

Erik Jones - Johns Hopkins University

The Making of European Security
Single Paper
Thomas Christiansen - Luiss Guido Carli
Roberta Haar - Maastricht University
Sophie Vanhoonacker - Maastricht University
Sabina Lange - EIPA

Discussant: Roberta Haar - Maastricht University

6/24/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 9
Paper Panel

Chair: Joan Abbas - University of Bergen
Siri Hansen Pedersen - University of Bergen
Georg Picot - University of Bergen

Participants:

Accounting for In-Work Benefit Reforms in the United Kingdom, 1990s - 2020
Single Paper
Ewan Robertson - University of Edinburgh

Single Paper
Siri Hansen Pedersen - University of Bergen
Joan Abbas - University of Bergen

Priors are Priority: Scientific Information, Priors Beliefs and Support for UBI
Single Paper
Leire Rincón - University of Barcelona

Universal Credit and “In-Work Conditionality”: Employer Perspectives on Developments in UK Active Labor Market Policy
Single Paper
Katy Jones - Manchester Metropolitan University

Discussant: Deborah Mabbett - Birkbeck, University of London

[217] The “Social Crisis” of the European Union: the COVID 19 as a Turning Point? - Session II
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 10
Paper Panel

Chair: Marcello Natili - University of Milan

Participants:

Enhancing the Stability of the EU Polity: Time for a Social Turn?
Single Paper
Maurizio Ferrera - Università degli Studi di Milano

Re-balancing Social Europe after “Conservative Reflex”
Single Paper
Francesco Corti - Università degli Studi di Milano
Anton Hemerijck - European University Institute

From Inertia to Social Investment to Social Protection: Understanding Change in EU Labor Market Policy
Single Paper
Stefano Ronchi - University of Milan
Marcello Natili - University of Milan

The Politics of the Just Transition Fund
Single Paper
Anna Kyriazi - University of Milan

Discussant: Anton Hemerijck - European University Institute
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[218] Planetary Poetics and Politics in Post-War Europe
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 15
Paper Panel

Chair: Alexander C.T. Geppert - New York University
Participants:

Speaking Space, 1954–1988
Single Paper
Alexander Geppert - New York University, New York and Shanghai

Forgetting Nâzim Hikmet on the Ship to Mars
Single Paper
Nicola Thomas - University of Bristol

From Dystopia on Earth to Utopia in Space, 1944–1969
Single Paper
Robert Poole - University of Central Lancashire, UK

Outer Space and the Cosmos in Environmental Poetry, 1970–1990
Single Paper
Thore Bjørnvig - University of Copenhagen

Europe, Utopia and the late Cold War
Single Paper
Tilmann Siebeneichner - Humboldt Universität zu Berlin

Discussant: Caitríona Ni Dhúill - University College Cork

[219] Hierarchized Mobility - Labor Market Hierarchies Within and Across the EU I
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 25
Paper Panel

Chair: Janine Leschke - Copenhagen Business School
Participants:

Labor Market Hierarchies Beyond the EU: The Case of Poland in a Migration Chain
Single Paper
Dorota Szelewa - University College Dublin
Michal Polakowski - Poznan University of Economics and Business

Enforcement of Minimum Standards and Labor Market Hierarchies in Open Border Europe
Single Paper
Cecilia Bruzelius - University of Tübingen
Martin Seeleib-Kaiser - University of Tübingen

Why Do EU-15 Migrants in Western European Have Better Job Quality than CEE Migrants?
Single Paper
Janine Leschke - Copenhagen Business School
Silvana Weiss - University of Graz

Posted Work as an Extreme Case of Hierarchized Mobility
Single Paper
Jens Arnholtz - FAOS/Uni Copenhagen
Nathan Lillie - University of Jyväskyla

Discussant: Janine Leschke - Copenhagen Business School

6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel

Chair: Evelyne Hübscher - Central European University
Participants:

Fiscal Constraint Perceptions and How They Depress Solidarity
Single Paper
Silja Häusermann - University of Zurich
Matthias Enggist - University of Zurich
Macarena Ares - University of Zurich
Michael Pinggera - University of Zurich
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

Austerity and the Rise of Right-wing Nationalism: Responses to the Financial Crisis in Europe’s Periphery
Single Paper
Dorothee Bohle - EUI

The Fiscal Policy Trap: Deficits, Austerity and Popularity
Single Paper
Evelyne Hübscher - Central European University
Zbigniew Truchlewski - London School of Economics
Thomas Sattler - University of Geneva

The Politics of Absolute and Relative Stagnation
Single Paper
David Weisstanner - University of Oxford

Tax Exposure and Political Preferences
Single Paper
Ben Ansell - University of Oxford
Asli Cansunar - University of Oxford
Mads Andreas Elkjær - University of Oxford

Discussant: Björn Bremer - Max Planck Institut für Gesellschaftsforschung

[221] Risk and Political Hauntings in Europe
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel

Chair: Noelle Liston - New York University
Participants:

Poetic Autonomies Among Refugee Men in Europe
Single Paper
Árdís Kristín Ingvars - University of Iceland

Italy’s Fake News Trial and the Co-opting of Scientific Anesthetization
Single Paper
Noelle Molé Liston - New York University

The Specter of Fascism and the Myth of Liberalism: A Tale of One Europe
Single Paper

Discussant: Heath Cabot - University of Pittsburgh

[222] Idea of Europe From the Outside
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 28
Paper Panel

Chair: Metka Hercog - University of Basel
Participants:

Europaland as an Example of the Production of the Idea of Europe from Outside
Single Paper
Balz Andrea Alter - University of Basel

European Screen Locations in Indian Film Industry: an Emerging Tool of Connecting Two (sub)Continents?
Single Paper
Metka Hercog - University of Basel
Jani Kozina - Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts

Single Paper
Marta Rudnicka - University of Basel

Traveling Notions of Europe and Whiteness: European Migrant Professionals in China
Single Paper
Aldina Camenisch - University of Amsterdam
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

Discussant: **Julia Büchele - University of Basel**

---

[223] **Utopias and Dystopias of Social Movements in Europe (part 2)**

6/24/2021

10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 13

**Paper Panel**

Chair: **Ana Ivasiuc - Philipps University Marburg**

**Agnes Gagyi - University of Gothenburg**

Participants:

- **Intersectional Utopia and the Utopian Practice of Ende Gelände**
  - Single Paper
  - **Fredericke Weiner - University of Aberdeen**

- **Expecting the Great Reset. Protests Against Corona Measures in Germany Between Utopia and Dystopia**
  - Single Paper
  - **Ehler Voss - University of Bremen**

- **Legacy of an (Everyday) Revolution**
  - Single Paper
  - **Piotr Goldstein - ZOiS Berlin**

- **A feminist ethnography for an anthropology of fascism**
  - Single Paper
  - **Maddalena Gretel Cammelli - University of Bologna**

Discussant: **Carina Schmitt - University of Bremen**

---

[225] **Anthropologies of Icelandic Exceptionalism**

6/24/2021

10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 14

**Paper Panel**

Chair: **Jen Hughes - University of Minnesota**

Participants:

- **Iceland, The Little Country that Could: Creating Exceptional Places in a Multi-folding Crisis**
  - Single Paper
  - **Kristin Loftsdóttir - University of Iceland**

- **“New Iceland Now”: Whiteness, Storytelling, and Utopia-building in Panama Papers Iceland**
  - Single Paper
  - **Jen K. Hughes - University of Minnesota, Twin Cities**

- **“Prime Harvest”: The Role of Cadaver Acquisition for Iceland’s Early Medical Training**
  - Single Paper
  - **Adam Netzer Zimmer - University of Massachusetts Amherst**

- **Architecting Virtual Worlds More Meaningful Than Real Life: Icelandic Exceptionalism in Making Video Games**
  - Single Paper
  - **Josh Rivers - University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee**
Island in the Net: Data Sovereignty and Digital Exceptionalism in Iceland
Single Paper
Alix Johnson - University of Florida

Discussant: Kristín Loftsdóttir - University of Iceland

[226] Gender Equality in the EU
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 21
Paper Panel

Moderator: Alyssa Granacki - Duke University
Participants:

Prioritizing or Co-opting Gender Equality Policy? Revisiting the EU Commitments Towards Gender Equality.
Single Paper
Dr. Manasi Sinha - Galgotias University

Exploring the Meaning of EU Membership for Feminist Civil Society in the UK
Single Paper
Rachel Minto - Cardiff University
Paul Copeland - Queen Mary University of London

From Standards to Structures: Equal Pay and the European Commission, 1957-1975
Single Paper
Roslyn Dubler - Columbia University

Constructing Gender Equality and Vulnerability: Women Refugees in Western European Humanitarian Structures
Single Paper
Zeynep Kilicoglu - Florida International University

[227] European Identity between Cosmopolitanism and Nationalism I
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 9
Paper Panel

Chair: Nora Siklodi - University of Portsmouth
Participants:

Narrating “Our European Way of Life”
Single Paper
Johanna Hase - WZB

Europeanist Discursive Strategies of European Identity During the 2019 European Parliament Election Campaigns
Single Paper
Melek Aylin Özoflu - Corvinus University of Budapest

Reactions of European’s Without a Migration Background to Becoming a Minority
Single Paper
Lisa-Marie Kraus - Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

To be a Good National or European Citizen? Accessing Adolescents’ Good Citizenship Norms
Single Paper
Nora Siklodi - NTNU

Discussant: Nora Siklodi - University of Portsmouth

[228] Making and Re-making Borders and Belonging
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 22
Paper Panel

Moderator: Regine Paul - University of Bergen
Participants:

“Living as Germans among Germans”? Resettler Integration and the Limits of Ethic Belonging
Single Paper
Stefanie Marie Woodard - Kennesaw State University

Territorial Expansion, Shared Ethnicity, and Institutional Incentives: A Theory, Model, and Empirical Assessment
Single Paper
Christopher Hale - University of Alabama
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

David Siroky - Arizona State University

Handbook on Human Security, Borders and Migration
Single Paper
Natalia Ribas-Mateos - UAB

Notions of Freedom, Book and Exhibition
Single Paper
Sarah Leonard - GCIN

Ideals, Doubts and realities of 20th-century European thinkers turned Emigres Case Study of Erich Heller
Single Paper
Martina F. Kerlova - Northwestern University

[229] Framing the City as the Place for Utopian Futures
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel

Moderator: Guya Accornero - CIES-IUL
Participants:

From the Dystopia to the Utopia Reality: Recovering the Human Cultural Identity of European City
Single Paper
Eugenia Bitsani - University of Peloponnese
William Anselmi - University of Alberta

Rethinking the European City. A Democratic Utopia for the 21st Century?
Single Paper
Verena Frick - University of Göttingen

How Stories to Shape Adjustment: Collective Narratives as an Innovation Policy Instrument
Single Paper
Darius Ornston - University of Toronto

Move Me: Utopian and Dystopian Thought in Foundational Narratives of Bratsk, 1950-1985
Single Paper
Jenny Lhamo Tsundu - Brown University

[230] Environmental Europe: The Energy Question
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 17
Paper Panel

Moderator: Evy Vourlides - The George Washington University
Participants:

The Influence of Environmental Agenda on the Evolution of the European Free Alliance
Single Paper
Alena Lisenkova - Saint Petersburg State University

Lessons from Scanzano: The Question of Nuclear Waste in the European Context
Single Paper
Dylan Gilbert - The University of Texas at Austin

Multinational Oil Corporations (MNOCs), Environmental Governance and Conflict in Nigeria's Oil-Rich Niger Delta Region
Single Paper
Toyin Oluwaremilekun Oluwaniyi - Redeemer's University

Greening Polish Transportation: Innovation Paths Of E-Bus And E-Car on the European Energy Transition Map
Single Paper
Aleksandra Liz - Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań
Rafał Szymański - Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań

[231] Dynamics and Responses to the Far Right
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel

Moderator: Joel Busher - Coventry University
Participants:
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

Right-Wing Terrorists' Manifests
Single Paper
Fabian Virchow - University of Applied Sciences Duesseldorf, Germany

The Role of Ideological Radicalization in the Escalation of a Wave of Far-right Protest
Single Paper
Joel Busher - Coventry University

How has Extreme Right Violence been Criminalized in Contemporary Portugal?
Single Paper
Raquel da Silva - ISCTE-IUL
Mariana Barbosa - Universidade Católica do Porto
Cátia Moreira Carvalho - Universidade do Porto
João Ventura - Polícia Judiciária

The Logic of Contact Theory - Countering Violent Right-Wing Extremism in Berlin's Secondary Schools
Single Paper
Annett Graefe - New York University

[233] Populism and Niche Parties in a Changing Environment
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 5
Paper Panel

Moderator: Emanuele Vincenzo - LUISS Guido Carli, Rome
Participants:

Paths to Conflict Politicization and Response. The Demarcation-Integration Conflict in Western Europe
Single Paper
Vincenzo Emanuele - LUISS Guido Carli, Rome
Bruno Marino - University of Bologna
Davide Angelucci - LUISS Guido Carli, Rome

From Democratization to Populism: Explaining the Rise and Resilience of Populism in Central Europe
Single Paper

Is it the Economy Around Me? The Impact of Regional Economic Context on Issue Voting
Single Paper
Lorenzo De Sio - LUISS University Rome
Davide Angelucci - LUISS University Rome

Center-right Party Strategies and Ethnic Boundary-making
Single Paper
Michalis Moutselos - University of Cyprus

Rhetorical Coercion and Mainstreaming Anti-Immigration Discourse: Why the Far Right Feigns Support for Progressive Causes
Single Paper
Joseph Cerrone - George Washington University

From Democratization to Populism: Explaining the Rise and Resilience of Populism in Central Europe
Single Paper

The Conflicts Between Legitimation and Democratization in The CEE Countries
Single Paper
Emilija Tudzarovska - Institute of Sociology, Czech Academy of Sciences
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

Building a Ministerial Specificity through the European Commission. The Case of the French Wine Sector
Single Paper
Romain Blancaneaux - ISPOLE, Louvain-la-Neuve

EU Competition Policy: An Application of the “Failing Forward” framework?
Single Paper
Adriaan Dierx - European Commission, DG Competition
Fabienne Ilzkovitz - Solvay Brussels School of Economics and Management, Université Libre de Bruxelles

[234] Identity Politics in Europe
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 18
Paper Panel

Moderator: Christina Zuber - University of Konstanz
Participants:
Islamophobia in Europe: A Comparative Analysis of Images on European and Russian Periodicals in 1877-78
Single Paper
Aytac Yurukcu - University of Eastern Finland

Comparative Politics of Circumcision Bans in Western Europe
Single Paper
Sener Akturk - Koc University

Politics Without Society: Explaining the Rise of the Scottish National Party
Single Paper
Gregory Baldi - Western Illinois University

6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 23
Paper Panel

Moderator: Donato Di Carlo - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Participants:

6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Chair: Dimitri Gugushvili - KU Leuven
Participants:

Economic Growth vs. Environmental Sustainability Dilemma: What does European Public Support?
Single Paper
Dimitri Gugushvili - KU Leuven

The Multidimensionality of Public Support for Basic Income: A Vignette Experiment in Belgium
Single Paper
Arno Van Hootegem - KU Leuven
Tijs Laenen - KU Leuven
Federica Rossetti - KU Leuven
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

EU Health Solidarity in Times of Crisis: Explaining Public Preferences for EU Risk-pooling for Medicines
Single Paper
Sharon Baute - University of Amsterdam
Anniek de Ruijter - University of Amsterdam

Reduction of Working Hours and Job Creation: A Legitimate Avenue of Universalist Social Policy Reform?
Single Paper
Aljoscha Jacobi - Humboldt University Berlin

[238] The Challenge(r)s of Euroscepticism
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 24
Paper Panel

Discussant: Dorit Geva - Central European University

[237] Border and Boundary-Crossings: Gender & Sexuality in Migration and Refugee Movements
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Chair: Gökce Yurdakul - Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
Participants:

Creating Passable Bodies: The Fragile Rights of LGBTQ Asylum Seekers in the Netherlands
Single Paper
Anna C Korteweg - University of Toronto

Crossing Borders: The Intersectional Marginalization of Bulgarian Muslim Trans*Immigrant Sex Workers in Berlin
Single Paper
Tinay Altay - Humboldt Universität zu Berlin
Anna C. Korteweg - University of Toronto
Gökçe Yurdakul - Humboldt Universität zu Berlin

Boundary Crossing vs Homonationalist Bonding in Debates about Migration: Representations vs Self-Translations by LGBT Refugees
Single Paper
Nicole Doerr - University of Copenhagen

Pedagogies of Whiteness: Sex Education of Refugees in Berlin
Single Paper

Discussant: Bart Meuleman - KU Leuven

From Cohesion to Contagion? Transnational Populism and the Contestation of EU Enlargement
Single Paper
Marie-Eve Bélanger - ETH Zurich
Natasha Wunsch - Sciences Po

Eurosceptics in the EP: Gaining Influence on the Legislative Process or Eternal Losers?
Single Paper
Nathalie Brack - Université libre de Bruxelles
Awenig Marié - FNRS, Cevipol, Université libre de Bruxelles

Defending the Status Quo: The Dilemmas of Pro-European Activism in Germany and the UK
Single Paper
Stijn van Kessel - Queen Mary University of London
Adam Fagan - King’s College London

Discussant: Marie-Eve Bélanger - ETH Zurich

[239] EU International Relations Law: Widening and Deepening Integration through Cooperation, Institutionalization and Territoriality
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 16
Paper Panel

Chair: Elaine Fahey - City, University of London
Fabien Terpan - Sciences Po Grenoble
Participants:
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

EU Norm Diffusion in Criminal Matters: An Analysis of EU Japan and EU US Relations
Single Paper
Irene Wieczorek - University of Durham
Elaine Fahey – City, University of London

Carbon Border Tax Adjustments in EU and US Trade Policy-regulatory Norm Promotion through Trade Compared
Single Paper
Eva Martina Pander Maat - City University, London

E-evidence in Transatlantic Relations: How to Bridge a Gap Between Different Legal Frameworks
Single Paper
Fabien Terpan - Sciences Po Grenoble
Théodore Christakis - Université Grenoble Alpes

Between Institutionalization and Judicialization? Studying the Implementation of the Privacy Shield
Single Paper
Elaine Fahey - City, University of London
Fabien Terpan - Sciences Po, Grenoble

The Cooperation of Frontex with Third Countries on the Management of External Borders
Single Paper
Juan Santos Vara - University of Salamanca
Laura Pascual Matellán - University of Salamanca

Discussant: Elaine Fahey - City, University of London

[240] Doing Less with More? A Disappointing Decade of EU Health Policy
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Chair: Lindsay Flynn - University of Luxembourg
Paulette Kurzer - University of Arizona

Participants:
Stalemate and Deadlock: How the European Union’s “Political Commission” Blocks Good Policy Initiatives
Strong Leadership, Weak Opponents, Good Luck: Explaining the CDU’s Response to the Radical Right

Health, Federalism and the European Union: Lessons from Comparative Federalism about the European Union
Single Paper
Scott L Greer - University of Michigan

Substituting Technology for Accountability: The Governance of Medical Devices in the EU
Single Paper
Holly Jarman - University of Michigan
Sarah Rozenblum - University of Michigan

Discussant: Lindsay Flynn - University of Luxembourg

[241] The Alternative for Germany in Comparative Perspective: Regional and International Dimensions
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Chair: Jonathan Olsen - Texas Woman's University
Participants:
The AfD in a European Context: A Comparison of Populist, Nativist Parties
Single Paper
Barbara Donovan - Wesleyan College

At the Crossroads: The AfD in Super Election Year 2021
Single Paper
David F Patton - Connecticut College

The AfD and Q-Anon: Allies or Uncomfortable Bedfellows?
Single Paper
Jonathan Olsen - Texas Woman’s University

Strong Leadership, Weak Opponents, Good Luck: Explaining the CDU’s Response to the Radical Right
Single Paper
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Sarah Elise Wiliarty - Wesleyan University

Discussant: Louise Davidson-Schmich - University of Miami

[242] Politics of Postmigration: Beyond Politics of Belonging - Part 1
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 3
Paper Panel

Chair: Markus Hallensleben - University of British Columbia
Sten Moslund - SDU

Participants:

Radical Conviviality: Towards Allying in Spaces of Post-Otherness
Single Paper
Regina Römhild - Institute for European Ethnology
Bonaventure Soh Bejeng Ndikung - Savvy Contemporary, Berlin

Deconstructing and Unsettling Politics of Belonging through Narratives of Radical Diversity
Single Paper
Markus Hallensleben - University of British Columbia

Activist Scholarship – Does Postmigrant Theory "Harms Everybody"?
Single Paper
Moritz Schramm - University of Southern Denmark

Discussant: Katrin Sieg - Georgetown University

[243] Disjunctive Processes of Change in Comparative Historical Analysis
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 11
Paper Panel

Chair: Michael Bernhard - University of Florida

Anna Grzymala-Busse – Stanford University
Participants:

Paths Out of Communism
Single Paper
Michael Bernhard - University of Florida
Jeffrey Kopstein - University of California, Irvine

When Does Secession Work? Peripheries, State Capacity, and Great Power Politics
Single Paper
Harris Mylonas - George Washington University

Historical Analysis in the Social Sciences: The Challenge of Causal Explanation
Single Paper
Amel Ahmed - University of Massachusetts, Amherst

The Social Democratic Postwar Order and Democratic Consolidation
Single Paper
Sheri Berman - Barnard College

Discussant: Stephen Hanson - William and Mary University

[244] New Authoritarianism: Concepts, Techniques, and Tactics
6/24/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 27
Paper Panel

Chair: Kriszta Kovacs - WZB Berlin
Participants:

Democratic and Authoritarian Understanding of Identity
Single Paper
Kriszta Kovacs - WZB Berlin Social Science Center

No Backlash without Socialization: The Antifeminist NGOs in the United Nations
Single Paper
Jelena Cupac - WZB Berlin Social Science Center
Irem Ebetürk - WZB Berlin Social Science Center
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Authoritarianism from below: Constructing the Leader and the Nation through Insult Complaints in Turkey
Single Paper
Defne Över - Texas A&M University
Irem Tuncer Ebețürk - WZB Berlin Social Science Center

Three Dimensions of Liberal Democracy
Single Paper
Mateusz Malarczyk - Institute of Sociology, Warsaw University

Discussant: Jelena Cupac - WZB Berlin Social Science Center

[245] Black Lives Matter in Europe – Mapping and Understanding
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel

Chair: Ilke Adam - Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Jean Beaman - University of California, Santa Barbara

Participants:
Grasping Governmental Responses to Black Lives Matter in Europe
Single Paper
Folashade Ajayi - Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Black Lives Matter in Europe: Scope, Localization and Resonance in Germany, Denmark, Italy and Poland
Single Paper
Noa Milman - University of Copenhagen
Piotr Kocyba - Technische Universität Chemnitz
Moritz Sommer - DeZIM Institut
Donatella della Porta - Scuola Normale Superiore
Piotr P. Plucienniczak - Fine Arts Academy in Warsaw
Elias Steinhilper - DeZIM Institut
Sabrina Zaczak - DeZIM Institut
Nicole Doerr - University of Copenhagen
Herbert Reiter - Scuola Normale Superiore

Discussant: Folashade Ajayi - Vrije Universiteit Brussel

[246] Mobility and Transnational Iceland: Current Transformations and Global Entanglements
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 6
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Anna Wojtyńska - University of Iceland

Participants:
Racism and Racialization in Iceland
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Kristin Lofts dóttir – University of Iceland

Black Protests in Iceland: Transnational Flows and Entanglements
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Anna Wojtyńska - University of Iceland

The Icelandic Coast Guard, Exceptionalism and Fortress Europe.
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Eyrún Ólöf Sigurðardóttir - University of Iceland
James Gordon Rice - University of Iceland
Becoming an Immigration Country. The Case of Iceland 1990-2019
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Unnur Dís Skaptadóttir - University of Iceland
Olof Gardarsdottir - University of Iceland

Imag(in)ing the National Self
Book / Roundtable Panelist
John Bodinger - Susquehanna University

Discussant: Brigitte Hipf - University of Klagenfurt

[247] Hierarchized Mobility - Labor Market Hierarchies Within and Across the EU II
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 25
Paper Panel

Chair: Janine Leschke - Copenhagen Business School
Participants:

The Impact of Migration and Integration Policies on Migrant-native Labor Market Hierarchies
Single Paper
Lucia Mýtna Kureková - Slovak Academy of Sciences
Martin Kabanec - Central European University, School of Public Policy
Martin Guzi - Masaryk University Brno, Faculty of Social Sciences

Examining Hierarchies in Labor Market Integration of intra-EU Return Migrants: The Case of Slovakia
Single Paper
Lucia Mýtna Kureková - Slovak Academy of Sciences
Zuzana Žilinčíková - UCLouvain, DEMO

Discussant: Jonas Felbo-Kolding - Copenhagen Business School

[248] European Astroculture and Beyond: A Roundtable
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 15
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Alexander C.T. Geppert - New York University
Participants:

Martin Collins - Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum
Book / Roundtable Panelist

De Witt Douglas Kilgore - University of Indiana
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Nina Wormbs - KTH Royal Institute of Technology
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Richard Toye - The University of Exeter
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[249] Regulating Wages and Earnings: New Perspectives on Employment Regulation in Europe
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel

Chair: Georg Picot - University of Bergen
Arianna Tassinari - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Participants:

The Politics of the Minimum Wage: Explaining Introduction and Levels
Single Paper
Michal Kozak - University of Bergen
Georg Picot - University of Bergen

Setting Minimum Wages: Motives for Delegation in the Shadow of Corporatism
Single Paper
Deborah Mabbett - Birkbeck, University of London
Joerg Michael Dostal - Seoul National University

Collateral Damage? Testing the Crowding out Effect of Minimum Wage Legislation on Collective Bargaining
Single Paper
Michal Kozak - University of Bergen
Georg Picot - University of Bergen
Peter Starke - University of Southern Denmark
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Regulating Part-Time Work in Germany and the Netherlands
Single Paper
Dennie Oude Nijhuis - Leiden University
Maximilian Kiecker - Max Planck

Discussant: Stefano Sacchi - Polytechnic University of Turin

[250] Mobilizing Against Backsliding Session 2: Citizens and Protest Movements
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Chair: Danijela Dolenec - University of Zagreb
Participants:

Do They Make a Difference? Pro-Democracy Movements and Their Impact on Democratic Backsliding
Single Paper
Antoaneta Dimitrova - Leiden University
Iulia Ionita - Leiden University
Courtney Blackington - UNC Chapel Hill
Milada Anna Vachudova - UNC Chapel Hill

Against Dictatorship, Against Backsliding?
Examining the Effect of Protests and Boycotts on Serbian Parliamentary Elections
Single Paper
Karlo Kralj - Scuola Normale Superiore
Danijela Dolenec - University of Zagreb
Indraneel Sircar - London School of Economics and Political Science

Who Protests? Political Mobilization in the Shadow of Democratic Backsliding
Single Paper
Natasha Wunsch - ETH Zurich
Marc Jacob - ETH Zurich

Discussant: Conor O'Dwyer - University of Florida

[251] Weimar Berlin as Utopian & Dystopian Space in the Hit German Television Series _Babylon Berlin_
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 12
Paper Panel

Chair: Jill Smith - Bowdoin College
Darcy Buerkle - Smith College
Participants:

Visions of Weimar in Babylon Berlin
Single Paper
Paul Lerner - University of Southern California

Visual Extravaganzia in Babylon Berlin
Single Paper
Mila Ganeva - Miami University

The Visual Archives and Politics of Babylon Berlin
Single Paper
Veronika Fuechner - Dartmouth College

Anglo-American Intertexts for Babylon Berlin
Single Paper
Jill Smith - Bowdoin College

Discussant: Julia Sneeringer - Queens College & the CUNY Graduate Center

[252] Poland’s Slide to Authoritarianism: Typical or Unique
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 18
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Jan Kubik - UCL
Participants:

Michael Bernhard – University of Florida
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Krzysztof Jasiewicz - Washington and Lee University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Elzbieta Korolczuk - Sodertorns University and University of Warsaw
Book / Roundtable Panelist
[253] Minorities and the (Un-)Making of the Left and the Right in Western Europe
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 9
Paper Panel

Chair: Özgür Özvatan – Humboldt University of Berlin
Julian Göpffarth - London School of Economics and Political Science
Participants:

“The Bundestag has Now a Turkish President!”: Immigrant-Background German MPs, Homeland and the Democratic Debate
Single Paper
Özgür Özvatan – Humboldt University of Berlin

Hegemonic Masculinity, Gendered Symbolism, and Female Populist Leadership
Single Paper
Dorit Geva - Central European University

Urban Housing Integration of Non-Citizens: EU Migrant Roma in Western Europe 2011-2020
Single Paper
Emily Schraudenbach - George Washington University

Discussant: Susi Meret - Aalborg Centre for European Studies, Aalborg University

[254] Utopias and Dystopias of Social Movements in Europe (part 3)
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 13
Paper Panel

Chair: Ana Ivasiuc - Philipps University Marburg
Agnes Gagyi - University of Gothenburg
Participants:

“The State Cannot Protect Us”: Colonial Dystopic Imaginaries of Informal Policing

[255] Party Politics and Public Policies: New Perspectives on an Old Field (Panel 2)
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 11
Paper Panel

Chair: Julian Garritzmann - Goethe University Frankfurt
Participants:

The Role of Parties and Parties’ Equality Concepts in the Politics of Inequality
Single Paper
Alexander Horn - University of Konstanz

Heart or Head? The Fiscal Preferences of Green Voters in Europe
Single Paper
Hanna Schwander – Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Pathways from Government Ideology to Income Inequality
Single Paper
Leonce Röth - University of Cologne

How to Estimate Partisan Effects on Public Policies? A Mixed-Effects Approach Applied to (De)Liberalization Reforms
Single Paper
Julian Garritzmann - Goethe University Frankfurt
Kilian Seng - Zeppelin University Friedrichshafen

Discussant: Laurenz Ennser-Jedenastik - University of Vienna
[256] Constructing, Shaping and Challenging the Family Unit
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 21
Paper Panel

Chair: Alenka Svab - Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ljubljana
Participants:

Helping Children With “Cash” Or “Care”? Kinship Structure, Welfare Policy and Downward Intergenerational Transfers
Single Paper
Ariane Bertogg - University of Konstanz

Institutional Racism in Day Care Centers in Postmigrant Berlin
Single Paper
Seyran Bostanci - Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
Elizabeth Berman - Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
Bastian Neuhauser - Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
Christina Biel - Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Narratives on post-Yugoslav Futures: Remembrance on Childhood in SFRY and European Revolutionary Legacy
Single Paper
Tatjana Rosic Ilic - Singidunum University, Belgrade

Subjective Quality of Social Investment Interventions: A Bottom-Up Approach of Perceived Quality of Childcare Services
Single Paper
Ausra Cizauskaite - University College Dublin

Discussant: Alenka Svab - University of Ljubljana

Moderator: Nora Siklodi - University of Portsmouth
Participants:

Cosmopolitan EUtopia? Identity and Exclusion at the European Union's Borders
Single Paper
Katy Budge - University of Sussex

Being European in Chicago: The Influence of European Identity in the United States
Single Paper
Nikolina Zenovic - University of Chicago

Georgian Jewish Identity between Europe and the Russian Empire
Single Paper
Ketevan Kakitelashvili - Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

[258] Environmental Europe: Climate Change Responses
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 17
Paper Panel

Moderator: Jonathan Larson - University of Illinois
Participants:

The Equimarginal Principle: Cost-Effective Implementation of SDG 13, Climate Action
Single Paper
Konuralp Pamukcu - University of Phoenix-Chicago

Trans-Local Action and Local Innovations in Climate Policy, Conceptual and Empirical Insights from German Cities
Single Paper
Andreas Corcaci - Goethe University Frankfurt
Jörg Kemmerzell - Technische Universität Darmstadt

Neoliberal Philanthropic Utopianism in Cities Fighting Climate Change: The Michael Bloomberg Case
Single Paper
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Kenn J Vance - John Jay College of Criminal Justice, City University of New York

[259] Colonial Encounters: Culture, Gender, and Identity
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel

Moderator: Elizabeth Jones - Colorado State University
Participants:

- Gifts in Translation
  Single Paper
  Niloofar Sarlati - University of Michigan

- Supra-Imperialistic Justice: Toward A Continental Approach to Reparations
  Single Paper
  Cresa Pugh - Harvard University

- "Columbus is Not our Heritage." Contested Memories, Commemorations and Identities
  Single Paper
  Joana Duyster Borreda - University of Copenhagen

- An Alternative History? Gandhi and the Impact of the Colonial Encounter on the Colonizer
  Single Paper
  Karen Gabriel - St Stephen's College, Delhi University

- Colonial Imprint, Populist Politics and Making of Stateless Population in South Asia
  Single Paper
  Manish Kumar Jha - Tata Institute of Social Sciences

[260] Resisting Empire: Utopian Paradigms and Dystopian Visions in European Art and Media
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 16
Paper Panel

Moderator: Ioanida Costache - Stanford University
Participants:

- Counterfeit Utopias: Marks of Exclusion in New World Description
  Single Paper
  Kathryn Crim - UC Berkeley

- How Do We Create Our Past? Theory and Empirical Findings Concerning Construction of Cultural Memory
  Single Paper
  Horst-Alfred Heinrich - University of Passau
  Claudia Azcuy Bequer - University of Passau

- Free Style: How Did the Aesthetics of Perestroika TV Fuel the Rise of Yeltsin's Russia?
  Single Paper
  Pavel Khazanov - Rutgers University

- Russian Dystopian Cinema in the Twenty-First Century
  Single Paper
  Jesse Brown O'Dell - California State University Long Beach

- Crime Reporting during the Seine’s Great Flood of 1910: Media Feedback Loops in the Press
  Single Paper
  Claire Mayo - University of Tennessee, Knoxville

[261] Think Twice! Revisiting Baseline Assumptions about EU Identity, Institutions, and Decision-making Processes
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 10
Paper Panel

Moderator: Boglarka Koller - University of Public Service
Participants:

- The Liberal “Baseline” Theory of European Integration: A Cautionary Tale
  Single Paper
  Craig Parsons - University of Oregon
  Joseph Jupille - University of Colorado Boulder
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Criticize, Abstain or Oppose? EU Delegation Choices and Dissent in the Council of Ministers
Single Paper
Anastasia Ershova - Leiden University

Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up: Studying Actors Involved in the Process of European Identity Construction in Italy
Single Paper
Elizaveta Matveeva - Irkutsk State University

[262] Immigration, Work and Welfare in Europe
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 28
Paper Panel

Moderator: Karen Anderson - University College Dublin

Participants:

Migration and Labor Markets: An Historical View
Single Paper
Kristina Sargent - Middlebury College
Edward Kosack - Xavier University

Where Nationalism Meets Class Formation: Hiring Discrimination Against Applicants with a Migration Background
Single Paper
Hans Siebers - Tilburg University

Constructing "Refugee Entrepreneurship" in Europe
Single Paper
Satoko Hori - Akita International University

Ethnic Segregation and Public Goods Provision: Evidence from the United Kingdom
Single Paper
Selene Campion - Boston College

European Labor Migrants: Precarity and Solidarity during the Covid-19 Pandemic
Single Paper
Elena Popa - The University of Akron

[263] The Politics of Creditworthiness in Europe
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 24
Paper Panel

Moderator: Alison Johnston - Oregon State University

Participants:

Safe and Risky Sovereigns in EMU: Financial Drivers of Fiscal Policies in Germany and Italy
Single Paper
Ad van Riet - United Nations University, Institute on Comparative Regional Integration Studies (UNU-CRIS)

Markets in Action. Moral Order and Disorder in the Eurozone
Single Paper
Marion Fourcade - UC Berkeley
Caleb Scoville - Tufts University

Moral Hazard and the 21st Century German Problem
Single Paper
Gregory William Fuller - University of Groningen

[264] Migration and Citizenship in Europe
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 5
Paper Panel

Moderator: Pierre Monforte - Leicester University

Participants:

Differentiated and Uneven Impact of Europeanisation on Member State Citizenship Laws
Single Paper
Ashley Mantha-Hollands - WZB Social Science Centre Berlin

How can Existing Thinking about Desecuritization Inform Greek Migration Legislation: A Conceptual Informed Analysis
Single Paper
Georgia Dimari - University of Crete
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From Ghetto Plan to Citizen’s Democracy: The Case of “Ordinary Resistance” in Denmark
Single Paper
Martin Jorgensen - Aalborg University
Óscar García Agustín - Aalborg University

The “Regionalization” of “Old” and “New” Minority Identities
Single Paper
Katharina Crepaz - Eurac Research

Cross-National Differences in Immigrant-Native Political Attitudes: The Role of Economic Conditions, Integration and Citizenship Policies
Single Paper
Anna Lena Nadler - University of Geneva

[265] Pandemic Politics Then and Now
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 19
Paper Panel

Moderator: Julia Moses - The University of Sheffield
Participants:

Pandemic Politics: Comparing the US and German Responses to Covid-19
Single Paper
Susan Giaimo - Marquette University

The Relationship between EU Research Agenda on Pandemics and its Evolving Strategic Culture
Single Paper
Rachel Suissa - University of Haifa

Isolating the Dead: Bavaria’s Nineteenth-Century Fight Against Cholera
Single Paper
Alyssa Culp - University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Covid-19 Crisis and Labor Market Upheaval in Europe: Policy Responses and Beyond
Single Paper
Maria Karamessini - Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences

Pandemic in the Media - Scientific and Professional Discourse
Single Paper
Malgorzata Bogunia-Borowska - Jagiellonian University
Anna Malgorzata Sarzyńska - Jagiellonian University

[266] Health & Well-being Outcomes at Group and Individual Level
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 22
Paper Panel

Moderator: Janna Goijaerts - Leiden University
Participants:

Deaths of Despair and Deindustrialization: Lessons from Hungary
Single Paper
Gabor Scheiring - Bocconi University

Role of the Older Poor in Reform of Social Policy Fields in European Welfare States
Single Paper
Jia Xu - AnHui Normal University
XiuZhen Ding - AnHui Normal University

Child-Centered Approach in the Context of Shared Parenting: Parents’ Experiences with Bird’s Nest Parenting Arrangement
Single Paper
Rafaela Lehtme - Tallinn University

The Social Dimensions of Home Care in Comparative Perspective
Single Paper
Patrik Marier - Concordia University
Daniel Dickson - Concordia University
Kyuho Lee - Daegu University

[267] Europe as a Space for Transformative Politics in the 1970s
6/24/2021
THURSDAY, JUNE 24

12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 14

*Paper Panel*

**Chair:** *Sarah Farmer - University of California, Irvine*

**Participants:**

- *Dreamscape or Dead End? Europe as a Political Space for 1970s Environmentalists*
  - Single Paper
  - Stephen Milder - Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München

- *A European Utopia in 1970s Rural France: Transnational Youth and the Draw of Intentional Community*
  - Single Paper
  - Sarah Farmer - University of California, Irvine

- *Design and Crisis: Utopian Renovations of the People’s Home in 1970s Sweden*
  - Single Paper
  - Keith M. Murphy - UC Irvine

- *A Europe of Consumers: Consumer Activism and Political Representation in the 1970s*
  - Single Paper
  - Liesbeth van de Grift - Utrecht University

**Discussant:** *Jan-Henrik Meyer - Max Planck Institute for European Legal History, Frankfurt-am-Main*

---

[268] *Toxic Lives, Uncertain Futures and Environmental Crisis on the European Semi-periphery*

6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 3

*Paper Panel*

**Chair:** *Larisa Kurtovic - University of Ottawa*

**Deana Jovanovic - Utrecht University**

**Participants:**

- *Toxic Citizenship in an Industrial Town in Serbia*
  - Single Paper
  - Deana Jovanovic - Utrecht University

**[269] Contesting Family, Contesting the Nation: Political Contestation over Family Migration Rights for Non-normative Families***

6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 23

*Paper Panel*

**Chair:** *Saskia Bonjour - University of Amsterdam*

**Participants:**

- *Contesting ‘The Family’*: Surinamese Migrant Organizations’ Political Claims-making on Family Migration Rights in the Netherlands*
  - Single Paper
  - Eline Westra - University of Amsterdam

- *Everything but the Marriage Certificate: On the Accommodation of Unmarried Partners in Norwegian Immigration Regulation*
  - Single Paper
  - Anne Balke Staver - Oslo Metropolitan University
  - Helga Eggebø - Nordland Research Institute

- *Transnational Love in Times of Covid19: Queer Families between France and Sub-Saharan Africa*
  - Single Paper
  - Sonja Evaldsson Mellström - University of Amsterdam
Choosing Families and (Re)Defining Home: SOGI Refugees, Queer Families and Contested Belonging in Europe
Single Paper
Isabel Soloaga - University of Sussex

Families Crossing National Borders and Normative Boundaries: Migration of Polygamous Families from Senegal to Europe
Single Paper
Elisabeth Katharina Kraus - Federal Institute for Population Research
Nadja Milewski - Federal Institute for Population Research

Discussant: Saskia Bonjour - University of Amsterdam

[270] European Membership, Integration and Disintegration in the Shadow of Brexit
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Chair: Joseph Ganderson – London School of Economics and Political Science
Participants:
From Big Bang to Brexit: The City of London and the Discursive Power of Finance
Single Paper
Scott James - Kings College London
Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia

Moving the Dial towards Exit? Article 50 and the Evolution of British Euroscepticism before Brexit
Single Paper
Anna Kyriazi - University of Milan
Joseph Ganderson - London School of Economics and Political Science

Political Realignments After Brexit: New Political Cleavages Beyond Leave and Remain
Single Paper
Kate Alexander Shaw - London School of Economics and Political Science

Brexit, Public Opinion and the Future of European Integration
Single Paper

Discussant: Anand Menon - King's College London

[271] Politics of Postmigration: Beyond Narratives of Belonging - Part 2
6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 27
Paper Panel

Chair: Markus Hallensleben - University of British Columbia
Moritz Schramm - SDU

Participants:
Space is not Neutral: Placemaking in the High-rise of K. Taha’s “Beschreibung einer Krabbenwanderung”
Single Paper
Dorothee Leesing - UBC

Reconceptualising Belonging in Germany: Postmigrant Readings of Two Selected Works
Single Paper
Ajibola Akin Fathusuyi - University of British Columbia

Sabri Louatah’s Les Sauvages: A Postmigrant Dystopia?
Single Paper
Alvaro Luna - Université de Limoges

Discussant: Azadeh Sharifi - Ludwig Maximillians University Munich

6/24/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Chair: Scott Siegel - San Francisco State University
Participants:
Where’s the Party? Explaining Positions on LGBTQ Rights in Europe Among Would-be MPs
Single Paper
Scott Siegel - San Francisco State University
Stuart Turnbull-Dugarte - University of Southampton
Brian Olinger - San Francisco State University

Contestation of Norms in EU Development Policy:
The Case of LGBTI Rights in Uganda
Single Paper
Markus Thiel - Florida International University

The Morality Politics of Religious Niche Parties:
Debating Homosexuality in the Netherlands
Single Paper
Martijn Mos - Leiden University

The AfD, Gender, and Parliamentary Discourse
Single Paper
Louise K Davidson-Schmich - University of Miami

Mingle with Men: Affects and Identity Politics in the EU’s LGBTI Policy Community
Single Paper
Laura Eigenmann - University of Basel

Discussant: Scott Siegel - San Francisco State University
**FRIDAY, JUNE 25**

6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 9
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Daniel Wincott - Cardiff University
Participants:

Patrick Le Galès - Sciences Po CNRS CEE
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Daniel Wincott - Cardiff University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Anand Menon - Kings College London
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Roxana Barbulescu - University of Leeds
Book / Roundtable Panelist

__________________________

[275] Perspectives on EU Free Movement and Welfare: Past Present and Future
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 22
Paper Panel

Chair: Cecilia Bruzelius - University of Tuebingen
Participants:

Single Paper

Martin Ruhs - European University Institute (EUI)
Joakim Palme - Uppsala University
Moa Martensson - Uppsala University
August Danielsson - Uppsala University

The Contradictions of Cost-Benefit Discourses: Comparing Politics of Migration and Welfare Across Time and Space
Single Paper

Dominic Afsharian - University of Tübingen
Cecilia Bruzelius - University of Tuebingen
Thore Menze - University of Tübingen
Edward Mohr - University of Tübingen
Martin Seeleib-Kaiser - University of Tübingen

Welfare Chauvinism across Benefits and Services in Denmark, Germany, and the UK
Single Paper

Gianna Maria Eick - University of Konstanz
Christian Albrekt Larsen - Centre for Comparative Welfare Studies, Aalborg University, Denmark

Fair Mobility? EU Labor Mobility and National Enforcement of Labor and Social Rights
Single Paper

[274] Authors Meet Critics: The Dynamics of Welfare Markets: Private Pensions and Domestic/Care Services in Europe Clémence Ledoux, Karen Shire and Franca van Hooren (eds.), Palgrave, 2021
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 23
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Clémence Ledoux - University of Nantes
Franca Van Hooren - University Amsterdam
Karen Shire - University Duisburg Essen
Participants:

Karen Anderson - University College Dublin
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Rossella Ciccia – University of Oxford
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Karen A. Shire -- University of Duisburg-Essen
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Franca van Hooren – University of Amsterdam
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Barbara Hobson – Stockholm University
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Anita Heindlmaier - University of Salzburg
Carina Kobler - University of Salzburg

Migration and the Welfare System: EU-migrants’ Experiences after Settlement
Single Paper
Petra Weke de Jong - Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute

Dorothee Bohle - European University Institute

Participants:

Is this Time Different? COVID-19 and the Reorganization of European Agri-food Chains
Single Paper
Dorothee Bohle - EUI
Cornel Ban - Copenhagen Business School
Marek Naczyk - Oxford University

COVID-19 Responses in Eastern Europe: The Role of Health Systems’ Capacities
Single Paper
Alexandru Daniel Moise - European University Institute
Tamara Popic - European University Institute

Single Paper
Veronica Anghel - European University Institute
Dorothee Bohle - European University Institute
Valentina Petrovic - European University Institute

Preferences for Authoritarian Rule Among Eastern European Citizens in Response to COVID-19
Single Paper
Veronica Anghel - European University Institute
Julia Schulte - Cloos – LMU Munich – Geschwister Scholl Institute of Political Science

Illegible Reactions to the Pandemic in East-Central Europe
Single Paper
Gabor Halmai - European University Institute

Discussant: Yuliya Hilevych - University of Lincoln

Chair: Yuliya Hilevych - University of Lincoln

Participants:

“No More Auschwitzes”: An Abortion Doctor’s Dystopian Journey from Lodz to Montreal
Single Paper
Christabelle Sethna - University of Ottawa

An Abortion Utopia? Abortion Discourses in State-Socialist Poland
Single Paper
Agata Ignaciuk - University of Granada/University of Warsaw

A Utopia for the Unborn: Polish Catholic Concepts of Gender Equality in the Family
Single Paper
Agnieszka Koscianska - University of Warsaw

Discussant: Yuliya Hilevych - University of Lincoln

[276] Polish Abortion Utopias and Dystopias
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 11
Paper Panel

[277] COVID-19 in a Vulnerable Region: Eastern European Responses to the Pandemic
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 19
Paper Panel

Chair: Veronica Anghel - European University Institute

Discussant: Olga Lőblová - Cambridge University

[278] Anti-gender Campaigns in Europe: People’s Rebellion Against the Elites or a Project of Elite Change?
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 16
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Paper Panel

Chair: Elżbieta Korolczuk - Södertörn University
Participants:

Lega and the Italian Anti-Gender Movement: A Marriage of Convenience or True Love Story?
Single Paper
Alessia Donà - University of Trento

A Populist Rebellion Against Godless Elites? Conceptualizing the Relationship Between Anti-Gender Movement and Right-Wing Populism
Single Paper
Elżbieta Korolczuk - Södertörn University

World Congress of Families: An Intermediary to the Benefit of Right-Wing Populism?
Single Paper
Anna Meeuwisse - School of Social Work, Lund university, Sweden

Who Are the Gender Elites? The Antisemitic Subtext of Anti-genderism
Single Paper
Agnieszka Graff - American Studies Center, University of Warsaw

Discussant: Mieke Verloo - Radboud University, Netherlands

[279] Policy Crisis and Crisis Politics in Times of a Pandemic: The Emergence of Solidarity
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel

Chair: Waltraud Schelkle - LSE
Abel Bojar - EUI
Participants:

EU Solidarity During the Covid-19 Crisis: Explaining Member States’ Support for EU and non-EU Countries
Single Paper
Natascha Zaan - London School of Economics
Martin Leroch - Pforzheim University

Social Policy Responses to Crises in Southern Europe: Solving or Deepening the Imbalances?
Single Paper
Joan Miró Artigas - University of Milan

What a Difference a Crisis Makes: Solidarity During the Pandemic and the Euro Area Crisis
Single Paper
Federico Maria Ferrara - LSE
Waltraud Schelkle - LSE
Zbigniew Truchlewski - LSE

Discussant: Philipp Genschel - European University Institute

[280] The SAGA Cohort: A Study on the Role of Trauma in Women’s Health
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 14
Paper Panel

Chair: Harpa Jónsdóttir - University of Iceland
Participants:

The Role of ADHD in PTSD Symptomology
Single Paper
Harpa Lind Jónsdóttir - University of Iceland
Arna Hauksdóttir - University of Iceland
Edda Björk Bórdardóttir - University of Iceland
Þórhildur Halldórsdóttir - Reykjavik University
Unnur Anna Valdimarsdóttir - University of Iceland

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs): Factor Structure and Association with Depression, Anxiety, and PTSD
Single Paper
Þórhildur Halldórsdóttir - University of Iceland
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Sexual Harassment and Violence in the Workplace among Icelandic Women: SAGA Cohort
Single Paper
Svava Dögg Jónsdóttir - University of Iceland
Thorhildur Halldorsdóttir - Reykjavik University
Thor Aspelund - University of Iceland
Unnur Anna Valdimarsdóttir - University of Iceland
Arna Hauksdóttir - University of Iceland
Edda Bjork Thordardottir - University of Iceland

Discussant: Harpa Jónsdóttir - University of Iceland

[281] Emotions and European Political Challenges
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Chair: Monika Verbalyte - Europe-University Flensburg
Rosa Sanchez Salgado - University of Amsterdam

Participants:
An Emotional Security Community under Pressure? Emotion(al) Norms in CSDP and JHA
Single Paper
Trineke Palm - Netherlands Defence Academy

Europe’s Shame: Exploring Shaming Dynamics at the European Parliament (EP)
Single Paper
Rosa Sanchez Salgado - University of Amsterdam

Emotions and Journalistic Role Performances during the COVID-19 Pandemic in Hungary
Single Paper
Gabriella Szabó - Centre for Social Sciences, Hungary

Discussant: Michèle Lamont - Harvard University
Jan Willem Duyvendak - University of Amsterdam

Participants:
John Bowen - Washington University
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Bruno Cousin - Sciences Po Paris
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Nicolas Dodier - Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Jan Willem Duyvendak - University of Amsterdam
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Nina Eliasoph - University of Southern California
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Iddo Tavory - New York University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[282] Pragmatic Inquiry: Critical Concepts for Social Sciences
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 10
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Monika Verbalyte - Europe-University Flensburg

Participants:
John Bowen - Washington University
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Bruno Cousin - Sciences Po Paris
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Nicolas Dodier - Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Jan Willem Duyvendak - University of Amsterdam
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Nina Eliasoph - University of Southern California
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Iddo Tavory - New York University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[283] Emotions, Communication, and Crises between Solidarity and Populism: From the Great Recession to COVID-19 Times
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 27
Paper Panel

Moderator: Jaemin Shim - Hong Kong Baptist University

Participants:
COVID-19 and European Solidarity: A Make-it or Break-it Moment for the European Union?
Single Paper
Katharina Konarek - Haifa Center for German and European Studies, University of Haifa
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Political Vocations Following the Great Recession: Italy and Portugal
Single Paper
Manuel Portillo Pérez - Universidad Pablo de Olavide

Exploring New Territory: The Turkish Policy Style
Single Paper
Ebru Ertugal - Özyeğin University

“Community? Now, More than Ever”: Intentional Communities and the Challenge of Coronavirus
Single Paper
Doron Timor - Yad Tabenkin

[284] Understanding Europe as a Post-colonial and Post-imperial Space
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 13
Paper Panel

Moderator: John Raimo - New York University
Participants:

Is Political Scientific Research on the EU Really Orthodox?
Single Paper
Francesco Duina - Bates College

Discussing European Model of Nation: Georgian Intellectual discourse at the Turn of the 20th Century
Single Paper
Nino Chikovani - Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Evaluating Europe’s Participation in Decolonializing Peacebuilding: Contrasting Practice and Discourse in European and Other Conflicts
Single Paper
Kristina Hook - George Mason University, Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter School for Peace and Conflict Resolution

Russian Imperial Colonization of the Borderland Karelia, XVII – XX century
Single Paper

6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel

Moderator: Courtney Blackington - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Participants:

Rescuing European Democracies from Technocratic Intergovernmentalism and Populist Nationalism: Transnationalizing National Democracies Properly
Single Paper
Joachim Blatter - Universitàt Luzern

The Values Gap: The Failure to Develop Liberal Democratic Values in Hungary and Czechia, 1989-2018
Single Paper
Michael Toomey - Aberystwyth University

EU Citizenship and the Public Sector: The Evolution of Responsive Citizenship?
Single Paper
Manos Papazoglou - University of the Peloponnese

Partisanship, Populists, and Plane Crashes: Can Populist Partisanship Drive Conspiratorial Beliefs?
Single Paper
Courtney Blackington - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

[286] Populism in Europe
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 15
Paper Panel

Oksana Ermolaeva - Collegium for Advanced Studies, New College Europe, Bucharest, Romania
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Moderator: Marta Lorimer - University of Exeter
Participants:

The Self-Destruction of the AfD: Using Cultural Sociology to Explain Internal Divisions in the AfD
Single Paper
Paul Carls - Luxembourg Institute for Socio-Economic Research

European Present, Nostalgic Futures: Temporality in Far-Right Political Discourse
Single Paper
Meghan Tinsley - The University of Manchester

Looking beyond Populism: Anti-establishment Contestation between Populism, Technocracy, and Extraordinary Political Vocation
Single Paper
Bartek Pytlas - LMU Munich

"Two-faced Janus": Dual Image of Europe in the Georgian Populist Discourses
Single Paper
Irakli Chkhaidze - Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Weaving InterUrban Social Solidarity Economy Meshwork: Assembling 21st Century European Movements of Cooperatives
Single Paper
Dr. Richard R Weiner - Rhode Island College
Francesca Forno - University of Trento

[288] Communities, National Identities, and Belonging
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Moderator: Achala Gupta - University of Surrey
Participants:

Online Discursive Strategies in Constructing Albanian Identity 2009-2019 (Kosovo and Albania)
Single Paper
Jeta Abazi - University of Leipzig

Not a Homecoming: The Case for Returning Terrorists from ISIS
Single Paper
Zeynep Selçuk - Fenerbahce University

The Future of Disaster Volunteerism: Integration and Barriers against Unaffiliated Responders
Single Paper
Sandra Maria Pfister - University of Linz

Association Memberships and Political Involvement: Evidence from the UK and Germany
Single Paper
Olena Bedasheva - Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

[287] Crucibles of Solidarity: From Post-pandemic Rule to Sustainable Futures in Situations in Crisis
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 3
Paper Panel

Moderator: Abdoulaye Gueye - UO
Participants:

European Utopia: From Synarchy to Post-pandemic Rule
Single Paper
Nino Tabeshadze - GIPA - Georgian Institute of Public Affairs

Transformation and Crisis: A Genealogy of European Solidarity
Single Paper
Rouven Symank - European University Institute (EUI)

[289] Challenges to the European Welfare State: Similar or Different Reform Paths?
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Moderator: Rebecca Oliver - Allegheny College
Participants:
Single Paper
Vincent Bakker - Leiden University
Olaf van Vliet - Leiden University
Koen Caminada - Leiden University
Kees Goudswaard - Leiden University

Race, National Identity, and Support for the Welfare State
Single Paper
Mireia Triguero Roura – Columbia University

German and Italian Pensions: Similar Roots, Different Reform Paths, Similar Trajectories?
Single Paper
Igor Guardiancich - University of Padova
David Natali - Sant’Anna School for Advanced Studies

Conflicting Interests within Employer Organizations? Providing Evidence from Germany during Welfare State Change
Single Paper
Benedikt Bender - Goethe-University Frankfurt/Main, Faculty of Social Sciences

The Integration of Social Welfare Systems in Europe: From Fragmented to Integrated Systems
Single Paper
Einar Øverbye - Oslo Metropolitan University


Moderator: Federica Zardo - University of Vienna
Participants:

Residualism with Different Characters? The Tax Structures in Japan and Korea
Single Paper

[290] Europe and the Non-Western World: Conflicts and Cooperation
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 24
Paper Panel

Moderator: Federica Zardo - University of Vienna
Participants:

Non-Traditional Donors and Budget Suspension: The Case of China and Turkey
Single Paper
Nihat Mağurtay - Sabanci University
Meltem Müftüler-Baç - Sabanci University

Understanding Pipeline Politics in Eurasia: Turkey’s Transit Security in Natural Gas
Single Paper
Kerem Öge - Aston University

[291] Digitization and the Technological Advancement
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel

Moderator: Lina Dencik - Cardiff University
Participants:

Robotic Personhood: A Current European Perspective: Could Artificial Intelligences be European Citizens?
Single Paper
Boldizsár Szentgáli-Tóth - Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Institute for Legal Studies

Is This Time Different: Artificial Intelligence, Inequality, and Power in America
Single Paper
Julian Jacobs - Brown University/The London School of Economics

Empowerment by (Digital) Entrepreneurship?
Drivers and Barriers of the E-residency in Estonia
Single Paper
Anna Mayer - University of Vienna

[292] Institutional Change in Health and Social Protection Systems
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 21
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Paper Panel

Moderator: **Julia Moses - The University of Sheffield**
Participants:

- **Critical Junctures and Public Health Policy: A Study of Nazi Germany and the United States**
  - Single Paper
  - Renu Singh - Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

- **A bitter Pill to Swallow: Ministers, Experts, and the Regulatory Healthcare State in France**
  - Single Paper
  - Takuya Onoda - European University Institute

- **Convergence and Divergence in Integrated Care Reform: Comparing China and Norway**
  - Single Paper
  - Lisheng Dong - Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
  - Qun Cui - Qingdao Institute of Administration
  - Tom Christensen - University of Oslo

- **The Creation of IBRO: The Formation of Neuroscience as Cold War Internationalism**
  - Single Paper
  - Danielle Carr – Columbia University

---

**[293] The EU as a Security Actor in the Mediterranean**

6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 5

Chair: **Foteini Asderaki - ESDC Doctoral School and University of Piraeus**
Participants:

- **A More Assertive Europe: The South Matters**
  - Single Paper
  - Mariann Vecsey - National University of Public Service

- **European Borders’ Security: The EU-Turkey Deal and the Weaponization of Migration**

---

**Single Paper**

Foteini Asderaki - ESDC Doctoral School and University of Piraeus
Elephantia Markozani - University of Piraeus

CSDP Related Enhanced Cooperation and Variable Geometry in the Mediterranean Region
Single Paper
Anna Molnar - National University of Public Service

Discussant: **Alvaro Renedo - Universidad Nacional de Educacion a distancia, Fellow at ESDC Doctoral School and at Harvard Kennedy School (Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs)**

---

**[294] Hostile Environments: Irregular Migrants and the State**

6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 18

Chair: **James Hampshire - University of Sussex**
Participants:

- **Unauthorized Migration and the Production of Ignorance in European Immigration Policies**
  - Single Paper
  - Christina Boswell - University of Edinburgh

- **Hostile Environments: A Policy Genealogy of the Coercive State**
  - Single Paper
  - Erica Consterdine - Lancaster University

- **Towards a Theory of Comparative Exclusion: How States Exclude Undocumented Immigrants**
  - Single Paper
  - James Hampshire - University of Sussex

- **The Hostile Environment: An Institutional View**
  - Single Paper
  - Mike Slaven - University of Lincoln

Discussant: **Randall Hansen - University of Toronto**

---
FRI DAY, JUNE 2 5

[295] The Political Economy of Local Development in the Semi-periphery
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Chair: Sonja Avlijas - University of Belgrade - Faculty of Economics
Kira Gartzou-Katsouyanni - LSE

Participants:

Public-Private Institutions as the Foundations for Innovation and Firm Upgrading in Developing Countries
Single Paper
Gerald McDermott - University of South Carolina

The Limitations of Localism in the Revival of the UK’s old Industrial Regions
Single Paper
Ivan Rajic - University of Birmingham

Leadership and the Supply of Local-level Cooperative Institutions for Economic Upgrading
Single Paper
Kira Gartzou Katsouyanni - London School of Economics

Technology and Manufacturing Development in Europe’s Periphery: Beyond the Developmental State
Single Paper
Sonja Avlijas - University of Belgrade - Faculty of Economics
Kori Udovicki - Center for Advanced Economic Studies

Discussant: Sonja Avlijas - Belgrade University

Stuck Between National and International Interests: The Development of Europe’s Statistical Office between 1952-1975
Single Paper
Guus Wieman - European University Institute

Mutual Trust and Asylum: A Legal Perspective on a Cooperation Tool Tempered by Fundamental Rights
Single Paper
Lynn Hillary - Open University of the Netherlands

A “Global Approach” to Conformity Assessment and Certification: The CE Mark from EC to EEA
Single Paper
Grace Ballor - Harvard Business School

[297] Identity Politics and Values Politics in the EU: One or Many Stories?
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel

Chair: Francois Foret - Free University of Brussels
Mark Thatcher - LUISS
Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia

Participants:

The EU’s Legal Identities and the Court of Justice of the EU
Single Paper
Sabine Saurugger - Sciences Po Grenoble
Fabien Terpan - Sciences Po Grenoble

The Rule of Law as Social Construction in the European Public Spheres
Single Paper
Jan Beyer - Université libre de Bruxelles
Ramona Coman - Université libre de Bruxelles

The EU Institutions’ Interpretations of the States’ European Identity: Political Values and Other Membership Conditions
Single Paper
Annie Niessen - University of Liège

[296] Unpaved Roads to a Realistic Utopia: Standardization, Harmonization, and Trust Based Governance in Europe
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 25
Paper Panel

Chair: Guus Wieman - European University Institute
Quentin Jouan - UCLouvain

Participants:
**FRIDAY, JUNE 25**

From “European identity” to ‘European values’:
The Market Rather than the Nation?
Single Paper
Francois Foret - ULB

Discussant: Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia

---

[298] Polarization and Politicization: Effects on Citizens and Parties
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 12
Paper Panel

Chair: Celine Belot - Sciences-Po Grenoble, Univ.
Grenoble-Alpes

Participants:

- Polaizing Europe? Party Polarization and Citizens Attitudinal Response on the European Integration Issue
  Single Paper
  Morgan Le Corre Juratic - European University Institute
  Alban Versailles - Catholic University of Louvain

- Switching Politicization on and off: A citizen’s Perspective
  Single Paper
  Ece Ozlem Atikcan - University of Warwick
  Laurie Beaudonnet - Université de Montréal
  Virginie Van Ingelgom - Université catholique de Louvain (UCLouvain)

- How Does the Politization of the EU Affect (Different) Voters’ Political Preferences?
  Single Paper
  Laurie Beaudonnet - Université de Montréal
  Raul Gomez - University of Liverpool
  Cal Le Gall - UCLouvain

  Single Paper
  Cal Le Gall - UCLouvain

Discussant: Isabelle Guinaudeau - Sciences-Po Bordeaux

---

[299] Developments in French Politics:
Transformation and Resistance in the Macron Era
6/25/2021
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM - Zoom Room 17
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Sophie Meunier - Princeton University

Participants:

- The Yellow Vests Movement Causes, Consequences, and Significance
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
  Emilie Tran - Hong Kong Baptist University

- Is France Back (Again)? European Governance for a Global World
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
  Sophie Meunier - Princeton University

- Can the French Presidency Survive? Political Leadership in Crisis
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
  Helen Drake - Loughborough University London

- All Change? Partisan Realignment and Parliamentary Reform under Macron
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
  Rainbow Murray - Queen Mary University of London

- Racial Prejudice in Multicultural France
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
  Vincent Tiberj - Sciences Po Bordeaux

---

[300] Regimes of Debt, Labor, and Taxation:
Political Economies of French Colonial Governance, 1848–1914
6/25/2021
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 22
Paper Panel

Chair: *Amelia Spooner* - Columbia University
Participants:

- **Labor, Vagabondage, and Social Control: The “Livret Ouvrier” in the Post-Slavery French Colonies**
  Single Paper
  Amelia Spooner - Columbia University

- **Bondholders’ Property Claims and Changing Local Ownership Regimes in Morroco (1910-1914)**
  Single Paper
  Blaise Truong-Loï - Sciences Po

- **Towards a New Political Economy of French Colonialism**
  Single Paper
  Madeline WOKER - Brown University

Discussant: *Lexie Cook* - Columbia University

[301] “Failed” Experiments and “Forgotten” Imaginaries: Four Alternatives in Society, Culture, and Politics in the Twentieth Century
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 11
Paper Panel

Chair: *Roy Kimmey* - University of Chicago
Participants:

- **“United States of India:” Federalist Alternative to the Nation-State in Colonial India**
  Single Paper
  Sarath Pillai - The University of Chicago

- **Promises of Prague Spring: Jews, Czechs, and Slovaks in the Imagined World of Socialist Puralism**
  Single Paper
  Ilana McQuinn - Tulane University

- **Globalizing the Kodály Method: Mapping a Transnational Network of Music Educators in the 1960s-70s**
  Single Paper

Discussant: *Michaela Appeltová* - University of Chicago

[302] Teaching in Exceptional Circumstances: Non-Traditional Sources in Online Instruction
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 3
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: *Nick Ostrum* - University of New Orleans
Participants:

- **Teaching the Arab of the Future in the (Online) Classroom of the Present**
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
  Nicholas Ostrum - University of New Orleans, Xavier University of Louisiana

- **Teaching Place, Space, and Scale Through Aerial Photography**
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
  Hélène Ducros - Council for European Studies and North Carolina State University

- **Taking Embodied Learning Online: How I Virtualized Table-top Roleplay to Teach Propaganda and Media Manipulation**
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
  Judith Pintar - University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign

- **Digital Assignments and Their Hiccups: Teaching StoryMap JS in the History Classroom**
  Book / Roundtable Panelist
  Bee Lehman - Boston College

Discussant: *Szabolcs Laszlo* - Indiana University, Bloomington

[303] Constructing the Higher Education Student Across Europe
6/25/2021
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 5
Paper Panel

Chair: **Sazana Jayadeva - University of Cambridge**
Participants:

- Student Images on the University Websites in Europe
  Single Paper
  Predrag Lazetic - University of Bath

- Constructing Students as Family Members: Contestations in Media and Policy Representations across Europe
  Single Paper
  Anu Lainio - University of Surrey
  Rachel Brooks - University of Surrey

- Paradise Lost or Created? How Higher-education Staff Perceive the Impact of Policy on Students
  Single Paper
  Sazana Jayadeva - University of Cambridge

- Europe as Spatial Imaginary? Narratives from Higher Education “Policy Influencers” across the Continent
  Single Paper
  Rachel Brooks - University of Surrey

Discussant: **Sazana Jayadeva - University of Surrey**

[304] Logics of Politicization of the EU among Citizens
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 12
Paper Panel

Chair: **Frédéric Mérand - Université de Montréal**
Participants:

- (De)mobilizing Europeans - Citizens Reaction to Party Polarization
  Single Paper
  Morgan Le Corre Juratic - European University Institute

- Mapping Politicization and Depoliticization Research in the Citizens’ Arena

- The Battle for Europe: Looking at Competing Discourses of the European Project in Citizens’ Discussions
  Single Paper
  Laurie Beaudonnet - Université de Montréal
  Céline Belot - UMR Pacte
  Hélène Caune - Science-Po Grenoble
  Anne-Marie Houde - Warwick University
  Damien Pennetreau - UC-Louvain

Discussant: **Catherine de Vries - Bocconi University**

[305] El Dorado or Fortress Europe? Utopian and Dystopian Visions of Iberia in Contemporary Migrant Narratives
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 15
Paper Panel

Chair: **Anna Tybinko - Duke University**
**Anna Mester - University of Massachusetts Boston**
**Lamonte Aidoo - Duke University**

Participants:

- Race and Fortress Europe in Ozkar Galán’s Castigat Ridendo Mores
  Single Paper
  Jeffrey Coleman - Marquette University

- All That Glitters: A Tarnished Vision of “Golden Spain” in Two Narratives of Migration
  Single Paper
  Anna Tybinko - Duke University

- Black Mobility in Contemporary Europe: A Reading of Kalaf Epalanga’s Work
  Single Paper
  Marisol Fila - University of Michigan
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Vidas Negras Importam: Debates on Blackness, Belonging, and Racial Violence in Portugal
Single Paper
Anna Mester - University of Massachusetts Boston

Discussant: France Winddance Twine - University of California, Santa Barbara

[306] National EU Narratives: The Official Story
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 8
Paper Panel

Chair: Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia
Francois Foret - Free University of Brussels
Participants:

A Long Goodbye to French Europe
Single Paper
Olivier Rozenberg - Sciences Po

French Narrative on the EU and European Integration in the Time of Populist Politics
Single Paper
Natasza Styczynska - Jagiellonian University

The UK and “Europe”: The National EU Narrative of an Awkward Partner
Single Paper
Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia

Cooperation Instead of Integration: The Dutch EU Narrative
Single Paper
Adriaan Schout - Clingendael

Discussant: Francois Foret - Free University of Brussels

6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 24
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Jonathan Hopkin - London School of Economics
Karen Anderson - University College Dublin
Participants:

Brian Michael Burgoon – University of Amsterdam
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Matthias Matthijs — Johns Hopkins University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Karen Anderson – University College Dublin
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Jonathan Hopkin – London School of Economics
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[308] Multilevel Politics in Complex Polities
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Chair: Willem Maas - York University
Participants:

Ideological Proximity and Territorial Belonging
Single Paper
Leonce Röth - University of Cologne

Decentralizing States, Decentralizing Protests
Single Paper
Kaitlin Alper - University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
Sean Norton - University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill

The Impact of EU’s Economic Responses to Covid-19 on its Multilevel Structure
Single Paper
Yasemin Irepoglu Carreras - University of California, Riverside

The Strength of Attachment: Regionalism, Nationalism, and Vote Choice
Single Paper
Kaitlin Alper - University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
Caroline Marie Lancaster - University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Discussant: Willem Maas - York University

[309] Strong Women in Power?
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 18
Paper Panel

Chair: Louise Davidson-Schmich - University of Miami

Participants:

Glass Cliff and how Theresa May Became Prime Minister
Single Paper
Angélica Saraiva Szucko - University of Brasília

Power and Resistance in the Field of Female UN Peacekeepers Deployment
Single Paper
Elena Aoun - Université catholique de Louvain

Chronicling Powerful Women in Medieval Iberia and North Africa
Single Paper
Emma Snowden - University of Minnesota

Single Paper
Ausra Park - Siena College

Discussant: Louise Davidson-Schmich - University of Miami

[310] Memory Politics and Identity Formation in Europe
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel

Moderator: Jennifer Todd - University College Dublin

Participants:

Investigating the Political Re-mobilization of Death Commemoration in Southeast Bulgaria as a Nationalist Media
Single Paper
Maria Lechtarova - New York University

Nationalizing Public Spaces in Széklerland through Lieux de Memoire and Restorative Nostalgia
Single Paper
Ionut Valentin Chiruta - Johan Skytte Institute of Political Studies at University of Tartu

Building the Nation, Building History: Yugoslavia’s Spomeniks as Tools of Legitimacy and Ontological Security
Single Paper
Blaze Joel - University of California, Berkeley

The Return of Tradition: The EU and the Eastern European Question
Single Paper
Erwin Erhardt - University of Cincinnati

[311] Democracy Beyond the Borders: Actors, Frames, and Dilemmas between Eastern Europe and European Union
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Moderator: Erika Harris - University of Liverpool

Participants:

Reimagining the Past, Viktor Orban’s Strong State: Hungary’s Challenge to a Europe Without Borders
Single Paper
Karl Benziger - Rhode Island College

Democratic Transition, European Union Accession, and the Role of Civil Society in Hungary and Czechia
Single Paper
Michael Toomey - Aberystwyth University

Counter-Hegemony, Mobilization Potential and Protest Participation: Comparative Study of Central Eastern and Western Europe
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Single Paper
Viktoriia Muliavka - Graduate School for Social Research, Polish Academy of Sciences

How Long Does Post-communism Last and What are the Dynamics that Shape Transitions to Democracy?
Single Paper
Erika Harris - University of Liverpool

[312] Europe-making Through Literary Fiction and Diaristic Narratives
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 13
Paper Panel

Moderator: William Bowden - The University of Rhode Island
Participants:
Imperialism’s Leisure Time: Boys’ Literature and Disciplinization
Single Paper
Elizabeth John - Princeton University

France and the Figure of the Refugee in Shobaskthi’s Tamil Diasporic Fiction
Single Paper
Nicole Berger - CY Université Cergy Paris

Bitter Cherries or the Cultural Violence of European Migration
Single Paper
Michaela Madure - Babes-Bolyai University

European Dystopia: Devil’s Island Representations (1926-1939)
Single Paper
Elmy Grisel Lemus Soriano - Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana/University of Vienna


6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 9
Paper Panel

Moderator: Annegret Engel - Lund University
Participants:
Increasing Affective Polarization in Europe: Loathing across Party Lines or Against Populists?
Single Paper
Monika Verbalyte - Europe-University Flensburg
Andres Reiljan - European University Institute
Donatella Bonansinga - University of Birmingham

The Doom Loop and Democratic Legitimacy in the Euro Area
Single Paper
Tal Sadeh - Tel Aviv University
Yuval Hirshorn - Tel Aviv University

Seeking for Shelter: The Sectoral Basis of Economic Voting in Postindustrial Societies
Single Paper
David Wineroither - Center for Social Sciences
Florian Weiler - CEU SPP
Simon Fink - U of Göttingen

Inclusive Electoral Institutions and Political Efficacy of Immigrants in Diverse Democracies
Single Paper
Elif Naz Kayran - Leiden University
Anna-Lena Nadler - University of Geneva

[314] EU Borders and People Flows
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel

Moderator: Derya O. Bezdekovsky - Kocaeli University
Participants:
Migration Control Through Deterrence and Criminalization
Single Paper
Matilde Rosina - LSE
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Freedom of Movement and Brain Drain of Eastern European Union Member States
Single Paper
Nicholas Kalani Zalewski - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

A Boundary-breaking European Utopia? Norm Setting and Values in the EU’s ‘Free Movement of Persons’
Single Paper
Cristina Blanco Sío-López - University of Pittsburgh / Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

The Externalisation of EU Migration Policies in the New Pact on Migration and Asylum
Single Paper
Juan Santos Vara - University of Salamanca
Laura Pascual Matellán - University of Salamanca

E Pluribus Unum: Insight Towards a Uniform Legal Framework for Third Country Nationals (TCNs)
Single Paper
Sonia Morano-Foadi - Oxford Brookes University

[315] Sovereignty of EU Member States vis a vis the EU: Different Perspectives
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 14
Paper Panel

Moderator: Angelos Giannakopoulos - University of Dortmund and National University of Kiev - Mohyla Academy
Participants:
Intention vs. Implementation: Patterns of Justice System Development in Eastern Europe
Single Paper
Elizabeth (Elle) Gordon Pfeffer - University of Oxford

Policing and Political Unrest in Two Great Cities
Single Paper
Ketevan Bolkvadze - Lund University

[316] Race, Racism, and Colonial Legacies in Europe
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 27
Paper Panel

Moderator: Kim Darbouze - Race Religion Constellation Research
Participants:
The Birth of Ethnic Stereotypes out of the Spirit of Racial Anti-Discrimination
Single Paper
Stefan Bargheer - Aarhus Institute of Advanced Studies

From Utopian Dreamland to Dystopian world: Europe of the Colonized Bengali
Single Paper
Sukanya Sarkar Sasmal - Sarojini Naidu College for Women (West Bengal State University)
Indranil Chattopadhyay - B.K.C College (West Bengal State University)

Bildung: Creating a Black European Unity in Modern West Africa through Architecture, Cuisine and Food
Single Paper
Adedoyin Teriba - Vassar College

[317] A Future for the European Union
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 23
Paper Panel

Moderator: Katharina Konarek - Haifa Center for German and European Studies, University of Haifa
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Participants:

(Re)Imagining a “European Social Union”: Caring for Workers and (European) Citizens in Challenging Times
Single Paper
Carla Sofia Andrade Teodósio dos Santos Valadas - University of Coimbra, Centre for Social Studies

Competitive European Strategic Subcultures: The EU’s Emerging Shared Strategic Culture
Single Paper
Paul Max Love - University of California, Irvine

A Geopolitical Approach to the Covid-19 Crisis in the EU
Single Paper
Ruth Ferrero - Universidad Complutense Eduardo Sánchez Iglesias - Universidad Complutense de Madrid

The EU’s Policy Roadblock to Compete Globally on Artificial Intelligence
Single Paper
Ivy (Zi) Yang - University of Warwick

Determinants of Selective Solidarity Across Borders
Single Paper
Samir Mustafa Negash - Leiden University
Alexandre Afonso - Leiden University

Single Paper
Gianna Maria Eick - University of Konstanz

Single Paper
Inga Rademacher - King’s College London

6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 25
Paper Panel

Chair: Eva H. Önnudóttir - University of Iceland
Participants:

The Territorial Dimension and Profile of Spanish Members of Parliament (1977–2020)
Single Paper
Pablo Domínguez - Universidad Pablo de Olavide
Manuel Portillo-Perez - Universidad Pablo de Olavide

Candidates and Elected Representatives: A Multivariate Analysis
Single Paper
Theodore Chadjipadelis - Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

Political Conflict and Consensus: The Case of Spain
Single Paper
Xavier Coller - Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia
beatriz carrasco - Universidad Pablo de Olavide

What Voters Value and What Parties Offer
Single Paper

[318] Fairness, Solidarity, Altruism, and Well-being in Times of Crises
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel

Moderator: Natascha Zaun - London School of Economics
Participants:

Conditional Solidarity: Attitudes Towards Support for Others During the 2020 COVID-19 Pandemic
Single Paper
Mia Gandenberger - IDHEAP - University of Lausanne
Carlo Michael Knotz - IDHEAP - University of Lausanne
Flavia Fossati - IDHEAP - University of Lausanne
Giuliano Bonoli - IDHEAP - University of Lausanne
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Discussant: **Eva Önnudóttir - University of Iceland**

### [320] Citizenship, Racism, and Resistance
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 17

**Chair:** **Anna Korteweg - University of Toronto**

**Participants:**

- **Suspect Citizenship: Race and Racism in Contemporary France**
  
  **Single Paper**
  
  Jean Beaman - University of California, Santa Barbara

- **Innocent Children or Cunning Agents? The Limits on Rights of European Women who Joined ISIS**
  
  **Single Paper**
  
  Anna Korteweg - University of Toronto

- **Europe's New Pronatalism: Between Racism and Financialization**
  
  **Single Paper**
  
  Dorit Geva - Central European University

Discussant: **Myra Ferree - University of Wisconsin Madison**

### [321] The Politics of Economic Expertise in Times of European Crisis
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 19

**Chair:** **Vivien Schmidt - Boston University**

**Participants:**

  
  **Single Paper**
  
  Scott James - Kings College London

- **Technocratic Reason in Hard Times: Politics of Economic Expertise and the Discursive Construction of Brexit**
  
  **Single Paper**
  
  Ben Clift - The University of Warwick
  
  Ben Rosamond - University of Copenhagen

Discussant: **Jacqueline Best - University of Ottawa**

**Antoine Vauchez - University Paris 1**

### [322] Form/ation of Europe: Community
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 10

**Chair:** **Randall Halle - University of Pittsburgh**

**Participants:**

- **Youth Forum of European Communities (YFEC) 1978-1996**
  
  **Single Paper**
  
  Gaetano Morese - Associazione per la storia sociale del Mezzogiorno e dell’area mediterranea

- **The European Cultural Space as Contact Zone: Southeast European Encounters with the Creative Europe Program**
  
  **Single Paper**
  
  Claske Vos - University of Amsterdam

- **“…Boateng as a neighbor…”: Soccer as a Cipher for the Irreversibility of European Multiculturalism**
  
  **Single Paper**
  
  Arne Koch - Colby College
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Constructing a European Identity: The German and Belgian Debates in the 1970s
Single Paper
Joachim Wintzer - Kommission für Geschichte des Parlamentarismus und der politischen Parteien (kgparl), Berlin

[323] Resistance and Radical Movements: Is “an Other Europe” Possible?
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 16
Paper Panel

Moderator: Fareen Parvez - University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Participants:

Defending the Commons in Western France
Single Paper
Stellan Vinthagen - University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Zehra Fareen Parvez - University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Transnational Solidarity and Cosmopolitanism from Below: Migrant Protests, Universalism, and the Political Community
Single Paper
Martin Jorgensen - Aalborg University
Óscar García Agustín - Aalborg University

Democracy, Migration, and Acts of Political Translation: Denmark, Sweden, Germany
Single Paper
Nicole Doerr - University of Copenhagen

Resistance to Racial Capitalism in the French Caribbean
Single Paper
Jennifer Fredette - Ohio University

Reloading Democracy: Critique, Re-signification, and Praxis in the Times of Crisis
Single Paper
Cristina Flesher Fominaya - Loughborough University

[324] Worker Mobility in the Enlarged Single Market
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 21
Paper Panel

Chair: Anita Heindlmaier - University of Salzburg
Michael Blauberger - University of Salzburg

Participants:

How COVID-19 in the German Meat Industry Helps to Disclose Shortcomings of EU Free Movement
Single Paper
Michael Blauberger - University of Salzburg
Susanne K Schmidt - University of Bremen

Posted Workers: How the Long Struggle for Re-Embedding Ex-Territorialized Labor Law Was Won
Single Paper
Daniel Seikel - Institute of Economic and Social Research (WSI) of the Hans Böckler Foundation

“What a Ride!”: The Freedom of Services and Posted Workers in the EU
Single Paper
Dion Kramer - Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Trade Unions in EU Social Policy Fields: The Case of Posted Worker
Single Paper
Jens Arnholm - FAOS/Uni Copenhagen

The Differentiated Politicization of Free Movement of People in the EU
Single Paper
Anita Heindlmaier - University of Salzburg
Michael Blauberger - University of Salzburg

Discussant: Cecilia Bruzelius - University of Tuebingen
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Chair: Bruno Palier - Sciences Po Paris
Participants:
- The Pursuit of Growth Regimes, Growth Strategies, and Welfare Reforms in Advanced Capitalist Economies
  Single Paper
  Anke Hassel - Hertie School
  Bruno Palier - SciencesPo

Always a Winning Strategy?: Wage Moderation’s Conditional Impact on Growth Outcomes
Single Paper
  Alison Johnston - Oregon State University

Fighting Youth Unemployment: Growth Strategies and Youth Welfare Citizenship
Single Paper
  Tom Chevalier - CNRS

Governing Housing Finance: State Activism in America, Limited Government in Germany
Single Paper
  Alexander Reisenbichler - University of Toronto

Discussant: Lucio Baccaro - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Society Cologne

[326] Evolutionary Processes of Change in Comparative Historical Analysis
6/25/2021
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM - Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Chair: Michael Bernhard - University of Florida
Krzysztof Jasiewicz - Washington and Lee University
Participants:
- Tilly Goes to Church: The Religious Roots of the State
  Single Paper
  Anna Grzymala-Busse - Stanford

- Shaping Competition: Allies’ Party Licensing and Support for the Extreme Right in Germany
  Single Paper
  Giovanni Capoccia - University of Oxford
  Grigore Pop-Eleches - Princeton University

- Religious Origins of Democracy and Dictatorship: A Comparison of France and Spain, 1860s-1930s
  Single Paper
  Tiago Fernandes - University Institute of Lisbon (ISCTE)

- Fascism Unbound: Does History Really Repeat?
  Single Paper
  Mabel Berezin - Cornell University

Discussant: David Art - Tufts University

[327] Albania's Transition to Democracy: From Communism to European Integration Perspective
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 7
Paper Panel

Chair: Eriada Çela - University of Elbasan, “Aleksander Xhuvani”
Iclal Vanwesenbeeck - State University of New York at Fredonia
Participants:
- When “Molding the New Man” Involved Teachers: Effects of Teacher Education Programs under Communist Albania
  Single Paper
  Eriada Çela - University of Elbasan, “Aleksander Xhuvani”

- The Long Transition in Albania as a Consequence of the Legacy of the Communist System
  Single Paper
  Florenca Stafa - University of Elbasan
  Majlinda Peza - University of Elbasan

- The Metaphorical Construal of Albania in European Union Political Discourse
  Single Paper
  Ledia Kazazi – “Aleksandër Xhuvani University of Elbasan”
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Utopia Versus Dystopia: An Analysis of Political Discourse in Communist Dictatorship in Albania
Single Paper
Ardita Dylgjeri - “Aleksandër Xhuvani”
University of Elbasan

Discussant: Iclal Vanwesenbeeck - State University of New York at Fredonia

[328] Still Each Other’s Keepers? Political Solidarities and Conflicts in the 2020/21 Covid-19 Crisis
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Chair: Mark Vail - Wake Forest University
Participants:

Solidarity and Difficult Trade-Offs: Discourses on Public, Economic, and Democratic Health in the Covid-19 Crisis
Single Paper
Marianne R. Kneuer - University of Hildesheim
Stefan Dietze - Gesis
Dimitar Dimitrov - Gesis
Simon Rinas - University of Hildesheim

New Political Conflicts in the COVID-19 Crisis? Analyzing Governmental Communication in Seven EU Countries
Single Paper
Eloisa Harris - BigSSS University of Bremen
Raphaela Hobbach - Independent Researcher
Lorenzo Piccoli - European University Institute/University of Neuchatel
Christopher Starke - Heinrich-Heine University Dusseldorf
Stefan Wallaschek - University of Flensburg

Solidarities, Fairness, and Economic Governance: COVID-19 Responses in Germany and the United States
Single Paper
Mark Vail - Wake Forest University
Achim Goerres - University of Duisburg-Essen

COVID Vaccine Alliance Building Blocks: A Conjoint Experiment on Popular Support for Institutional Design Principles
Single Paper
Markus Tepe - University of Oldenburg
Pieter Vanhuyssse - University of Southern Denmark
Michael Jankowski - University of Oldenburg

Discussant: Achim Goerres - University of Duisburg-Essen

[329] Approaches to the Labor Market Integration of Disadvantaged Young People
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 23
Paper Panel

Chair: Leonard Geyer - European Centre for Social Welfare Policy and Research
Participants:

Measures for Labor Market Integration of Disadvantaged Youth in the Developing Countries
Single Paper
Eliza Mandieva - University of Bamberg

The European Alliance for Apprenticeships: A New Pathway to Enhance Social Inclusion and Economic Competitiveness?
Single Paper
Lukas Graf - Hertie School - The University of Governance in Berlin

The Origins of Young People’s Economic Citizenship
Single Paper
Tom Chevalier - CNRS

Statism on Employers’ Terms: The Politics of Inclusiveness in Austrian and Danish Vocational Education Institutions
Single Paper
Martin B. Carstensen - Roskilde University
Patrick Emmenegger - University of St. Gallen
Daniel Franz Unterweger - University of St. Gallen
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Supporting Youth Economic and Labor Market Situation in COVID-19 Times: Policy Approaches across EU Countries
Single Paper
Eszter Sandor - Eurofound
Valentina Patrini - Eurofound
Massimiliano Mascherini - Eurofound

Cementing their Advantage? On the Relation between Collective Training Systems and ALMP for Young People
Single Paper
Leonard Geyer - European Centre for Social Welfare Policy and Research

[330] Linguistic Diversity in Europe and the Dystopian World of Endangerment
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 16
Paper Panel
Chair: Eda Derhemi - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Participants:

6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel
Chair: Susanne Garitzmann - University of Konstanz
Participants:

Education Systems and Political Inequality: How Educational Institutions Shape Turnout Gaps
Single Paper
Susanne Garitzmann - University of Konstanz

Public Opinion and Public Debt: When Analogical Reasoning Results in Sub-Optimal Choice
Single Paper
Ari Ray - University of Geneva

“Down-to-Earth Swiss” or “Socially-Minded Cosmopolitans”?: How Voters’ Self-Described Group Identities relate to Party Preferences
Single Paper
Delia Zollinger - University of Zurich

Waves of Mobilization: Patterns and Short-term Change of Political Concerns across Countries and Age Groups
Single Paper
Johannes M. Kiess - Universität Siegen
Martin Portos - Carlos III de Madrid

Immigration Cues and Perceived Welfare State Sustainability: Variability in Political Reactions to Fiscally Costly Immigration
Single Paper
Henning Finseraas - Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Atle Haugsgjerd - Institute for Social Research, Oslo
Staffan Kumlin - University of Oslo, Dept of Political Science

Discussant: Björn Bremer - Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

[332] The EU’s Grand Challenges: From the Great Recession to the COVID-19 Crisis
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 19
Paper Panel

Chair: Elke Heins - University of Edinburgh
Caroline de la Porte - Copenhagen Business School

Participants:
- Towards Expansive Conditionality? The EU’s Socio-Economic Governance Following the COVID-19 Pandemic
  Single Paper
  Caroline de la Porte - Copenhagen Business School
  Elke Heins - University of Edinburgh
  Stefano Sacchi - Polytechnic University of Turin

- French Austerity, European Solidarity? Macron’s Reform Tightrope and the Covid Crisis
  Single Paper
  Daniel Clegg - University of Edinburgh

- EU Conditionality and Social Investment During the Coronavirus Crisis in Spain and Italy
  Single Paper
  Margarita León - Universitat Autonoma Barcelona
  Ana Guillen - University of Oviedo
  Emmanuele Pavolini - University of Macerata

- European Solidarity, ‘Free Movement of Labor’ and the Pandemic: Contradictions of East-West Division of Labor
  Single Paper
  Dorota Szelewa - Dorota Szelewa, University College Dublin
  Michal Polakowski - Poznań University of Economics and Business

- Greece’s Responses to the COVID-19 Pandemic within the E(M)U Economic Governance Framework
  Single Paper
  Sotiria Theodoropoulou - European Trade Union Institute-ETUI

Discussant: Karen Anderson - University College Dublin

6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 9
Paper Panel

Chair: Roger Schoenman - University of California, Santa Cruz
Dorothee Bohle - European University Institute

Participants:
- New Developmental Ideas of Far-Right Populist Parties in Postcommunism
  Single Paper
  Roger Schoenman - University of California, Santa Cruz
  Rachel Epstein - University of Denver

- Social Impact of Transition: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
  Single Paper
  Mitchell A Orenstein - University of Pennsylvania
  Kristen Ghodsee - University of Pennsylvania

- Global Integration and Temporal Change on Europe’s Eastern Periphery
  Single Paper
  Bilyana Petrova - City University of New York / European University Institute
  Aleksandra Smajder Lee - University of Richmond

- Preservation and Erosion: The Political Economy of Skill Formation in Central and Eastern Europe
  Single Paper
  Besnik Pula - Virginia Tech

Discussant: Milada Vachudova - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

[334] In-between Identities? (Queering) Geopolitical Locations and Imaginations
6/25/2021
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 21

Paper Panel

Moderator: Michael Stambolis-Ruhstorfer - Université Bordeaux Montaigne

Participants:

Swimming Queer: Moving with Contemporary Polish Queer Literatures
Single Paper
Ela Przybylo - Illinois State University

Dancing the In-between: GDR resistance in collaborative performance art, 1974-1989
Single Paper
Krista Bailie - University of British Columbia

Dislocating LGBT Politics via Globalization: Geotemporality in Uganda and Serbia
Single Paper
Koen Slootmaeckers - City, University of London
Michael Bosia - Saint Michael's College

[335] EU Immigration Policies
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 8

Paper Panel

Moderator: Christof Roos - Europa-Universität Flensburg

Participants:

Explaining Institutional Change in EU Pre-accession: The Case of Immigration and Asylum Policies in Turkey
Single Paper
Deniz Yildirim - Bilkent University
Tolga Bölükbası - Bilkent University

Refugees in Europe: Social and Cultural Challenges Facing Contemporary Serbia
Single Paper
Jelena Jankovic-Rankovic - University of Notre Dame

Alternative Refugee Narratives: Deconstructing the role of Civil Society within an Evolving European Public Sphere
Single Paper
Muhammed Shiwan Amin - Independent Researcher

[336] Economic and Financial Governance in the European Union
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 5

Paper Panel

Moderator: Stella Ladi - Queen Mary University of London and Panteion University, Athens

Participants:

Financial Assistance in the EU: A Historical Institutionalist Study
Single Paper
Moritz Rehm - University of Luxembourg

Euro and Democracy: Proposals for Strengthening the Democratic Legitimacy of the New EU Economic Governance
Single Paper
Chara Kafka - Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
Lina Papadopoulou - Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
Menelaos Markakis - Erasmus University

Horizontal and Vertical Integration. Understanding the EU’s new Economic Governance Regime and Countervailing Collective Action
Single Paper
Roland Erne - UCD

[337] Federalisms and Territories: Historical Backgrounds and Future Projects
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 3

Paper Panel

Moderator: Giada Lagana - National University of Ireland Galway
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Participants:

The Federal Ideas of Spinelli, Rougemont, and Monnet in the European vision of the Commission

Single Paper

Gerard Casas Soler - Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Imagination as an act of Territorial Contention: Imaginary Territorialism in European Present and Future

Single Paper

Elisabetta Mocca - University of Vienna
Roberto Baldoli - University College London

The Role of Policy Networks in the European Union (EU) INTERREG Ireland-Wales Program

Single Paper

Giada Lagana - Cardiff University
Daniel Wincott - Cardiff University

Attuning to the Roma: Decolonial and Critical Listening to Roma Subjectivities

Single Paper

Ioanida Costache - Stanford University

Indigeneity as a Political Resource in Europe: Fieldnotes from Norway

Single Paper

Erica Kowsz - University of Massachusetts Amherst

[338] Racial Identities, Difference, and Exclusion

6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 15

Paper Panel

Moderator: Ioanida Costache - Stanford University

Participants:

Myopic Norms of Whiteness: Intersectional Links of Race, Gender, and Religion Made Invisible

Single Paper

Kim Darbouze - Race Religion
Constellation Research

Spanish-Moroccan Contemporary Poets and their Search for a National Identity

Single Paper

Alejandro Rodriguez de Jesus - Purdue University

Claims Over Meaning of Europe: Coloniality and East/West Dynamics of Race, Class, and Gender

Single Paper

Pawel Lewicki - Europa-Universität Viadrina

[339] The Many Scales of Food in Europe

6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 13

Paper Panel

Chair: Hélène Ducros - Council for European Studies

Participants:

A Farm to Fork Strategy for a Fair, Healthy, and Environmental–friendly Food System

Single Paper

Christina Giannou - European Law and Governance School Athens

Blood and Soil: Provenance, Place, and Policy in Post-socialist Hungarian Terroir Wines

Single Paper

June Brawner - Justice Studio, Ltd.

Europeization from the Periphery: The Case of “Second-Class” Food in Central and Eastern Europe

Single Paper

Francesco Duina - Bates College
Xiaoqing Zhou - Bates College

Discussant: Hélène Ducros - Council for European Studies

[340] Challenges Unveiled by Covid-19 in Public Education, Administration, and Election Campaigns

6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 24

Paper Panel
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Moderator: **Anne Lachance - Université de Moncton**

Participants:

- **Covid and the Campaign: Imagining Corona Lessons during the American and Dutch National Election Cycles**
  - Single Paper
  - Thijs van Dooremalen - Weatherhead Center for International Affairs (Harvard University)

- **Education in a Pandemic: Adaptations of Public Education Policies in Canada and the United Kingdom**
  - Single Paper
  - Anne Lachance - Université de Moncton

- **The Second “Wave” of the COVID-19 Crisis: Trust Between the People and the Government**
  - Single Paper
  - Marija Sniečkutė - European studies, University of Amsterdam
  - Inga Gažauskaitė - Lithuanian Centre for Social Sciences

---

**[341] Gut Feelings: How National and Transnational Media Mobilize Dissent and Deliberation**

6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 14
Paper Panel

Moderator: **Jill Smith - Bowdoin College**

Participants:

- **European Water-cooler Moments: Debating Europe on Twitter During the Grand Final of the Eurovision Contest**
  - Single Paper
  - Lisanne Wilken - Aarhus University

- **Heads, Hearts, and Guts: The Emotional Politics of Brexit**
  - Single Paper
  - Jonathan Moss - University of Sussex

---

**Imagining Europe in the Pro-Brexit Press (2016-2019): A Diachronic Analysis of Representation and Socio-political agenda**

Single Paper

- Tamsin Parnell - University of Nottingham

---

**Does Salience Matter? Exposure to EU in the Media and Citizens’ Attitudes Towards the EU**

Single Paper

- Tiago Silva - University of Lisbon
  - Institute of Social Sciences
  - Yani Kartalis - University of Lisbon
  - Institute of Social Sciences

---

**[342] Eastern Europe and Beyond Post-1989**

6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 11
Paper Panel

Moderator: **George Soroka - Harvard University**

Participants:

- **Post-1989 Central European Imaginaries: Between the Past and the Future**
  - Single Paper
  - Irene Sywenky - University of Alberta

- **Post-Socialist Eco-Dystopias**
  - Single Paper
  - Irene Sywenky - University of Alberta

- **Punching Above your Weight?! Explaining Russia’s Successes in Syria and Ukraine despite Western Opposition**
  - Single Paper
  - Ulrich Krotz - European University Institute
  - Jonas J. Driedger - European University Institute and American Institute for Contemporary German Studies (Johns Hopkins University)

- **“Anti-liberal Europe”: Opposing Narrative to Normative Power Europe in the Eastern Neighborhood? Case of Georgia**
  - Single Paper
  - Ana Andguladze - Université libre de Bruxelles
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Contentious Destinations: Negotiating Europeanness in the Ex-Yugoslav Tourist Space
Single Paper
Jeremy Kuperberg - Northwestern University

[343] Growth (Models), Development, and the Welfare State
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Moderator: Benedikt Bender - Goethe-University Frankfurt/Main
Participants:
Critical Junctions and Unstable Economic Growth
Single Paper
Inga Rademacher - King's College London
Engelbert Stockhammer - King's College London

The Growth Model Strategies of Anti-System Parties
Single Paper
Philip Rathgeb - University of Edinburgh
Jonathan Hopkin - London School of Economics and Political Science

European Smart Cities in the Global System of Developmental Governance
Single Paper
Mikhail A. Molchanov - Centre for Military, Intelligence and Security Studies, Victoria, Canada
Vera Molchanova - Federal Research Centre the Subtropical Scientific Centre of the Russian Academy of Sciences

Drivers of Bilateral aid of EU Member States: Evidence from a Time-series Cross-section Analysis
Single Paper
Ringailė Kuokštienė - General Jonas Žemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania
Vytautas Kuokstis - Institute of IR and Political Science, Vilnius University

Technocracy Inside Out: The Distributive Effects of the Troika Labor Market Reforms

[344] Regulatory and (Pre)distributive Social Policies
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 20
Paper Panel

Moderator: Georg Wenzelburger - TU Kaiserslautern University
Participants:
Playing by the Rules – Individual and Contextual Determinants of Obeying the Laws
Single Paper
Kathrin Ackermann - Heidelberg University
Reimut Zohlnhoefer - University of Heidelberg

How Political Institutions Constrain Criminal Justice Trajectories
Single Paper
Elizabeth (Elle) Pfeffer - University of Oxford

Mainstreaming the Rebellion? Diversity and Dynamics Behind Anti-establishment Normalization Strategies in European Comparison
Single Paper
Bartek Pytlas - LMU Munich

[345] Sovereignty and Legal Challenges with European Integration
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 17
Paper Panel

Moderator: Sonia Morano-Foadi - Oxford Brookes University
Participants:
EU Treaty Making and the Challenge of Consentification
Single Paper
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

A Joint-Sovereignty Trap? The Rise of EU Agencies with Operational Capacities
Single Paper
Christian Freudlsperger - Hertie School of Governance
Adina Maricut-Akbik - Hertie School of Governance
Marta Migliorati - Hertie School of Governance

fEUtures: Trajectories and Imaginaries of European Integration
Single Paper
Laura Horn - Roskilde University

Does Negative Integration Dominate Positive Integration? An Empirical Analysis
Single Paper
Andrew Watt - Macroeconomic Policy Institute (IMK) of the Hans-Böckler Foundation

Weaponizing the Single Market: The Cases of the EU’s Trade Policy and Digital Agenda
Single Paper
Luuk Schmitz - European University Institute
Timo Seidl - European University Institute

[346] Dystopian Memory Laws: Trojan Horses at the Heart of Democracy
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Chair: Leon Castellanos-Jankiewicz - Asser Institute for International and European Law, The Hague
Participants:
International and Regional Courts in the European Space: Role of Aesthetics
Single Paper
Marina Aksenova - IE University

Human Rights, Religion, and European Values: Defense of Europe or Exclusion of Minorities?
Single Paper
Marina Ban - University of Copenhagen

State Denial and the Right to Truth in Europe
Single Paper
Grażyna Baranowska - Institute of Law Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences

Memory Laws in Poland and Ukraine: Comparative Aspects
Single Paper
Uładzislau Belavusau - T.M.C. Asser Institute - University of Amsterdam

Discussant: Aleksandra Gliszczynska-Grabias - Polish Academy of Sciences

[347] Communicating Europe: The Challenges of Communication in Times of Increased Fragmentation and Disintegration
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 26
Paper Panel

Chair: Isabel Camisão - University of Coimbra
Participants:
The Challenge of Communication: Assessing the EU’s Communication Strategy to Build Trust
Single Paper
Isabel Camisão - University of Coimbra

Portugal and CFSP: Acceptance of PESCO under Persistence of the Atlanticist Political Imagery
Single Paper
Dina Sebastião - University of Coimbra

From the Crisis of Journalism to the Rise of Fact-checking in Europe: The Portuguese Case
Single Paper
Silvio Santos - University of Coimbra

The EU as a Security and Defense Provider? Challenging Dystopias, Building Eutopias
Single Paper
Ana Isabel Xavier - UAL-Observare
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Discussant: Ben Farrand - Newcastle University

[348] Form/ation of Europe: Film
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 10
Paper Panel

Chair: Michael Gott - University of Cincinnati
Participants:

Rediscovering Transnational European Networks:
Turkish Artists & Activists in Cold War Europe
Single Paper
Berna Gueneli - University of Georgia

The European Project in West German
Governmental PR Films of the 1950s and 60s
Single Paper
Jan Uelzmann - Georgia Institute of Technology

Communism without Communists? Utopian Ideas
Revisited in German-Language Cinema.
Single Paper
Gabriele Mueller - York University
Toronto

A Relative Permeability of the Iron Curtain: Polish
/(West) German Cold War Co-Productions
Single Paper
John Davidson - Ohio State University

Discussant: Michael Gott - University of Cincinnati

[349] EU Joint Resolution on Totalitarianism:
Utopia or Dystopia?
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 27
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Julie Hemment - University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Participants:

Gerard Creed - CUNY (Hunter College and the
Graduate Center)
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Elizabeth Krause - University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Lilith Mahmud - University of California, Irvine
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Julie Hemment - University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[350] A More Assertive Europe? The Aftermath of
the Global Strategy
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 22
Paper Panel

Chair: Mariann Vecsey - National University of
Public Service
Participants:

A More Assertive Europe: Strategic Autonomy
Single Paper
Nathalie Marcus - Royal military
Academy
Mariann Vecsay - unknown

A More Assertive Europe: A Threat for the
Transatlantic Defense Relations?
Single Paper
Loiez Quentin - University of Lille -
University of Liège

Cyber Autonomy for Business: Building a
European Cyber Resilience
Single Paper
Iryna Leroy - Economics and
Cybersecurity at University of Economy
and Management in Prague, Czech
Republic and ESDC Doctoral School,
Brussels, Belgium

The Transatlantic Partnership after the 2020 US
Presidential Elections
Single Paper
Alvaro Renedo - CSDP Doctoral School
(European External Action Service)
FRIDAY, JUNE 25

Discussant: Aristotle Tziampiris - University of Piraeus, Greece, and ESDC Doctoral School, Brussels

[351] Strategies and Outcomes of Politicization in Non-majoritarian European Institutions
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 12
Paper Panel

Chair: Laurie Beaudonnet - Université de Montréal
Participants:

War and Taxes: The Role of the Commission in High Politics
Single Paper
Frédéric Mérand - Université de Montréal
Catherine Hoeffler - Sciences Po Bordeaux

When, Why, and How does the European Commission use Polls in its day-to-day decision-making?
Single Paper
Belot Céline - Sciences Po Grenoble
Sophie Jacquot - Université Saint-Louis - Brussels

Politicisation of Courts in European Democracies
Single Paper
Maria Popova - McGill University
Christine Rothmayr Allison - University of Montreal

How Responsive is the European Court of Justice?
Single Paper
Fabien Terpan - Sciences Po Grenoble
Sabine Saurugger - Sciences Po Grenoble

Discussant: Hussein Kassim - University of East Anglia

[352] Democratic Responses to the Populist Moment
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 18
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Oliver Schmidtke - University of Victoria
Participants:

Responding to the Rise of Populism Across Europe
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Oliver Schmidtke - University of Victoria

Ocular Democracy and Depoliticisation in Ukraine
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Valeria Korabliyova – Charles University

Populism is a Sentiment: Enmity and Affection in Political Ideology
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Julia Fierman - Hunter College, City University of New York

[353] Citizenship and Residence Sales: Rethinking the Boundaries of Belonging
6/25/2021
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM - Zoom Room 25
Paper Panel

Chair: Kristin Surak - London School of Economics
Dimitry Kochenov - Central European University
Participants:

Are Golden Visas a Golden Opportunity?
Assessing Economic Outcomes of RBI Programs in the EU
Single Paper
Kristin Surak - London School of Economics
Yusuke Tsuzuki - Harvard University

Investment Citizenship and the Long Leash of International Law
Single Paper
Peter Spiro - Temple University

Discussant: Dimitry Kochenov - Central European University
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